
To: Denise Arnold 
From: Nancy Wright 

On behalf of the Arc of Florida 
Date: .lanuary7.2015 

Rc: Public comments on iBudgct Algorithm 

The following are comments, on behalf of the Arc of Florida. on APD's cfTorts to 
improve the algorithm formula. Some of the comments were made at the recent workshop 
on December 18th, but others arc a refl ection on the discussions we had at the workshop. 
We appreciate being included in this process and how to continue 'vvorking with you as 
"'e try to make the iBudget system more fair. 

I . One of the primary functions of an algorithm is to try to equalize funding 
amounts among persons of similar need. 

In February 20 I 0, APD presented a detailed analysis of individualized budgets to 
the Legislature. Report to the Legislation on the Agency·s Plan for Implementing 
Individual Budgeting .. iBudget Florida, .. February I, 20 I 0 ( .. Report''). The Report set 
out the algorithm that is currently in use today. but pointed out some of its drawbacks 
(like the lack of valid data on many variables that might be useful.) The Report also 
described certain advantages and system changes that we believe need to be evaluated. 
One of those is the ability of an algorithm to result in more equitable cost plans among 
persons who are similarly situated. (Report. p. 4.) The Legislature adopted this in the 
iBudget statute. requiring .. a methodology and process that ensures that equitable 
allocation of available funds to each client is based on the client's level of need. as 
determined by the variables in the allocation algori thm:· §393.0662( I). F.S. 

It is not clear how equa lization is to be evaluated. Has APD done any analysis on 
\Vhether this has actually occurred? Also. is equaliLation more like ly to occur if a greater 
number of variables are considered? 

2. Moving to an individualized budgeting process was intended to drastically 
alter the prior service authorization process so that reviewers would only need to 
look at whether health and safety would be negatively affected by a proposed shift 
in services or support. 

In the Report, APD went into some detail on how administrative burdens of 
support coordinators and APD staff would be reduced by the use of iBudgets. (Report. 
pp. 3. 6. 7.) Currently. the system is not designed for this kind of flexibility and requests 
for most changes in funding - even those \\ ithin the iBudget funding allocation- still 
require substantial support . 



3. Funding needs to b<' set aside for dental, DME, environmental adaptations 
and transportation. 

The Report recognized that the algorithm would not cover dental. DME or 
environmental adaptations and stated that funding would be set aside for these services. 
(Report. p. 94). It does not appear that thi s happened. Instead. it seems that this funding 
was just lumped into whatever was considered as reserves for supplemental or 
extraordinary needs funding. These services. along with transportation (see discussion 
below). were intemionall) left out of the algorithm and should not requi re the level of 
scrutiny as other requests for increased funding. 

4. The statutory scheme for iBudgct funding allocations requires a high degree of 
confidence in the algorithm. 

Currently, the statutory scheme for an individual 's iBudget funding allocation 
requires APD to use an algorithm with "variables that have been determined by the 
agency to have a statistically \ ali dated relationship to the client' s level of need for 
services ... .'' §393.0662( I )(a). F.S. The al gorithm "detennines the amount of funds 
allocated to a client' s iBudget.'' but the funding may be increased based on specific needs 
that can't be accommodated within the algorithm funding amount. §393.0662( I )(b), F .S. 
Establishing the need for additional funds requires a showing that. without more funding. 
the "health and safety of the c lient. the client 's caregiver. or the public [is placed in] 
immediate, serious jeopardy ... This is the same standard whether or not a client is newly 
enrolled or transitioning to the waiver, §393.0662( I )(b) 1., or requesting supplemental 
funds for one-time, temporary. or long-term supports due to a significant change. 
§393.0662( I )(b)2 & 3. 

Other states using an algorithm made allowances for the lack of reliability 
(espec ially initially) by setting aside large reserve funds to supplement the algorithm 
amount. This has not been the case in Florida. In addition. the '·serious jeopardy to health 
and safety'' standard seems to set a hi gh bar for any additional funding. Taking thi s 
language to its logica l extreme, a client who is '·safe" staying in a group home watching 
TV all day would arguably not qualify for funds for mean ingful day activity. although the 
client' s we lfare and quality of life would be very poor. This is surely not the result 
contemplated in formulati ng the iBudget program. To avoid th is result . however. places a 
heavy burden on the reliability of the algorithm. Thi s makes our task even more daunting. 

5. The current algorithm \'\'as devised without having data on variables that could 
ha\'c hecn helpful, like the age of the caregiYer. 

A APD recognized in its 20 I 0 report to the Legislature. no algori thm can take 
into account every possible \ ariable impacting need for services. (Report, p. 9. 29.) In 
the case of the current algori thm. its predictability was hampered because "for most 
variables. APD did not have reliable and valid data available to test !stakeholder] 
suggestions since we did not have standardized process in place for collecting it.'' 
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(Report. p. 30.) ln the \>\ Orkshop. APD stated that it has been collecting some data over 
the course of the last several years. which should prove useful "'hen evaluating the use of 
other variables. We would like to have more infom1ation on"' hat data APD has been 
collecting. 

6. APD has admitted that the current algorithm had a " harsh" impact on clients 
living in the family home. 

By giving no weight to the variable for the fami l) home living setting, clients in 
the family home saw their algorithm amounts drastically reduced. Including caregiver 
variables may help this. It might also be possible that the model year (FY 2007/2008) 
included clients on the Family and Supported Living Waiver. which had an artificial 
threshold of slightly under $1 5.000 for annual funding. 

Underfunding those in the family home is only likely to result in the need for a 
higher level of funds for residential care or supported li\'ing. as caregivers bum out 
physically or mentally. By contrast, increasing support for caregivers (including 
sufficient respite to a llow for emergency back-up and relief to recharge) could actually 
save money in the long tenn . 

7. Transportation was not used as a vuiable in the current algorithm, resulting in 
funding amounts that were consistently too low to cover transportation. 

Transportat ion i!> not a variable that is well-suited to a formula because the rate 
varies widely from region to region. In some areas of the state, a client may pay $6 for a 
trip; in others the cost may be as high as $30. Rates may also var) depending on the 
difficulty transporting the client, either due to behavioral or physical concerns, or the 
distance of the trip. It is recommended that transportation costs for any individual be 
added in after the algorithm is run. This shou ld not be done as an ·'extraordinary need·· or 
'·supplemental funding·' determination. which wou ld unnecessari ly put into motion a 
process that involves significant documentat ion and rev iew requirements. resu lting in the 
use of unnecessary admin istrative time and resources. 

8. Three situations that consistently result in higher service needs arc intensive 
beha\'ior problems, poor ability to communicate and complex or chronic medical 
conditions. None of these seem to be add.-essed well by th e algorithm. 

a. Behavioml - Even though the algorithm includes the total behavioral score 
from the QSI. the score itse lf does not really separate out those clients'' ith problematic 
behavior from those whose behavior is successfully addressed"' ith medications. On the 
QSI. high scores t()r eve1y question can resu lt just from taking ··one psychotropic 
medication fo r control of behavior or psychiatric symptom'' (v-.:hich scores a 3). or ··use of 
one medication with mu ltiple changes or use of two or more psychotropic med ications 
and/or intensive behavioral services·· (which scores a 4). While it is important to assess 
the use of medications. the QSl currently does nothing to assess the effectiveness of those 
medications. The QSI needs to be changed to better determine which clients need higher 



level of services. Then the algorithm needs to be changed to use the scores that con-elate 
with higher needs. 

b. Communication - A c lient ' s lack of ability to communicate distress and 
desires results in the need for more intensive supervision and more consistent staffing by 
individuals who have learned how to interpret non-verbal cues. The risk for untreated 
health problems is higher, and the correlation with problematic behavior is also higher 
due to the client ' s frustrations in making desires understood. 

The QSI covers communication in question 22 . Consider using this as a variable. 
Also, it seems that the scores for 2 and 3 should be reversed. Cun-ently someone with 
very limited communication abilities will score lower than a person who can 
communicate using sign language or communication devices. (Under this scoring system, 
Stephen Hawking would score higher than someone with a ten-word vocabulary.) It 
seems that the more intens ive need would relate to the limitation , rather than the use of 
devices. 

c. Medical condition - Cl ients with medically complex or chronic medical 
conditions uniformly require more, and higher skilled, direct care. Some of this may be 
covered by the QSI total functional score or the "transfer'· question ( 18), but in many 
cases the medical needs do not impact functionality (e .g. poorly controlled diabetes). 

Some variables to consider that seem to have a bearing on intensive physical 
needs is the total number of medicati ons. the types of medication. and the number of 
times of administration. This information may require some tweaking of the QSJ. 

9. Because many of our consumers experience accelerated onset of aging, with more 
rapid decline, APD should consider a variable that takes these increased needs due 
to aging into account. 

First, QSis need to be done more frequently when a consumer reaches the age of 
45, with additional questions to better assess a decline in cognitive and physical 
functioning. This could be done as an alternate assessment to determine if "senescence" 
has begun. In the Down syndrome population , the onset of Alzheimer's can take place as 
early as age 45, with 4 to 5 years from onset to death (as opposed to 12 to I 5 years in the 
general population.) The phys ical decline for someone with Cerebral Palsy can also be 
much more accelerated. 

Second. if age 50 is not a useful variable (Report, p. 129), consider using a 
variable that takes into account a diagnosis of Alzheimer' s or dementia or an assessment 
showing rapid decline in functionali ty. 
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10. There are inherent problems in the ability to test a new algorithm to even figure 
out if it is "accurate" or "reliable."1 

As Dr. Niu pointed out at the workshop. the algorithm is only as good as the data. 
When the current algorithm was devised. a lot of time and effort was put into deciding 
which ··model'' year to use to test the algorithm for accuracy. Ultimately, FY 2007/2008 
was used because it was pre-tiers and during a high budget period; ostensibly. the cost 
plans from that year were determined based on need, rather than any budgetary or 
statutory constraints. After that year, there were budget cuts. tier implementation, cost 
plan ·' rcbasing:' and cost plan "freezes."' Using models from that data would just 
incorporate the bias from those years into the algorithm. 

To test for reliability. the algorithm of any ind ividual was compared to the cost 
plan of that some individual for the "model" year. Since six years have gone by since the 
··model" year. \VC discussed the problems associated with this comparison. In that amount 
of time. a client's cost plan is likely to have changed due to changes in circumstance. One 
suggestion was to revise the "model"' year to update for any cost plan changes that have 
occurred over the interim. Another suggestion was to use FY 20 I 3/2014 as the "model.'' 

We are in favor of revising 2007/2008. assuming that is possible. During FY 
2013/2014, the cost plans were, for the most part, based on numerous restrictions that did 
not accurately reflect need, including an individual's tier placement and, close on its 
heels, a cost plan freeze. In addition, APD was attempting to implement iBudget across 
the state: for the first half of 2013, anyone who did not request a hearing received a 
reduction equivalent to either their algorithm or the '·sum of services" that was later held 
invalid in court. This amounted to about 25% or more of total enrollment. 2 

Finding an appropriate model year will be no small task . Yet. without an 
appropriate model, there is no way to develop an algorithm that w·ill be a reliable 
predictor of need. Using a model year that is fraught with inaccuracies could easily result 
in a "reliable·· algorithm that mirn)rs those inaccuracies. It could well be that before 

1 How "reliability'· is even determined? The algorithm was tested for the ··R-squared' ' 
factor, which is ' 'the goodness-of-fit of the linear model.'' We non-statisticians often think 
that an R2 value of 65%. for instance, means that 65% of the time. the algorithm wi II 
result in the same funding amount as the individual's cost plan based solely on need . 
Instead. the R2 is really just a way to explain hO\\ close the algorithm gets to the line 
created by a graphing of the cost plans from the ·•model year." We need to look closely at 
the line. the spread. and the model year that is used. 

~At the workshop. Dr. Niu stated that when the current algorithm was run for 2013/20 14 
FY. its R-squared value increased. The presumption was that it had become more 
"reliable:· It seems. however, that comparing the algorithm to a model year when th~ 
algorithm was used would always result in a higher correlation. This would not, however, 
provide any insight into whether or not the algorithm did a better job predicting the actual 
funding needs of a client. 
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trying to de,·ise a ne~ algorithm. APD needs to use the next FY year as the model by 
making client needs are the primal) determinant of cost plan funding. 

11. Bow are outliers determined '? 

In the Report, it looks like the current algorithm was determined after taking 4.7% 
of the population (extreme low and high cost plans) before models were run, then another 
5% aftenvards. Removing ·'outliers·· after the model is run seems counterintuitive, 
especially if we do not know the factors that resulted in the low or high cost plans. I low 
do we determine who are the outliers and whether they have any common needs? More 
important, how do we assure that the outliers will receive adequate funding? 

12. Due to the complexity of devising and testing an algorithm, it would be 
beneficial to have access to one or more statisticians unrelated to the developer or 
his institution. 

In addition to Dr. Niu, it would be helpful to have another point of view to help 
explain the issues or come up with solutions. In most issues involving our clients, we 
naturally have available an assortment of experts on autism, behavioral problems, rate 
structures, etc. In this case. fc" of us have statistical expertise. Relying on a single expert 
{or even two from the same institution) limits our ability to explore options. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dianna McCullough <dianna.mccullough997@gmail.com> 
Monday, December 22, 2014 3:43 PM 
iBudget.Aigorithm 
Thoughts 

After this meeting and I found the information on an algorithm I knew it was not going to work and here 
are my thoughts why: 

Dear Jim DeBeaugrine: 

I attended the September 22, 2009, meeting where you spoke and then provided hand-outs pertaining to the 
iBUDGET, CDC+, Flexible Benefits; and the Waiting List. I have since received the 56 page draft of the 
iBudget plan that I recall you said you had to have to the legislature by February 2010. Going back over The 
Road Ahead for You and APD, looking again at my notes from that meeting, and working on digesting the 
!BUDGET plan, has prompted me to forward the following input and concerns: 

Since it's been perceived for sometime now that the budget in place is individual, the iBudget sounded similar 
enough that the phrase statistically generated formula, that yourself and the APD Road Ahead referred to did 
not register until I began reading the iBudget draft and came to the word Algorithm. After looking up the term 
Algorithm in the dictionary - it's not necessarily a common household word - I understand why page 24 of the 
iBudget draft refers to Algorithm as an intimidating word; it's a process accomplished through mathematical 
comparison. 

With the QSI having already been under scrutiny and a questionable tool in itself, how on earth can something 
like an Algorithm that compares credit scores, and sounds like the equivalent of the Gallup Polls or Nielsen 
Ratings, be considered a reliable source in determining the individual needs of people with Developmental 
Disabilities? When an Algorithm is used, what happens to the human factors that are so important in working 
with vulnerable people? If an Algorithm performs better with less variables, won't the system again be 
jeopardizing individuality & familiarity, two critical components in the ability to overseer the health, safety and 
well-being for people with DD? 

Conversation, used to show one of the contrast between the current way budgets are calculated vs. the iBudget 
way, is one of those human factors I am afraid the use of an Algorithm will eliminate. When face- to-face 
meetings are fulfilled with sincerity, useful knowledge and teamwork, not much can match their benefits. 
Through discussions and visits, the Support Coordinator has the advantage of building a sound relationship 
between consumers, families, & caregivers. Having the right qualities can provide the Support Coordinator the 
opportunity of accomplishing a broader perspective of the overall situation of the individual and their 
environment, placing them (SC) in a far more favorable position than an Algorithm. 

Common sense tells us that reliable and valid data is only as good as the integrity and discipline of the 
individual documenting or passing on the information. Accuracy is critical. When resources cannot be utilized, 
when needed services are being denied and there are repercussions from inappropriate placement in the Tiers, 
what accuracy can there be? Because controversy over provider rates, PCA hours, service reductions, Tiers, re
basing, postponement and/or denial of the Fair Hearing, has kept us in a tumultuous and chaotic state since 
2007, I question how it's possible any modeling of funding for an Algorithm, from the chosen fiscal period 
especially (any period really) would be capable of providing accurate data/statistics? 



I am not a negative person, but more-and-more it is sounding like the Algorithm, and the fine-tuning of it, is 
going to create some serious concerns for people with developmental disabilities. I have looked at the changes 
that were listed if the iBudget/ Algorithm is used; increasing the flexibility in the service array; streamlining the 
prior service authorization; freeing up the waiver support coordinators' time; reduced likelihood of policy 
changes; reduced bureaucracy and red tape; greater control over the individuals life; confidence that funding is 
fair in comparison to other consumers; greater opportunity for new funds to serve the wait list; security of a 
financially stable system that will be there to serve down the road; greater flexibility for consumers to respond 
to changing needs and greater ability to choose services that matter to the individual. This all sounds very 
positive, wonderful, yet to-good-to-be-true. In my heart and that place that tells you something is not right, I am 
convinced there is a trade-off here and I found, exactly what I'm afraid of, in the feedback from other 
stakeholders (I am a stakeholder,too): the iBudget is a way to make cutting consumers' budgets easier. 

You may or may not remember the article "Broken Promises", but if my memory serves me the prominent issue 
written about was the promise to parents of the developmentally disabled that if they agreed to take their loved 
ones home they would have suppott. It's been years yet the struggle to ensure those pledges are honored 
continue to be a monumental tasks for parents and advocates alike. The iBudget draft has made some eye
catching promises, but trust, a vital element, is hard to accomplish when promises continue to be broken; 
through one avenue or another. The waiting list has been a broken promise, the theory of the Support 
Coordinator is a broken promise, the CDC+ is becoming a broken promise and the promise of support is broken 
because it continues to be disruptive and unsettled. 

During an interview on Face-to-Face you mentioned that the DD funding is not an entitlement. I don't mean to 
be vicious when I say whenever I've heard entitlement used in reference toDD, the context of this word seems 
to heed a warning rather than give the hint, that if there were an entitlement, it would provide a guarantee of 
benefits and help with the decision to do the right thing for people we certainly know will always need our 
assistance. What is your input on this idea? I would like to know the pluses or any negatives if there was an 
entitlement. 

I do not take lightly the job of advocating for my son or for other consumers for that matter, but honestly, just 
between the iBudget and the Del-Marva changes things are getting a bit overwhelming so it's time that I wrap 
this up. I understand, in your position, you have your hands full and a tremendous responsibility yourself, but 
count your blessings if you and your loved ones have good physical and mental health, because these 2 entities 
contribute far more to happiness than I think is appreciated and they may very well too, in this system, 
determine if one really lives or merely struggles just to survive. 

Sincerely 

Dianna McCullough dianna.mccullough997@gmail.com 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

tallytribe@aol.com 
Friday, December 19, 2014 4:07 PM 
iBudget.Aigorithm 

In looking at revisions to the algorithm methodology, you will need to consider how to treat the 2,000 or so 
individuals enrolled in the CDC program since CDC enrollees have the ability to pay their service providers 
rates which are different than the traditional waiver payment rates. For example, our 15-year-old daughter 
has intensive behavioral issues and can be extremely dangerous to both herself and others on a regular basis; 
it is therefore essential that her service providers be properly equipped to meet her intense needs. For this 
reason, we pay her respite providers 15 dollars per hour since we require that they maintain higher skills and 
qualifications (such as being trained as behavior assistants) in order to keep everyone safe. Note: The 1:1 

non geographical rate for respite providers under the waiver is approximately 11 dollars per hour. The 
ongoing provision of respite services (at the higher rate) gives us just enough of a break to allow her to safely 
remain in the family home and avoid seeking a more costly placement within a licensed residential facility. In 
addition, the budgets for all CDC enrollees are reduced by 8 percent as condition of participation in this 
program .... not sure if the existing algorithm takes this reduction into account. For these reasons, I would 
recommend that a different type of methodology be utilized in calculating the algorithm budget amounts for 
CDC participants. 

Also, when selecting the fiscal year in which to look at utilization and expenditure data, it is important to 
consider the impact of the tier limits during particular timeframes. My daughter was on Tier 4 at the t ime of 
iBudget implementation and a policy decision at the time was made to keep her budget capped at the 
maximum amount for that tier. However, her algorithm amount was actually 10 thousand dollars above than 
the Tier 4 limit. Since her needs far exceeded her tier limit (but would have been met by the algorithm 
amount), we were forced to exhaust nearly all of her CDC savings in order to continue funding necessary 
services. If the class action lawsuit appeal had failed, we would have been forced to apply for a budget 
increase via the Significant Additional Needs process. All this serves as a caution not to automatically 

assume that all client needs were being met prior to the recent budget increase for the 11,000 class members. 

Finally, for children with autism and/or severe behavioral issues, I think you need to take a closer look at the 
age of the client. As she approached puberty, my daughter' s size and strength grew exponentially (thereby 
making it much more difficult to safety manage her during outbursts). 

Thanks so much for the opportunity to provide feedback. As a parent, I take great comfort in knowing that 
the APD staff members who are involved in refin ing and implementing the algorithm are the most caring and 
compassionate people I know and w ill w ithout a doubt work t irelessly to ensure that whatever changes that 
are ultimately implemented will allow sufficient funding to enable our clients to safely remain in either their 
own homes or family homes for as long as they choose. 
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The following comments are being made by Tricia A. Madden, Esq., 108 Beaufort Drive, 

Longwood, Florida 32779. Office number 407-592-5022, Home number 407-682-4585, 

Consultant, attorney, and parent of an APD consumer. 

COMMENTS on the iBudget System 

I have just listened to the recording of the December 18th workshop. I was appalled by the 

focus of Dr. Niu and APD. Now I have to review my earlier comments to determine what if any 

need changes to account for the two significant attitudes that emerged from the December 18, 

2014 workshop toward the purpose and design of the algorithm. I have previously submitted 

comments on the propose iBudget rule which is really six rules . I made some comments on the 

algorithm in that submission. Nothing I heard in the recording of the workshop has changed 

any ofthe comments I made on the Proposed Rule. I do want to express my appreciation to 

Denise Arnold and APD for recording the workshop and downloading it to the APD website, and 

providing access via the web to the next workshop. 

Dr. Niu is as he said, just a statistician. He could not quit focusing on having a model year. This 

is in spite of the fact that everyone agreed in the audience that there is not valid base year now. 

APD staff even suggested that perhaps some of the data could be manipulated to create an 

artificial and illogical base year. Dr. Niu's comments demonstrated strongly that he is not 

capable of completing this project without at a minimum assistance from another statistician or 

two with more long term experience in working with this population served by APD. Another 

statistician from the same University is like having a copy, not a new and perhaps different 

approach that can be cross discussed and evaluated. I worked for a very large University and 

attended several small and large as I picked up degrees. The academic pattern of similarity is 

inherent in the atmosphere of each department. If the Agency cannot have the courage to give 

the Governor and the legislature the facts of the the reality of the population rather than just 

trying to meet the proposed budget of those two entities, then we have a political agency and 

not an advocate. The discussion by APD staff and Dr. Niu confirmed the ARC comments that 

this has become more of a cost containment device than a true effort to provide equitable 

funding to meet the needs of the clients. 

APD should be advocating for the funds the agency needs to meet the needs and leave it to the 

elected politicians to make the decisions on how they are or are not going to meet the real 

needs .of a very fragile population. The cost containment focus is in sharp contrast to what 

other states have done in trying to develop an algorithm. The lack of consistency on a base 
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year in the workshop audience due to the fact that there is NO good base year in 2007 or to the 

present that can be created to satisfy the cost containment or, more important, the question of 

needs. is 

That is borne out by the admission by APD in the oral hearings and its briefs and 

in previous budget hearings before the Florida legislature. APD has admitted that the current 

algorithm had a "harsh" impact on numerous clients. That eliminates any model base year used 

to date as being valid. It also projects that until the algorithm is adjusted as Dr. Niu said was to 

be done with new variables, there is nothing with which to compare any iBudget run 

The QSI also does not recognize those factors when completed on Kevin. Since the QSI 

only covers the last 12 months of Kevin's life when it is prepared, it has no variable to fully 

reflect Kevin's functional and health and safety limitations and risks. This is equally true for 

many of the APD consumers. Kevin has a fairly recent QSI by APD standards since it was redone 

less than 3 years ago. His major health issues mentioned above occurred before the cutoff 

backdating deadline so the effect of the hospitalizations are not in the total. The full effect of 

the changes in home environment, caregivers aging and health issues, and the gradual decline 

Kevin is incurring are not adequately addressed in the variables written into the QSI inquiries. 

1. The threshold year of 2007-2008 was a poor choice. Although it was pre-tier, 

when the iBudget algorithm was run, it included the artificial limitation imposed on consumers 

covered under the Family arid Supported Living Waiver of $15,000.00 max regardless of the 

client's needs. Surely no one could observe some of those consumers and families and 

realistically believe thattheir funding levels reflected their real needs for safety and health , 

much less a quality of life as was expected when the Federal Waiver Law was designed. (I was 

part of that effort in Washington so am very familiar with its intent.) 

My understanding of the workshop discussion is that Dr. Niu strongly proposed FY 2013-

2014 as the next model year. That would clearly produce a false statistical positive since that 

year represents a year when many cost plans were artificially reduced by the court identified 

limitations of Dr. Niu's algorithm. Dr. Niu obviously would like to use 2013-2014 .. Because he 

sees it as just comparing his budget algorithm against his budget algorithm with a few tweaks 

or changes in some cost plans. However he cannot get past the fact that the 2013-2014 year 

was muddled by all the different types of determination of budgets that were in play You 

cannot adjust FY 2013-2014 to accommodate the number of Consumer budgets that rejected 

the reductions and are still running on old cost plans pre the iBudget official run. That is ditto 

for the cost plans that were based on compromise decisions. The restored budgets further 

muddle the FY year. Many parents I have talked with did request hearings. Others wanted to 
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but decided to take the easier route to them of agreeing to some level of compromise. Many 

families did not request hearings, but then regretted that too late. They made the wrong 

decision for a number of reasons including they did not have the means to retain legal 

assistance, were afraid of the hearings, afraid they might even lose additional funds, or just did 

not have the energy to deal with a hearing in unknown waters and take care of their family. 

Their reasoning was logical because the hearings are run in such a manner to disadvantage 

those who have no legal background, or even those in the legal field who have no knowledge of 

Florida's disability service system. That I can attest to under oath. That makes it impossible to 

even pick a past FY at this time to use as a model. I suggest that before any algorithm is 

"validated" against a model year, it needs to be run against at best the next full fiscal year in 

which the cost plans returned to the old figures and services are being utilize It also needs to 

wait for the missing variables discussed at the workshop are addressed and added to the 

algorithm. I have already written on some of the commissions and they were discussed at the 

workshop but I am including them with perhaps a few additional comments from here to the 

end of the comments I am submitting. 

2. FY 2013-2014 makes no provision for variables to consider the caregivers health 

or age status or the physical environment of the home (need for modifications etc.) Aging is not 

a simple factor that you can pick a year and everybody is in the same condition. That would 

seem to be a hang up with Dr. Niu on clients. He probably has the same misguided concept for 

caregivers. He clearly in the workshop discussion did not know much about the status of family 

caregivers living with the client and how variable that set up can be. He assumed a bad thing 

statisticians frequently do, that the family caregiver to be evaluated would be on one person. 

He never mentioned any clear thoughts about multiple family members providing care in the 

home or from outside the home full time or part time supports or caregivers and on and on in 

his lack of insight. This concerns me in that even with data that is to be provided according to 

the APD staff, he may not be able to correctly value the effects of the data on the needs for 

services and costs. 

3. The QSI also does not recognize numerous significant factors when completed. 

For example, my son was diagnosed with esophageal cancer in 2008,had esophagectomy in 

2009 which seriously altered his anatomy and his Gl systems' functionality, then a bowl 

impaction in2011 sent him to Florida Hospital where he developed hospital incurred chemical 

pneumonia caused by the poor medical care and led him to 23 days in ICU where I lived with 

him and my husband constantly came and went to back me up. That ICu with coma , intubation 

eetc, led to a recent diagnosis of Mental Disorder NOS caused by " Delirium in ICU". As a result 

of the combination of Kevin's genetic chromosomal defect (Cri-du-Chat 5th chromosome partial 
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deletion) and the chemo for the cancer, Kevin now has myleodyohasia syndrome (MDS) (a 

precursor to leukemia if not carefully monitored and managed medically by his oncologist and 

daily by us), Since the QSI only covers the last 12 months of Kevin's life when it is prepared, it 

has no variable to fully reflect Kevin' s functional and health and safety limitations and risks. The 

QSI does not reflect that with all of Kevin's problems one or both of his caregivers, one paid, 

one not, my husband and i stay on the road daily to transport him to ADT, doctors, labs, tests, 

therapies, and more. This is equally true for many of the APD consumers. Kevin has a fairly 

recent QSI by APD standards since it was redone less than 3 years ago. His major health issues 

that have had permanent impact on Kevin and effects that continue mentioned above occurred 

before the cutoff backdating deadline so the effect of the hospitalizations are not in the total. 

The full effect of the changes in home environment, caregivers aging and health issues, and the 

gradual decline Kevin is incurring are not adequately addressed in the variables written into the 

QSI inquiries 

We personally had to dig deep and pay for lifts in our home as Kevin's physical 

functionality has age changed, and we as his primary 24/7 caregivers have aged. We had no 

choice because I, as an unpaid caregiver have to help my husband to lift among other shared 

care for Kevin . I had to have surgery and we could not wait for the slowness of the system to 

provide the lifts, and the system did not provide for increased temporary care to replace me 

because I was having the surgery and not my son . That was not considered by the current 

algorithm and certainly was not considered by the weight factors. Many families do not have 

the resources to pay for those modifications or temporary extra help with their personal 

resources. We will not in the future and we had to dig into what was to be retirement 

assistance as our retirement resources got hit as many did. Many families, as we have done, 

have to fund many medical treatments out of their own pockets to get reasonable care for 

their consumer. The Affordable Care Act will not resolve that issue. In Kevin's case to get a 

doctor willing to agree that his quality of life was worth trying to save when he had a severe 

cancer, we had to go out of Orlando to MAYO CLINIC to get competent care. Kevin is quite 

happy to still be among the living. However he does require 24/7 hour care now, but as the QSI 

is worded that factor is only minimally factored into the QSI score and the weight factors 

selected by Dr.Niu ... The QSI does not describe some of the care variables Kevin requires. 

Nothing exotic ,just requires a careful schedule of care 24 around the clock, not every minute, 

but 24 hour coverage by qualified persons with medications, therapy, assistance with fecal 

matter extraction, etc., etc. ,. 

I am not a Registered nurse. However, due to my past history with hospitals and care of 

family and especially with care of Kevin while in the hospitals, his doctors send Kevin home for 
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me to supply all the LPN care and the RN care that is allowed without any legal issue arising for 

me as a family member. The doctors think I can do tube feeding, IV care (not the original 

hookup that does require a license or certification), flush his port and drain fluids from his chest 

cavity and more and get Kevin up on his feet and recovered better than the care offered by 

hospitals and by Visiting Nurses. I heard the discussion that Nursing care and its cost should be 

factor differently because it raises cost. That comment was made by a person who has a 

narrower view of what some families do for their consumers different from those she has 

experienced in her practice. The contact level is different too when you are the one doing the 

care as opposed to the attorney or even the nurse coming in from outside and not there on a 

full 24 basis. I know that well, because I am also an attorney who has worked in the disable 

population law area since 1984. I mention the comments in the workshop only to demonstrate 

that the comments you received in the work shop were and do reflect broad differences 

among those there and also among all the families and other caregivers who could not travel to 

Tallahassee, All of this affects significantly the ability of a statistician to develop an algorithm 

that equitable bases funding on a client's level of needs when that statistician has no 

background in the population (4 years is nothing) to help him place the variables and the 

weights in prospective. 

5. The weight factors of the algorithm are based on an erroneous assumption by Dr. Niu 

according to his own testimony. He assumed that anyone with severe physical issues and 

limitations in function would be fairly treated by the algorithm because those individuals would 

obviously have significant behavioral issues. Kevin for example, does have some behavioral 

issues, but they do not weigh very high on the QSI. He is also now on an antidepressant, for a 

new diagnosis Of Mental Disorder NOS. That particular medication, as I recall, would probably 

not add significantly to his QSI score. 

6. By keeping Kevin at home, we save the State of Florida considerable sums. If Kevin 

has to be institutionalized or in other language incorporated in a group home, his health and 

safety factors would cost at least double his current budget. The end result on the other hand 

could just be that in another setting he would die in a fairly short time. You see, Dr. Niu's 

algorithm and the QSI as factored in does not cover the fact that Kevin has no esophagus 

beyond 3 mm and has a digestive system that requires him to take medication daily and to 

walk with assistance for many hours daily. Wheel chairs end lives much sooner for everyone 

who does not have assistance to substitute for their own ability to not walk on their own by 

providing some form of physical activity in a vertical position and preferably weight bearing. No 

group home will be willing to give Kevin the daily physical walking he requires. The QSI does 

not even include that as a factor for someone like Kevin who is a wheelchair defined person. 
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There are numerous families I have spoken with when they have asked who have different but 

similar consumers with severe physical limitations and low physical functionality. Lying in a bed 

with mechanical aides or sitting in a wheelchair all day does not represent the provision of 

services that protects health or quality of life. Yet the QSI does not clearly identify the 

distinctions between clients in the physical factors area. 

7. Parts of the audio were hard to hear clearly when Dr. Niu was speaking. I believe 

I heard him discuss that the functionality and the physical disability sections overlap to some 

extent. I could not hear if he used that as a reason, or thought he should, to minimize those 

factors in the weight factor. The two areas can overlap in the sense that the physical factors do 

also affect functionality but as the QSI is worded; neither area gives a clear picture of a severely 

physically impaired client or the effect of physical impairments and aging on health and safety 

issues. 

8. Kevin, my son, is non-verbal. Although we have recently secured an ACC for him 

through other funding in the community, he is still almost totally limited in his ability to 

communicate with-it and the public and even neighbors and friends are not easily trained to be 

adept at using his ACC to communicate. Kevin's cognitive level is too low to give him the ability 

to encourage others to learn to use the ACC. It is helpful to us at home and in the far future we 

may be able to teach a few others to make the effort to use it with him. Yet the QSI rates his 

non vocabulary at a lower rate than someone who is able to talk to a greater extent. That is 

clearly illogical. His lack of communication places him at risk since he is limited to pointing and 

eye contact, is not able to walk independently to reach for things to convey needs, has limited 

fine motor control, and does not know how to write. He is at great risk unless he is with the 

few people who understand his nonverbal efforts at communication. He could not in an 

accident for example tell a medic that his stomach is up among his lungs, leaving him at serious 

risk if someone were to try CPR compressions. His condition is such that in a hospital transfer 

situation, the RN/paramedic in charge quickly agreed that I had to ride sitting right next to 

Kevin in case he required any care in route. That type of limitation for Kevin is not reflected in 

the QSI at all except that the last QSI did have a long narrative. Unfortunately that narrative 

does not figure into the algorithm. 

Kevin's dilemma with the QSI is common to many physically limited individuals. Speech may be 

a cognitive limit or, as in Kevin's case, a physical limitation. Either way it is erroneously 

considered in both the QSI and therefore the algorithm. 

6. Transportation should not be excluded in the consideration of final budget 

figures, but more likely than not, does not provide a readily described variable that would fit 

into the iBudget algorithm . In our case we transport Kevin. Some day that may not be possible. 
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Kevin cannot use our local Special Needs transportation system. He cannot communicate either 

to the driver or, if a problem occurred, to any one coming to his rescue or to report any abuse. 

He would be at serious and dangerous risk. I know that well because when working full time as 

an attorney, I had numerous occasions to sue that service for neglect and resulting injury. That 

has also been the case even with nursing home privately own transport. However, there is no 

reasonable cost factor considered in the final results of iBudget or the final cost plan for the 

real cost of safe transport in the Central Florida /Orlando area. 

9. Complex or chronic medical issues do require substantial services. Some have been 

discussed above. Communications lacks easily increase the likelihood of increased safety risks 

with complex medical issues and life threatening injuries or even unintentional neglect. 

Areas of needed funding are not currently funded, or if so, not without tremendous 

documenting and justification and lengthy delay. Dental is only minimally available under 

regular Medicaid and even, if a family could afford it, dental insurance. To find a skilled dentist 

who will handle some of our disability population can require higher cost. Environmental 

adaptations have become a mountain to overcome. In our case we were able to cover our 

recent purchase of "used lifts" etc. because I required surgery which meant I could not lift for a 

long period . Kevin now requires two people lifting at home because we are older and less 

strong and Kevin is losing physical strength given all the events he has been through and his 

aging increase at 41 years. To fund those in a timely manner we had to dig into funds that were 

intended to provide for all three of us in the years to come. This could place Kevin in a perilous 

positon of facing a placement out of the home. 

10. Aging of the client . I listened with some amusement to the discussion of the aging 

client in the workshop. Unfortunately those spouting specific ages as the variable to enter were 

lacking seriously in the medical knowledge of aging as well as just not thinking with common 

sense. Dr. Niu kept harping on 55 or at least 50. I assume that is an age where altering his 

algorithm is easier to handle to produce cost containment results. One of the previous 

members of the "stake holders group" hung on to his idea that the division at 21 solved all 

problems. Clearly these people were all either really healthy and their older family members 

were also, or they know very little about the aging process in the even the general population. 

There is no magic age which fits all caregivers or all clients. It needs to be a factor in the QSI 

and in the algorithm. It requires more though than just a numerical age. One side of my family 

all lived to their 90's. The other side never made it out of their 70's. Which side will I follow? 

Which age will my husband reach? How much will we decline from the process of aging? How 

much will our caring for a heavy disabled man/boy hasten our own physical issues? No one can 

put that into a numerical year much as D. Niu and some of the audience at the workshop 

wanted to do. 
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The aging of the client discussion was even more unrealistic. Kevin is feeling the effects of what 

happens to someone born with a rare syndrome, significant boney and muscle issues and an 

accident a few years ago. At 41 arthritis or overuse of a good limb over the others that do not 

function as well is setting in with pain . Contractures change and at the same time some 

hypertonia has increased. This just demonstrates that no algorithm can use a magic number to 

represent aging and needed additional services. Cerebral palsy victims age faster, Downs's 

victims develop dementia or Alzheimer's earlier than the general population. How are variables 

going to be set up in the QSI to correctly describe the client? Dr.Niu once again showed the 

lack of common sense or reality of isolated statisticians working in an academic environment. 

11. The algorithm development process. 

The entire process was and does face almost insurmountable problems. AS a student of 

statistics in college and even more recently, the invalidity of statistics is well recognized by the very 

individuals who earn a living touting statistical models. Dr. Niu, as its creator of course, would 

probably not agree publically. The decision to select Dr. Niu with his lack of practical and long-term 

experience with the population he was trying to evaluate was, as has been shown, and is a grave error 

by APD. The G.B. trial demonstrated that when it's short coins were identified in oral argument by 

two of the judges. The ability to use his algorithm to "ensure{s) that equable allocation of available 

funds to each client is based on the client's level of need" or to meet the requirement in the court 

order that the methodology be based on reliable variables that "reasonably" reflect the client's 

needs was impossible before he began. 

If APD is going to persist infusing Dr. Niu to try to fix" the problems, I suggest that APD bring 

in at least two more statisticians who have actual long term experience in the field of 

disabilities. Those people do exist and have been used long before the Pennhurst case to 

demonstrate the real needs of persons with disabilities and the cost factors associated. 

The current approach over years has cost APD an f=greet del of wasted funds that could have 

biter been used to serve the needs of the population served or needing services. Money has 

been wasted on legal fees, legal in house and out of house counsel, legal costs, families and 

individual consumers have endured wasted time and significant stress that was unnecessary 

and added to their stress in trying to take care of or address the needs of the consumers. 

Consumers have endured stress and lost services that have diminished emotional and 

physical conditions by cuts and by hearings before persons without a clear idea of what the 

services meant to that individual and his or her ability to have a reasonable and safe quality 

of life. 
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G1c1 RoLLINI 

grollini@ lawfla.com 

January 23, 2015 

COMMENTS ON APD's PROPOSED iBUDGET ALGORITHM 

VIA EMAIL (david.delapaz@apdcares.org; iBudgetAlgorithm@apdcares.org.) 

David De La Paz, Esq. 
Agency for Persons with Disabilities 
4030 Esplanade Way, Suite 380 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399 

Dear Mr. De La Paz: 

On behalf of the Petitioners in G.B., et a!. v. Agency for Persons with Disabilities, Case 
No. ID13-4903 (Fla. 1st DCA 2014), and Case No. 13-1849RP (Fla. DOAH 20013), as well as 
The Autism Society of Florida, United Cerebral Palsy of South Florida, and the Macdonald 
Training Center, Inc., all of whom I represent as legal counsel, this letter serves to provide 
written comments on the iBudget algorithm proposed by APD and discussed at the workshop 
held January 16, 2015. 

To begin, the Agency should review and incorporate into this rulemaking process the 
litigation records in both of the above-named cases, and particularly the expert testimony of Dr. 
James T McClave presented in DOAH Case No. 12-1849RP regarding the statistical validity, 
reliability and accuracy of the algorithm as it applies to individual clients in the DD Waiver. Dr. 
McClave recommended a number of specific adjustments to the Agency' s proposed algorithm 
that should be incorporated and tested as a part of this rulemaking process. For your 
convenience, that testimony accompanies the email transmitting this letter. 

The Agency should also review the attached Navigant report on Wyoming's DOORS 
model, and any more recent studies on that program, for recommended steps that can and should 
be taken to enhance an iBudget allocation model. Many ofNavigant 's recommendations-made 
in 2007- are equally applicable to Florida's iBudget program and should be adopted by Florida. 
Many of the stakeholder concerns reported by Navigant in that study closely mirror the concerns 
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COMMENTS ON APD' s PROPOSED iBUDGET ALGORITHM 
David De La Paz, Esq. 
January 23, 2015 
Page 2 of2 

raised in the above litigation and the current rulemaking process. As recommended there, for 
example, we suggest that the Agency take steps to include additional predictive variables 
(including, e.g. , for cost of living based on client location, transportation costs, etc.), utilize 
continuous-variable models where appropriate (e.g., age), and perform more rigorous statistical 
validation of the algorithm based on comparisons of the algorithm outputs to individual needs 
instead of population averages. To the extent Florida can capture levels and gradations of need, 
it will only enhance the trustworthiness of the model and, therefore, the public's view of the 
model. 

We appreciate the Agency granting us the opportunity to continue to discuss beyond the 
comment period our concerns regarding the algorithm, including the possible use of an altogether 
different mathematical model, to avoid our filing suit over the Agency's proposed iBudget rules 
that, as one example, propose the same algorithm stricken as invalid in the above litigation. We 
look forward to continuing the public dialog on the iBudget proposed rules, including an 
appropriate mathematical formula for Florida' s iBudget, between now and the February 26, 2015 
public hearing the Agency has agreed to hold on the proposed iBudget rules. 

If you have any questions or comments regarding the above noted materials, please feel 
free to contact me at grollini@lawfla.com, or (850) 553-3454. 

GR\cb 
Enclosures 

Sincerely, 

Is/ Gigi Rollini 

Gigi Rollini , Esq. 
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1 testified as follows: 

2 DIRECT EXAMINATION 

3 BY MS. WALKER: 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Q. 

A . 

Q. 

Please state your name for the record. 

My name is James T. McClave, M-C-C-L-A-V-E. 

Dr. McClave, where are you employed? 

A. I am employed at Infotech, Incorporated , in 

Gainesville, Florida. 

Q. 

A. 

What is Infotech , Incorporated? 

It is a consulting -- statistical consulting 

11 and software development, technical so ftware 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

development firm . 

Q. What is your position at Infotech? 

A. I ' m its President and CEO . 

Q. Dr. McClave, would you please look in the 

joint exhibit notebook -- it should be on the witness 

stand -- behind Tab No. 25 , which is Joint Exhibit No. 

25. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Okay. 

Okay . 

Yes. 

I 'm there . 

Do you recognize this document? 

What is t h is document? 

This appears to be a copy of my current 

24 curriculum vitae. 

25 Q . Would you summarize , please, your educational 
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background . 

A. I have a bachelor of science degree majoring 

in physics from Bucknell University and a Ph . D. in 

statistics from the University of Florida. 

Q. Would you please summarize your professional 

experience as a statistician? 

A. Sure . So following my Ph.D. being earned in 

the early 1970s , I spent a year as a post - doctoral 

faculty member at the State University of New York at 

Buffalo . And when the University of Florida offered 

me a faculty position a year later , I quickly got out 

of Buffalo and returned to the great State of Florida 

where I spent 18 years on the faculty in the - - both 

the Departments of Statistics and in the Graduate 

School of Business at the University of Florida . 

By then , this is appro x ima te ly 1990 , Infotech 

had grown to a point -- I started it as a consulting 

firm during the summers when I wasn ' t employed by the 

university. It had grown to a point by then t hat it 

required some full-time attention . I think we had 

approximately 40 employees at that point . So I 

resigned my full-time position to take management over 

for Infotech , which I ' ve been doing ever since . 

Q. Have you published any statistics tex tbook s? 

A. Yes. I have six statistics texts that I ' ve 
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either authored or co-authored. 

Q. Have you published any articles in any 

3 recognized statistics journals? 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

A . Yes . As part of my academic experience, 

of the requirements is ongoing research , and I 

published articles in peer-reviewed statistics and 

econometrics journals. 

one 

Q. Have you previously been qualified by a court 

of law as a statistician? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Dr . McClave, can you describe what the term 

"econometrics " means to you? 

A. Econometrics is the application of the 

14 science of statistics to business and economic issues 

15 and problems. 

16 Q. And do you consider yourself both a 

17 statistician and an econometrician? 

18 

19 

A. 

Q. 

I do. 

Would you please summarize your professional 

20 experience as an econometrician? 

21 A. Sure. So my Ph.D. dissertation was in a 

22 fie ld called time series analysis, which is primarily 

23 used by economists and econometricians because time 

24 series typically are economic phenomena , like the 

25 stock market is an example or rates of inflation from 
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year to year. So I actually worked on my dissertation 

in an area that was more econometrics than statistics, 

3 or a blend of the two. 

4 And my experience since earning my 

5 dissertation, my consu lting experience is not 

6 exclusively but probably over 75 or 80 percent to do 

7 with business and economic issues, which is, again, 

8 the field of econometrics. 

9 Q. Have you taught college - level courses in 

10 econometrics? 

11 A. Yes . As I mentioned earlier, I was -- for 

12 about ten years, I was in the graduate school of 

1 3 

14 

15 

16 

business, teaching both statistics and econometrics. 

Q. Have you published any textbooks involving 

econometrics? 

A. Yes. Several of my texts are statistics for 

1 7 business and economics students, and those textbooks 

18 have econometric methods in them . 

19 Q. Have you been qualified previously by a court 

20 of law as an expert ln econometrics? 

21 

22 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

Dr . McClave, in your professional career, 

23 have you estimated multiple regression models for 

24 

25 

clients? 

A. Hundreds if not thousands of times, yes. 
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MS . WALKER: Your Honor , at this point, we ' d 

ask the Court to qualify Dr . McClave as an expert 

witness in both statistics and econometrics based 

on his knowledge , skill , experience and edu cation. 

MR . THOMAS : Brief voir d i re , Your Honor? 

THE COURT : Briefly . 

7 VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION 

8 BY MR . THOMAS: 

9 Q. Dr. McClave , my name is Harry Thomas. I 

10 believe we got a chance to talk o n the p h one last 

11 Friday . 

12 

13 

14 

15 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

Yes , sir . 

Since 1989 , you ' ve been an adjunct professor? 

Yes. 

What is an adjunct professor? 

16 A . It ' s a courtesy appointment. I serve on some 

17 committees. I occasionally teach for colleagues that 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

are still around the university. 

courtesy appointment. 

It ' s a non - paying 

Q. So you ' ve not been teaching at the University 

of Florida regularly since then 

A. Absolutely not , no . 

-- since 1989? 

That ' s right. 

Q. 

A. 

Q . And the last time you published in a refereed 
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statistics and economics journal , that was 10 years 

ago in 2003 , correct , based on your CV? 

A . That ' s right . 

Q . And the nex t most recent refe r eed pub l ication 

was 16 years ago in 1987? 

A. Yes . It was part of my faculty exper i ence , 

that ' s right. 

Q. And while you haven ' t been doing that much 

teaching o r refereed writ i ng in the past 10 years or 

more , your CV indicates that you ' ve been engaged in 

providing quite a bit of expert witness testimony , 

correct? 

A. That ' s correct. 

Q . I mean , just this year alone , you ' ve provided 

expert testimony in February , March and May , and now 

here again in July? 

A . Yes. 

Q . And in 2012 , you provided expert testimony in 

February, April , May , June , July, August , October , 

November and twice in December , correct? 

A . That ' s likely true , if that ' s what that CV 

says. 

Q . And if you look at your CV , I believe it 

reflects a similar number of expert witness 

appearances in 2011? 
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Yes. 

Sir, is it fair to say that you've 

3 transitioned your caree r from an academic statistician 

4 in econometrics to that of an expert witness in those 

5 fields? 

6 A. I certainly do more expert witness testimony 

7 than I do teaching these days, but approximately 30 

8 percent of my time is spent in management of the 

9 Infotech firm, which is mostly a software development 

10 firm. So, yeah, I spend probably 70 percent of my 

11 time on litigation matters that involve statistics and 

12 

13 

econometrics . 

Q. Sure. But you ' ve never worked previously on 

14 any matters involving the development or use of an 

15 algorithm in the context of an iBudget type system, 

16 have you? 

1 7 

18 

A. 

Q. 

I have not. 

And you've never been retained to develop an 

19 algorithm that will project a budget for persons 

20 receiving benefits through the Medicaid waiver 

21 program? 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A. No. 

MR. THOMAS: 

THE COURT: 

MR. THOMAS: 

That's all I have, Your Honor. 

Any objection to the tender? 

We would object. 
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THE COURT: All right . Over objection, I 

wi ll recognize Dr . McCl a ve as an expe rt in 

statistics and econometrics . He may test i fy as an 

expert. 

MS . WAL KER : Thank you, Your Honor . 

DIRECT EXAMINATION (CONTINUED ) 

BY MS. WALKER : 

Q. Dr. McClave , if I could have you please turn 

to Joint Exhibit No . 16 . 

A . Okay. 

Q. Dr. McClave , are you familiar with Joint 

Exhibit No . 16? 

A. Yes . 

Q. Okay . And if I could have you specifically 

look at subsection 2 of Rule 65G-4 . 0210. 

that? 

A. Yes . 

Do you see 

Q. And do you see that that ' s a definition of an 

allocation algorithm? 

A. I do. 

Q. Are you familiar with that allocation 

algorithm that is depicted in Joint Exhibit 16? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Wh at do you know about that allocation 

algorithm? 
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A. That algorithm reflects the results of a 

multiple regression analysis that is reported in a 

technical report by Dr. Niu, one of the experts for 

the agency. 

Q. And is it your understanding that that is the 

algorithm that is proposed to be used by the agency 

for the i Budget process? 

A. That is my understanding. 

Q. Have you reviewed any documents other than 

Joint Exhibit 16 relating to the iBudget allocation 

algorithm? 

Niu . 

A. Yes . 

Q. 

A. 

What have you reviewed? 

Well , primarily, the tec h nical report of Dr . 

I ' ve also reviewed his deposition testimony in 

this matter , as well as that of Dr . Martin, and other 

various background material. For examp l e , t here were 

various spreadsheets produced wi th some data that I ' ve 

reviewed. There were also pre liminary drafts of the 

technical report that I reviewed. 

Q. Are there any documents you would have liked 

to have reviewed, but you didn ' t? 

A. Yes. 

Q. 

A . 

What would yo u have liked to have reviewed? 

The fin a 1 -- typic a 11 y , in these kind of 
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matters, I get provided to me the work of the other 

experts so that I can replicate it, examine it , you 

know , in detail. And until five o ' clock last evening, 

I had not seen the actual data Dr. Niu used . It was 

produced. I was hoping that I could stay up late and 

maybe get some work done on it, but wh en I examined 

it, some of the key factors had been redacted . For 

example , age , which is right here in this subsection 

that we're looking at as one of the factors in the 

algorithm , had been redacted , as well as various other 

fields that would have been required to do the 

replication. 

So that ' s a long answer way of saying I had 

hoped at some point to be able to examine in detail 

what I read in technical -- in his technical report 

and have not been able to do that. 

Q. So based on the data that the agency provided 

last night, you were not able to run models because 

information was redacted from that data? 

A. That ' s exactly right. 

Q. Dr . McClave, you mentioned Dr. Niu. What do 

you understand Dr . Niu ' s role was in connection with 

development of the allocation algorithm? 

A. It's my understanding that he did -- maybe he 

and his colleagues, but he was responsible for the 
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statistical work that led to the algorithm that was -

that appears here in this exhibit. 

Q. And from the materials you've reviewed, what 

4 is your understanding regarding the purpose of the 

5 algorithm? 

6 A. It's my understanding that it's to be used 

7 for the iBudget, and its intent is to provide an 

8 equitable distribution of budgeted funds to the 

9 clients. 

10 Q. Does the algorithm have any application to 

11 econometrics? 

12 

13 

14 

15 

A. I believe the algorithm is an econometric 

model because it is, again, related to budgets and 

dollar amounts, which are very typical in econometric 

modeling. So, yes, I think this is an example of an 

16 econometric model . 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Q. Dr. McClave, if you now could turn, please, 

to Joint Exhibit No. 6 . 

A. 

Q. 

Okay. 

And if you would particularly look at 

Appendix 2 to Joint Exhibit 6. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Yes, I'm there. Starting at page 83? 

Yes. 

Yes. 

Do you recognize this document? 

This is the -- Dr. Niu's technical 

report to which I referred . 
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THE COURT: Hold on on e second . You said No. 

6? 

MS. WALKER: Yes , Joint Exhibit 6 , and it's 

maybe a little less than half the way back. 

THE COURT: My Joint Exhibit 6 is calculating 

the new cost plan decision tree. 

MS. WALKER: No. 

THE COURT: No? Okay. What does it look 

like? 

MS . WALKER: I 'm so rr y. I ' m sorry , it is 

the -- that's -- I think that ' s a subset of 

another exhibit. The way the notebook -- it ' s 

conf u sing the way the notebook is designed. 

THE COURT : Okay. Direct me. 

MS. WALKER: I think there ' s a second Tab 6. 

Do you want me to find it for you? 

THE COURT : Please. 

MR. THOMAS: Ye ah, there are two Tab 6 i n 

this notebook. 

MR . TRITSC HLER: The second Tab 6 , Your 

Honor. 

THE COURT: Which is? 

MS. WALKER: This one , and then Appendix 2 . 

I'll get you there. Right here . 

THE COURT: Let me make sure I have the right 
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exhibit number then . This is 

MS . WALKER : I think the problem, Your Honor, 

is that Exhibit 4 is a deposition transcript, and 

t h ere ' s exhibits to the deposition transcript, 1 

through 9 , behind that . 

THE COURT : Okay. And then --

MS. WALKER: And then the next tab wou l d 

start with Exhibit 5, and behind that are 

Deposition Exhibits 1 through 4. 

THE COURT : I see. Okay . Al l r i ght . 

with you now. Sorry , Doctor . 

THE WITNESS: No problem. 

BY MS. WALKER: 

I ' m 

14 Q . So, Dr . McClave , are you familiar wit h the 

15 document t h at begins on page 83 of Joint Exhibit No . 

16 6? 

17 

18 

A. 

Q. 

I am . 

Is this the technical report you described 

19 that you reviewed? 

20 

21 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

What was the purpose of you r review of this 

22 technical report? 

23 

24 

25 

A. I was reviewing the work for its statistical 

and econometric reliability . 

Q. And based on your review of the technica l 
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report, did you form an opi nion regarding the 

statistical and technical reliability of the algorithm 

that is described in the technical report? 

A. I did . 

Q. What is that opinion? 

A. I do not believe it meets even basic 

standards of statistical reliability. 

Q . And are there particular reasons why you do 

not believe the algorithm meets even basic principles 

of statistical reliability? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Could you describe maybe your most 

significant concern with the algorithm to start? 

A. Yes. The algorithm , Your Honor, is an 

equation, a model we call it in e conometrics , that 

re l ates proposed expenditures , claims amounts, to a 

number of factors that are unique to each client: 

Age, living setting , and several others that I ' m sure 

we ' ll get into . 

The ultimate determination from a statistical 

perspective of reliability is how well does the model 

do in predicting those expenditures , those 

compensation amounts. The calculation and discussion 

of that ultimate goal of the model is totally missing 

from this document. 
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And when I undertook to determine what the 

reliability was from a perspective o f how well the 

model actually does , I found a margin of error , or we 

call them confidence intervals in statistics. But 

it ' s actually a margin of er r or much like when you see 

a poll reported on TV . They ' ll usually say Candidate 

A is at 52 percent , but our margin of error is plus or 

minus 4 percent, so it ' s too close to call. Or if 

he's at 58 percent and the margin of error is plus or 

minus 4 percen t, they ' ll say it l ooks li ke Candidate A 

has it. 

But that plus or minus 4 percent is the 

result of a statistical model of a sampling e r ror . 

14 Any estimate that we make in s t atistics has some 

15 uncertainty associated with it , and popularly that ' s 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

ca lled a margin of error . 

confidence interval . 

We usually refer to it as a 

The margin of error or confidence intervals , 

which are not reported in this technical report , t ur n 

out to be extremely large . I'm sure we ' ll get into 

the details, but they ' re on the order -- the margin of 

errors are on the order of plus or minus 40 percent. 

That is not indi c ative of a reliable model . 

Dr . Niu cites a number of other statistics , 

but doesn ' t get down to the -- in my view , the 
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ultimate questi o n, how well is the model doing in 

predicting clients' needs. And the answer, 

unfortunately, is it's not doing well at all. 

Q. So, Dr. McClave, the technical report 

describes multiple models that Dr. Niu tried, correct? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Okay. And can you tell from the technical 

report what model the agency ultimately chose and that 

is now reflected in Joint Exhibit 16 in the proposed 

rule? 

A. 

in boy . 

Q . 

Yes. 

Okay. 

It ' s the model he refers to as 7b, as 

Where would that be reflected in the 

technical report? 

A. I'm looking. 7b, I believe, is at the top of 

page 121 . 

Q. Does the technical report describe how Dr. 

Niu evaluated the various models he was trying to -

and what technique he used to ultimately pick a model 

to recommend to the agency? 

A. Yes. He does discuss several metrics 

statistics that he used to evaluate his models. 

Q. And did he rely on s o me more than others? 

A. Yes. 

Q. What were the main tests he used to choose a 
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model? 

A. Well, I would say, first and foremost, he 

relied on what we refer to in statistics as R-squared. 

And you can see it's actually reported just below the 

columns of numbers , 

multiple R- squared , 

t here ' s something called a 

.6757. That, Your Honor , is on a 

sca l e from zero to one, t h e R-squared , and what it 

represents is the fraction of variability that th i s 

model explains . 

So if you picture a pie c h art , we start out 

wi th a set of compensations for all t h e 20,000-plus 

clients . And the purpose of the mode l is to explain 

as much of the variability in those compensations as 

possible. R-squared is one indicator of how much of 

that variability is being accounted for, and in this 

Mode l 7b , the .6757 would indicate abo u t 67 - and - a - hal f 

percent of t h e total pie variability is accounted for 

by this model. 

Q. Does the R-squared value tell you what is not 

accounted for by Model 7b? 

A. Well , it does in the sense of variability. 

You can just subtract that from one. So if i t ' s 

67-and-a-ha 1 f percent that it does account for , that 

would be 32 - and-a-half percent left unexplained by the 

model . 
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Q. Dr . McClave, did Dr. Niu use anything else 

besides the R-squared value in picking one model over 

another based on h is technical report? 

A. He did. 

Q. What else did he use? 

A. He used an informati on criterion that goes 

under the name of GIC. Basically, it is a criterion 

that tries to balance R-squared, that is, adding more 

variables and increasing th~ R-squared value, with not 

overpopulating the model with variables. 

balancing effort. 

So it's a 

And this GIC criterion is one of many that 

c a n be used to try to achieve that balance and let one 

know when one has achieved a model that appears to be 

the best among those that are considered. 

Q. Did you see any evidence from the technical 

report that Dr. Niu considered any other tests or 

techniques besides the R-squared and the GIC in 

picking one model over another? 

A. Well, I would n ote one other, and that is if 

you'll look again at the top of page 121, there are 

two columns at the right-hand side , the "T Value " and 

then something cal led "Probability Greater Than 

Absolute Value of T." Those two columns tell you 

whether that variable i s actually making a 
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contribution or a positive contribution to the 

predictive value of the model. We call that the 

statistical significance of the variables. And he did 

look to see whether the variables he selected were 

statistically significant . 

Q. So other than the R- squared value and the GIC 

7 and looking at whether variables were statistically 

8 significant, could you tell if he used any other tools 

9 based on what ' s described in the technical report? 

10 

11 

12 

13 

A. I believe, from my perspective, those were 

the three they -- he relied on to arrive at this final 

model . 

Q. Now, Dr. McClave, based o n the des c ription of 

14 Model 7b that ' s reflected in the technical report, do 

15 you have an understanding of whether Model 7b reflects 

16 the entire universe of consumers for which iBudgets 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

will be determined? 

A. I do have that understanding. It does not . 

Q. Why do you believe it does not inc l ude the 

entire universe of consumers for which iBudgets will 

be determined? 

A. If you'll read at the bottom of page 1 2 0 

where he begins a description o f Model 7b and then 

parenthetically says, "removing about 9.37 percent 

outliers," and then if you look under the model 
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output, the columns on page 121 where he says comments 

on Model 7b , the second comment is th a t , again, 9 . 3 7 

percent of the consumers , or 2 , 270 cases , are not 

included in this model. 

percent of the clients . 

So he ' s eliminated almost 10 

Q. Can you tell f r om the technical report which 

consumers fall within t he 9.37 percent that were 

removed as outliers? 

A. He does not identify the particular 

consumers , no. 

Q. Does he describe how he chose outliers? 

A. Yes. 

Q. How does he describe choosi n g outliers? 

A. So the 9 . 37 percent outliers are chosen as 

again , are getting back to the intent of the model . 

The in tent of the model is to accurate l y as possible 

predict what the client ' s compensation was. 

using ' 07 -' 08 dollars, as we 'l l get into. 

These are 

And what the -- an outlier are those clients 

for which the model performs worst, that is , the 

clien t s that are so far from the predicted value t hat 

they stand out as statistical outliers . And so he has 

eliminated approximately 5 percent on top and bottom; 

in other words , overestimates and underestimates of 

the model , he ' s removed those from the analysis when 
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he does Model 7b. 

Q. Based on his description of how he removed 

3 outliers, would the t op 5 percent he removed be the 

4 top 5 pe rcent of consumers who got the highest dollar 

5 amount expenditures from the agency? 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

A. 

Q. 

No. 

Okay. And the lowest 5 percent wouldn't be 

those who got the lowest dollar amounts from the 

agency? 

A. No. It's no t dollar amounts that determine 

it . It 's dollar amounts compared to the predicted - -

12 the model's predicted amounts . 

13 

14 

15 

16 

So I'll give you an examp le. Suppose a 

client in ' 07 -' 08 got $25,000, which is about in the 

middle of the distribution. 

would predict 8,000, 10, 000 . 

The model, in some cases , 

That would be so far 

17 away from the 25 that it would stand ou t as an 

18 outlier. 

19 So outliers can be anywhere in the 

20 distribution. I'm sure there are some on the high 

21 side, some on the low side, and some right in the 

22 

23 

24 

25 

middle like the example I just gave. 

Q. Is it a standard practice for a statistician 

to remove outliers in doing regression models of this 

type? 
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A. I would say it ' s standard practice to examine 

the effect of removing outliers . In my experience , 1 0 

percent is a high percentage to call outliers. I ' m 

more used to seei n g 5 percent , which I think he also 

did, but in the final model, he used 10 percent. So 

it's standard practice to look at outliers or the 

effect of outliers. 

To drop them permanently, as he ' s done here , 

causes some concern f rom a statistical perspective. 

If this model is going to be used for the enti r e 

population and not just the 90 percent that - - for 

which the model does best , then dropping the outliers 

permanently doesn't , to me, make sense. 

If you ' re going to take all the outliers and 

treat them separately , that's one thing; but if 

they're going to be part of the system , that $25,000 

person I client I just talked about , if that client 

is going to be part of the system, then dropping that 

person because your model doesn ' t do well is not a 

valid statistical decision, in my view . 

Q. What is the impact here of the removal of the 

outliers in Model 7b? 

A. The impact of removing the outliers is to 

artificially raise the R-squared value. You're 

dropping out the part of the population for which your 
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model is doing worst, and so you get rewarded, so to 

speak, with a higher R-squared because you've taken 

out the clients that you can't that your model is 

not doing well for. So you get a higher R-squared 

5 than you would get if you left the outliers -- if you 

6 left the whole client population in the analysis. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Q. And so if the R-squared is 0.6757 as shown o n 

page 121 of the technical report, and if 9.37 percent 

of the population of consumers have been removed from 

the model that is shown on page 121 of the technical 

report , what does that tell you about the predicted 

the accuracy of the predictions of this model? 

A. Well, that a l one doesn't really get into the 

accuracy of predictions. It tells us that there are a 

large a percentage for which we're not doing very 

well, and those have been eliminated. But we h aven 't 

discussed so far the ultimate objective of this, which 

is how well is the model doing as far as accurately 

predicting. 

Q. Does it tell you -- does looking at the 

R-squared value coupled with the removal of 9.37 

percent of the outliers tell you anything about the 

percentage of variations in the response that are 

reflected by Model 7b? 

A. If I understand your question , it does n ot 
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get to -- well, it tells us that the percentage of 

variation can be raised from roughly 50 percent, which 

is what he shows when he - - before he removes 

outliers, to 67 percent, but, again , doesn ' t get to 

the ultimate accuracy of the prediction . 

Q. What does it tell us about the variations 

that aren ' t captured by Model 7b? 

A. Well, even with this reduced popu l ation , 

there still is r oughly a third , 32 percent of the 

variation in compensation that's not accounted for . 

Q. If you had designed this algorithm , would you 

have removed outliers? 

A. If I were designing the algorithm, I would 

have inspected the effect of removing outliers , 

probably 5 percent , which is my practice and sta ndard 

practice of econometrics. And then I would have asked 

the agency if I were -- had been the one working for 

them, I can remove these , but then they ' re going to 

need individual -- they'll need individual attention 

if they're going to be removed; in other words , the 

model is not doing its job for them . If the agency 

said , well, some of them are going to get the iBudget 

amount, then I would put them back in, I wouldn't 

remove them. 

Q. In your opinion as a statistician, was Dr. 
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A. 

used. 

I don't have a problem with the tools that he 

I have a problem with one very important one 

that he omitted . 

Q. And which tool was that? 

A. The very first one reported under the numbers 

on page 121, the so-called residual standard error. 

9 That is a very important statistic that he failed to 

10 discuss at all. 

11 Q. Does the order in which those tools are 

12 described, is that done for a reason? 

13 

14 

15 

A. In my view, I certainly -- one of the first 

things, if not the first thing I l oo k at when I do a 

model, is the residual standard error. So if I were 

16 writing a program, that would be the first thing I'd 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

put. 

Q. And what does the residual standard error 

tell us about a model? 

A. This might be a time when it would help if I 

could go to an easel, because it's a little more 

complicated. 

THE COURT: You may. 

(Witness goes to the easel.) 

THE WITNESS: I'm going to use my example of 
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what appears to be a client in rough l y the middle 

or average of the distribution compensation of 

$25,000. And I'm going to assume that that ' s the 

true value that we 'r e trying to predict with the 

model. 

The question is , from a statistical 

perspective , how well does the model predict that 

value? How close does it come to that value? And 

the residual standard error, Your Honor , answers 

that question . 

Before I get to that , just in general , we 

ultimately get back to some sort of bell - shaped 

curve , and statisticians t ypically chop off about 

two-and-a-half percent on each end and talk about 

two standard deviations being a measure of 

uncertainty. 

So the question is , what is the two standard 

deviations in this algorithm in Model 7b? We can 

get the answer to that by looking at that residual 

standard error . It ' s 39 . 6 on page 121 . I ' m going 

to call that 40 for the ease of multiplication. 

So we take 2 times 40 and that ' s 80 . 

And then we have to remember that Dr . Niu is 

not working in dollars . He's working in square 

root of dollars , something we ' ll get in to . So 
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avoiding tha t for the minute, I'll just say 

whenever we get a number , to get back to dollars, 

we 're going to have to a number from this 

algori thm , to get back to dol lars , we have to 

square it . 

So 80 squared is $6,400. So according to 

Model 7b , this would be 25,000 minus $6,400. That 

would be two standard deviations below. And th is 

would be 25 , 000 plus $6 , 400. That ' s abou t -- if 

you take 6 , 000 or 6 , 500 as a percentage of 25 , 000 , 

that's about -- do it this way-- plus or minus 25 

percent. 

So with in other words , if the number is 

25 , 000 , we can only be sure or certain that we can 

95 percent of the time get with in 6 , 400 of it, 

16 the n we have a margin of error of roughly plus or 

17 minus 25 percent . And that is for this r e duced 

18 population, the population that ' s a l ready t h rown 

19 out the 1 0 percent of the cl ients for wh om the 

20 model does worst. 

21 (Witness returns to the stand.) 

22 BY MS. WALKER: 

23 

24 

25 

Q. An d is there a model in the technica l repo rt, 

Dr . McClave, that is similar to the Model 7b where the 

9.37 percent of the population has not been thrown 
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out? 

A. There is. 

Q. Which model is that? 

A. That ' s Model 6 on pag e 118 . 

Q. And I see there ' s a residual stan dard error 

there for that model. What does that residual 

standard error tell us if you don ' t remove the 

outliers of the algorithm regarding the accuracy of 

the algorithm? 

A . So that residual standard error is 52 , 53 , 

52 . 95 . I will call it 50 . Again , Your Honor , we go 

through the same math. We mu ltiply by 2 for two 

standard deviations . 

squared is 10 , 000. 

That ' s a hundred . A hundred 

So if we're talking about everybody , the 

whole population , the whole - - applying this algorithm 

to everybody , now this becomes 25 , 000 min us 10 , 000 , in 

other words , equals 15,000 . And 25 , 000 plus 10 , 000 , 

or thirty-five -- yes , 35,000 . 

And what that literally means , Your Honor , is 

if we ' ve got a $25,000 client compensation value , this 

algorithm, when applied to the whole population , ca n 

only be 95 percent confident tha t we ' ll get a value 

somewhere between 15,000 and 35 , 000 . If you look at 

that margin of error -- and that's why I testified 
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earlier, that's a -- for the whole populati o n plus or 

minus 40 percent margin of error. 

Q. Dr. McClave, are you familiar with the term 

" confidence interval " ? 

A. Yes. 

Q. What is the confidence interval? 

7 A. That ' s exactly what I've been describing . 

8 Typically, in statistics, we use a 95 percent 

9 confidence interval. Ninety-five percent of the data 

10 in a bell - shaped curve are contained within plus or 

11 

12 

13 

minus two standard deviations . So if we were doing 

if we got an estimate of 25 , 000 here, the 

confidence -- remember , I ' m doing some r o unding here, 

14 but confidence interval would be roughly -- the 95 

15 percent 'confidence interval would be roughly 15,000 to 

16 35,000. 

17 Q. Are there different types of confidence 

18 intervals? 

19 A. There are different type of confidence 

20 intervals, yes. 

21 Q. Can you describe the different types of 

22 confidence intervals? 

2 3 

24 

25 

A. If we had a thousand clients that all had the 

same needs and we wanted to know how well are we doing 

on average for those thousand clients with exactly the 
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same needs, we would be talking about a confidence 

interval for a mean value; in other words, an average 

of , say, a thousand clients. 

In fact, what we ' re doing here in an iBudget, 

as the name implies, is an individual budget, a budget 

for a particular client . We refer to that as not a 

confidence interval for the mean, but a prediction 

interval, how well are you doing with the prediction 

for that client . I have been describing here the 

prediction interval -- 95 percent, I should say, 

prediction interval. So as I describe in my 

textbooks, as I've done many times in litigation 

settings, you need to find out what the model's i ntent 

is. 

Is it to -- is it trying to predict values at 

the individual level? 

prediction interval. 

Then you want to do a 

Is it trying to predict or 

estimate how you will do on average over thousands of 

cases? Then you want to do a confidence interval for 

the mean; and, of course, if you are doing a 

confidence interval for the mean , this will start to 

shrink because if you average a thousand things, 

you ' re going to be closer to the average than if 

you're looking at it for an individual. 

So it's certainly my understanding here that 
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1 the iBudget is to be applied at the individual level, 

2 and so that ' s the way, excuse me , that I've evaluated 

3 it . 

4 

5 

6 

MS. WALKER: 

the witness? 

THE COURT: 

Your Honor , if I may approach 

You may. 

7 (Petitioners' Ex h ibit No. 1 was marked for 

8 identification.) 

9 BY MS. WALKER: 

10 

1 1 

12 

13 

14 

Q. Dr. McClave , I ' ve handed you what ' s been 

marked as Petitioners ' Exhibit No. 1 for 

identifi cation purposes . 

this document? 

Have you previously seen 

A. Yes. I saw this for the first time last 

15 night. 

16 Q. Okay. And what do you understand this 

17 document to be? 

18 A. I read this document to add something to Dr . 

19 Niu's technical analysis known as bootstrapping . 

20 Q. Okay. And that would be on the first page o f 

21 

22 

23 

this document , 

A. Yes. 

Q. Okay. 

correct? 

And then if you could tur n to the 

24 second page , what do you understand the second page to 

25 be? 
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A. I understand at the bottom that he ' s done a 

confidence interval using bootstrapping and obtained 

an interval width of the very last number , about 

$1 , 585. 

Q. Okay . And how does what he ' s done as 

reflected on Petitioners ' Exhibit 1, how does that 

relate to what you described in terms of the different 

types of confidence intervals? 

A. Well , clearly, it ' s much smaller than the 

margin of error that we know is true about his model 

by looking at the residual standard error. So this 

has to be akin or it -- I haven ' t -- obviously, I just 

got it last night , but this appears to me to be a 

confidence interval for a mean value, perhaps of 

10 , 000 repetitions. 

But it ' s certainly not a prediction interval . 

It ' s certainly not an interval that is reflective of 

the residual standard error that actually exists in 

his model , which , again , you can see on the first page 

of this -- of this exhibit. So the residual standard 

error - - this is , again , Model 7b -- is 40 . That 

standard of error does not translate to an interval 

width of $1 , 500 on a prediction interval. 

simply doesn ' t . 

It just 

Q. And does the document I've handed you that ' s 
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been marked as Petitioners ' Exhibit No. 1, does it 

show a calculation of a prediction interva l like 

3 you ' ve done here for Model 7b? 

4 

5 

A. 

Q. 

Absolutely not , n o. 

And so what would the number at the bottom 

6 the r e that says , " the confidence interval would 

7 predict and support based on bootstrapping sample the 

8 interval width, " what would that tell you about Model 

9 7b? 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A. It wouldn ' t tell you anything about how Model 

7b is doing for that one individual that ' s depicted in 

the Table 2 just above it. It would not tell you how 

well you're going to do for that individual . It might 

tell you how you ' re going to do if you ' ve got a 

thousand such individuals with exactly the same set of 

needs , but it ' s not going to tell you -- the interval 

I ' ve put up her e is t he one that will tell you how 

you ' re going to - - what the margin of error is for 

this particular individual . So his model predicts , 

what , $37 , 938 . I would just add to that that that ' s 

plus or minus 10,000, at least . 

Q. And wha t does the prediction interval 

ca lculation that you ' ve do n e tell you about the 

accuracy of Mo del 7b? 

A. It tells me that the model is n ot - - a plus 
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or minus 30 or 40 percent margin of error is not 

statistically acceptable . You can do just as well 

throwing darts as you can with a model that's got a 40 

percent margin of error. 

MS. WALKER: I' d like to go ahead and move 

Petitioners' Exhibit No. 1 into evidence. 

MR. THOMAS: No objection, Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Without objection , Petitioners ' 

Exhibit 1 is admitted. 

(Petitioners' Exhibit No. 1 is admitted into 

the record.) 

(Petitioners' Exhibit No. 2 was marked for 

identification.) 

14 BY MS . WALKER : 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Q. I'm going to show you now what ' s been marked 

as Petitioners' Exhibit 2. Dr. McClave, have you 

p r evious l y seen Petitioners ' Exhibit 2? 

A. Yes. 

THE COURT: Do you have a copy for me? 

MS. WALKER: Yes, Your Honor. 

THE COURT : When you said -- when you asked 

about the f i rst exhibit that had been pre - marked, 

I didn't see it marked. Are these marked 

somewhere? 

MS . WALKER: I marked it on the copy the 
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witness has , Your Honor. 

THE COURT: Okay . 

BY MS . WALKER : 

Q. Dr . McClave , have you previously seen what ' s 

been marked as Petitioners ' Exhibit 2 for 

identification purposes? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And what do you understand Petitioners' 

Exhibit 2 is? 

A. I understand -- my understanding is this is 

11 Dr. Niu's work, and if you will read the comment at 

12 the very beginning of Exhibit 2 , it appears to be a 

13 response to my previous testimony and my testimony 

14 today that the residual standard error is very 

15 important by saying it can be made artificially as 

16 small as possible by changing the scale of the data . 

17 But the R-squared scale and variable , that ' s a much 

18 better measurement of goodness o f f it of a regression 

19 

20 

21 

22 

model. 

Q. And can you change the residual standard 

error and its meaning by changing the scale? 

A. You can change the numerical value , but you 

23 can ' t change t he margin of error. 

24 

25 

Q. 

A . 

Why not? 

I think easiest is, again, for me to show 
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rather than tell . So, Your Honor, if you go to page 

2 , what he's done at page 2 of Exhibit 2 is divide all 

of the dollar values by 10,000 and then taken the 

square root , which is part of the algorithm . And if 

you will notice, the residual standard error is now, 

instead of 39.61 , is . 3961 because of the change of 

sca l e. And as he points out, the R-squared, which is 

just telling us the percent of variability, doesn't 

change . 

Well , the residual standard error changes, 

but now let ' s think about how we would get back to 

dollars . So we start with what I ' m going to call .4 

as a residual standard error of his new model or model 

with this dividing by 10 , 000. 

standard error. 

So that ' s the residual 

All right. Your Honor , if you'll follow now , 

what we did before, is the first thing we did is 

multiply by two , and .8 is what that is. We then 

squared that , . 64. Now we look like , gosh, we ' re 

within .64, our margin of error is way reduced. But 

wait a minute, we divided by 10,000 , so we ' ve got to 

multiply it by 10 , 000 to get back to dollars. 

exactly what we got here. 

$6,400, 

So we're just playing games with numbers. 

The fact of the matter is you can change the scale , 
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but eventually the client needs dollars. And so we ' re 

not going to pay them in increments of -- divided by 

10 , 000. We ' re going to pay them in dollar values. 

An d so this, again , is his Model 7b where 

he ' s already thrown out 10 percent of the data , 10 

6 percent of the clients , but we get exactly the same 

7 margin of error by the time we get back to dollars . 

8 So t h e point of this exhibit is not taken by me . The 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

margin of error is what the margin of error is. You 

can ' t change that by dividing everything by 10 , 000. 

Q. Dr. McClave , if you ' ll look at the second 

page of what ' s been marked as Petitioners ' Exhibit 2 

for identification purposes . Do the coefficients that 

are used on that page and the table at the top , do 

they match the coefficients that are in the technical 

report on page 121 for Model 7b? 

A. No. They ' re a l l a factor of a hundred less , 

which eventually is going to get squared, that ' s back 

to 10 , 000 , and so , no, they ' ve all been changed by the 

new scale that we ' re working with . But, eventually , 

it all comes back to dollars and nothi n g is changed. 

22 Q. Dr . McClave , in a regression model of this 

23 type , are there different types of variables? 

24 

25 

A. 

Q . 

Yes . 

What are the different types of variables? 
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A. The variables themselves fall into two camps. 

There ' s the dependent variable, which is what it is 

we ' re trying to predict, in this case , dollar 

compensation amount; and then there are what 

statisticians call independent variables, sometimes 

called explanatory variables. Those are the variable 

that are used to make the prediction of the dependent 

variable. 

Q. And going back to the document we just looked 

at, Petitioners ' Exhibit No. 2, where we talked about 

that chart with the coefficients, what does that list 

show? Does that show the dependent or independent 

variables? 

A. The list on Exhibit 2 where it says, 

" intercept , Age , I , " and so on, those are the 

independent or explanatory variables . 

MS . WALKER: Your Honor , at this point , I ' d 

like to move Petitioners ' Exhibit 2 into evidence. 

MR . THOMAS : No objection , Your honor . 

THE COURT: Without objection, Petitioners ' 

Exhibit 2 is admitted. 

(Petitioners ' Exhibit No. 2 is admitted into 

the record.) 

THE COURT: Let me ask you a question. I'm 

trying to follow this as best I can. On page 2 , 
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under the coefficients on the estimate, the 

estimate for " live-4 " ? 

THE WITNE SS : Yes . 

THE COURT : If you ' re just , looks to me , like 

mov ing the decimal point over , why wo uldn ' t that 

be 12.15 , etcetera , rathe r than 1.21? 

THE WITNESS: He's moved it two places. 

THE COURT : And why? 

THE WITNESS: Because he ' s divided by 10,000 

and then taken the square root , so that ends up 

being a hundred. And so the coefficients 

themselves are affected by a factor of a hundred 

because he ' s working in the square root domain 

after dividing by 10 , 000 . So it ' s very confusing. 

If he were working in dollars , the decimal place 

would have been moved four places. 10,000 is ten 

to the fou r th , so we ' d see everything moved four 

places . But he works in square root, and square 

root of 10 , 000 is o nly a hundred , and so it e nds 

up being two decimal places moved for each of the 

coefficients . 

THE COURT : Right and -- okay. It just looks 

to me like if you move that two decimal points , it 

would be one point-- oh , I see 1.2 , you ' re right 

1 . 2 1, got it . 
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Q. Dr . McClave, we just talked generally about 

the independent variables . Do you know wh at the 

dependent variable is for Model 7b, which was the 

model that was chosen by the agency? 

A. Yes. In fact, he says it right on Exhibit 2, 

if you look under under the bold type, "Model 1 ," 

11 and at the -- excuse me -- at the end of the sentence 

12 that he's describing regression Model 7b , it says , 

13 " with square root of ' 07- ' 08 claim as the dependent 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

variable claim" is what he calls the dollar amount . 

So he ' s used the square root of the '07-'08 dollar 

compensation or claim amounts as the dependent 

variable that he's trying to predict with these 

independent variables. 

Q. From a statistical reliability perspective, 

do y o u have any concern about the dependent variable 

that is used in Model 7b? 

A. 

Q. 

Yes . 

What are your concerns? 

A. Well, the -- one of the primary concerns I 

have is that's obviously not only a static amount , 
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but it ' s also getting 

it's using an amount 

3 that doesn ' t change over time - - obviously, it ' s only 

4 one year . And it ' s also getting further and further 

5 from where we are today when t he algorithm is to be 

6 applied . 

7 

8 

9 

Q. Do you have any other concerns about the 

dependent variable? 

A. Well , I certainly have concerns with the 

10 particular transformation , the square root 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

transformation. I think it unnecessarily complicates 

and may contribute to the l ack of reliability of the 

model. 

Q. Can you tell from the technical report how 

Dr. Niu decided to use a square root transformation? 

A. Yes. He went through an analysis that 

statisticians call a Box-Cox transformation or power 

transformation analysis. 

Q. Okay. And is that reflected on a particular 

page of the technical report? 

Let me ask it this way : 

the technical report? 

Is it on page 113 of 

A. 

Q. 

Thank you for the help. It is. 

Okay. You mentioned it ' s the Box-Cox power 

transformation . Is that something that you have used 
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in your practice as a statistician? 

A. Rarely , but yes. 

Q. Okay . And what do you understand the Box-Cox 

power transformation is designed to do? 

A. Again , if I could use the easel , it would 

help. 

THE COURT : All right. 

(Witness goes t o the easel.) 

THE WITNESS: All right . Or it actually 

calls them claims amounts, ' 07 -' 08 claims . If 

we ' re looking at a dollar scale, typically in 

econometrics , when we 'r e trying to model something 

that ' s measured in dollars , we d o n ' t have the nice 

bell-shaped curve that I drew up on the previous. 

Do l lar values tend to be skewed high. They can't 

be less than zero , and they can be as high as 

hundreds o f thousands in this case. 

So if you draw the distribution , say , 

starting at zer o or close to it , it tends to look 

something like this rather than bell - shaped. 

Technically, we call that skewed to the right or 

to the high side or in that upper direc t ion. 

That ' s not the kind of data that can be modeled as 

reliably as data that are more symmetric. 

So the wh o le purpose of the Box - Co x 
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transformation, it is an attempt to get a skewed 

distribution to look more like the one I drew on 

the previous page, that is, more bell-shaped. And 

4 so the Box-Cox transformation is typically trying 

5 to -- is typically intended to give you a way to 

6 transform from straight dollars to something other 

7 than straight dollars, which might have -- which 

8 might pull in these high values. 

9 (The witness returns to stand.) 

10 BY MS. WALKER: 

1 1 Q. What does the Box-Cox transformation d o ne by 

12 Dr . Niu and as reflected in the technical rep o rt, what 

13 

14 

15 

d oes that show y o u? 

A. So the d o tted line or dashed line that he's 

drawn there, he doesn ' t tell us where that is -- I 

16 mean, he doesn't show on the scale, but he says down 

17 below that -- below the figure that it rea c hes its 

18 

19 

maximum at .3. So what that would be telling you is 

raise each compensati o n amount to the .3 power. It's 

20 not something that's done very often in practice . 

21 But, you know, that's what the Box-Cox would sa y is if 

22 you want something more symmetric, it's advising take 

23 each claim amoun t and raise it to the .3 power. 

24 

25 

That's -- that's not what he did. He rounded 

that up to . 5, and .5 is the square root of dollars . 
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So the transformation that he used is dollars claim 

value under the square root , wh ich technically is 

dollars raised to the 0 . 5 power. 

Q. Dr . McClave , seeing this Box - Cox 

transformation , would you have used the square root of 

dollars? 

A. No. 

Q. What would you have used? 

A. The almost universal transformation that 

econometricians make is called the log transform , 

logarithmic transform. So I didn ' t plan my room here 

very well, but I will squeeze it in . 

We could get , by taking the log of the dollar 

claim , a symmetric distribution just about matching 

what we get with the square root. If you look at the 

Box-Cox picture, zero is the log transform. So if he 

had taken the . 3 and rounded down instead of up, h e 

would have arrived at the most common transformation 

that I see over and over that I ' ve used over and over , 

which is the log transform . 

And t her e are two reasons for that, Your 

Honor . One I ' ve already talked about , which is it 

tends to make a skewed distribution more symmetric , 

but it also makes the interpretation of the model much 

easier . And here ' s why : By using a log transform , we 
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are , in essence , changi n g from dollars - - from talking 

about dollar increases or decreases, say , due to age, 

to percentage increases or decreases. 

4 And if you think about the way the economy is 

5 reported, when they talk about the cost of l iving, do 

6 they talk about how many dollars an individual 's cost 

7 o f living went up? No, they talk about inflati o n was 

8 2 percent or 3 percent this year. The reason i s 

9 they ' re using log models to do that. 

10 When we talk about compensation in employment 

11 discrimination cases or just in ge ne ral in 

12 compensation models , how much people get paid, they ' re 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

all done in the log domain. Because, in essence, we 

say a college degree is worth 10 percent or 15 percent 

more , not a dollar amount more. 

So by going to the log transform, all of this 

would have resulted in us being able to relate things 

in percentage terms. And it may have improved the 

reliability or may not , but we wo uld have a -- you 

remember what I had to go through to get the margin of 

error. I had to multiply by 2 and square it . In the 

log domain , the residual standard error is already a 

percentage we have to multiply by 2, but it's a 

percentage of margin of error . 

So, for example , in the log domain , if the 
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residual standard error was .2, we would multiply that 

by 2 , get .4, and that would have told us it's plus or 

minus 40 percent. It's still unreliable. But it 

would have been directly interpretable. 

Q. You mentioned that using the log 

transformation as opposed to the square root of 

dollars could have affected the statistical 

reliability of the model. Can you talk about why the 

type of transformation can affect the statistical 

reliability? 

A. Well, the transformation determines the 

dependent variable . It tells us -- I talked earlier 

about the pie , the total amount of variability that 

we ' re trying explain . That will depend on what 

transform you use. So it can have an effect -- again, 

I haven't been able to get the data to do any of my 

own work on this, but it certainly can have an effect 

of overcomplicating and reducing the reliability when 

you use a transform that, quite frankly, I ' ve never 

seen used in econometrics, the square root . 

Q. Dr . McClave, if I could have you now turn to 

page 93 of the technical report. 

Joint Exhibit 6. 

A. Okay. 

That's Appendix 2 to 

Q. And based on what is on page 93 and 94 of the 
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technical report, do you have an understanding of 

whether any adjustments were made to the 2007-2008 

expenditure data to be u sed as the dependent variable 

for the algorithm? 

A. Yes. My understanding is this lists seven 

6 adjustments that are made to the actual expenditures 

7 prior to Dr. Niu undertaking the modeling of those 

8 expenditures . 

9 Q. From a statistical reliability standpoint , do 

10 any of these adjustments concern you? 

A. Yes . Most of t h em are non-statistical. The 11 

12 

13 

one that caught my eye from a statistical perspective 

is on page 94 , the sixth -- yeah , the sixth one. It 

14 says , adjusted residential habilitation rates for 

15 Monroe, Broward , Dade and Palm Beach County by taking 

16 out their geographic differentials. 

17 So it ' s my understanding that the expe ndi ture 

18 amounts had a geographic adjustment for those four 

19 counties t ha t was backed out prior to Dr. Niu 

20 undertaking the modeling. 

21 So what that results in is t h e model is now 

22 treating all counties in the state as if they had 

23 exactly the same, for example , cost of living or cost 

24 of nursing care or whatever the various needs are that 

25 are being met . In other words, the model as it stands 
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is making no adjustment for , I 'l l call them , cost of 

living differences , economic differences across the 

state. It treats Dade County the same as Union County 

down near where I live. 

Q. As a statistician, would it be something 

6 typical that the statistician wou l d do to consider 

7 

8 

9 

geographic differences , cost of living adjustments , 

a state as large as the State of Florida? 

A. Yes . Typically, if one is modeling an 

in 

10 econometric model of almost any state , but certainly 

11 states the size of Florida, the model would need to 

12 to improve the reliability , one would need to take 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

into account different costs across the state . 

Q . From your review of the technical report , do 

you have any understanding of whether this algorithm 

in any way takes into account geographic 

differentiation within the State of Florida? 

A. I see no evidence that it does. I don ' t 

think it does . 

Q. If I could have you now turn to page 121 of 

the technical report , please , Dr. McClave . I think 

we ' re back here, this is Model 7b , right? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Okay. And from Model 7b that ' s at the top of 

the page , can you tell what the independent variables 
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are that are included within the iBudget al locat ion 

algorithm that ' s been chosen by t h e agency? 

Yes . A. 

Q. And what are those independent variables? 

A. So going down the list , the intercept is 

a constant. That ' s not a variable. It ' s just a 

constant that orients t h e equati o n . 

just 

So the independent variables start with age 

I , which is an indicator variable . It takes on the 

value zero if a c lient i s 20 or under and a value of 1 

if the client is 21 or older . 

There are then three living setting 

variables , live-2 , live-3 , live-4 . There actually are 

fou r values , Your Ho n or , but three are included in the 

model and the other one serves as a base level. So 

16 Living Setting 1 is a base l eve l , and then 2 , 3 and 4 

17 a re reflected up from that base by these variables. 

18 There is a BS1, which is a behavioral status 

19 variabl e fr om adding certain items i n the QSI 

20 instrume nt . Ther e is an FS1 , which is a functiona l 

21 status variable adding other items in the QSI 

22 questionnaire and then t hree i ndividual question 

23 values from the ques t ionnaire , Numbers 18 , 20 and 23 . 

2 4 

25 

And the QSI questionnaire is included in h ere , but 

those are three individual quest ion s that Dr. Niu 
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determined to include separately in th i s model. 

Q. From a statistical reliability perspective, 

do you have any concerns about the independen t 

variables that are being used for Model 7b? 

A. Yes. 

Q. What are your concerns? 

A. Well, so my overarching concern is the margin 

of error that the model produces. But getting down to 

the individual variables and why it might have such a 

large margin of error , for example, the age variable, 

age obv iou s ly is a continuous variable. It doesn ' t 

need to be broken just into two. It could be used in 

several ways in a continuous manner. He did some 

testing of that and determined that two values 

produced , in his opinion, a more reliable model. 

I think there could have been other ways that 

the cont inu ous variable could have been included 

possibly to increase the reliability . Again, I 

haven ' t been able to work on that, but age is one of 

the things that was redacted in the data that was 

given to me, so I have concerns about using i t as an 

indicator variable . 

Moreover, Dr. Niu shows that among these 

variables, the living setting is the -- I may have 

been calling it a status - - the living setting is the 
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most important. And as such -- so, Your Honor, you 

see the weight on BS-1 -- I'll just pick behavioral 

status, it's 2.5. 

living setting is. 

That is applied no matter what your 

So living setting is taken into 

account by the living setting variables. There is 

6 only one behavioral status variable. 

7 One of the things that statisticians, 

8 econometricians, are concerned about is the assumption 

9 that that particular variable and all the others has 

10 to have the same value no matter what the living 

1 1 

12 

13 

14 

setting. There ' s a way to test that was not done, at 

least reported on, whether or not the behavioral 

status and the other variables should vary according 

to the living setting. It ' s called a statistical 

15 interaction of living setting with the behavioral 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

status. That should have been tested, certainly o ne 

of the things that I would have routinely looked at, 

because it's determined that living setting's 

extremely important . Given that, we may want either 

separate models for living setting or at least allow 

the variables in the model to vary according to living 

setting. 

And then I have two other concerns . The 

inclusion of these particular three questions from the 

QSI instrument certainly makes a big assumption that 
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they are able to characterize the rest of the 

instrument for all clients. Just because they're 

statistically signi fi cant , certainly doesn't mean they 

can carry that weight , and I think that may contribute 

to the 40 percent margin of error. 

And, finally, just the sma ll number of 

variables in this model, it's only got nine 

independent variables, I believe that certainly 

contributes . I've already given you several ideas of 

how i t might be expanded, but one of the things I 

noticed after reading a report from another state is 

that it has nothing -- it has no variables in here for 

a service -- services that the clients need, like 

transportation, nursing care, psychological care . 

There are no explicit variables in here of 

what the clients actually needed last year. It's 

strictly relying on age, living setting, and some 

items from the QSI . 

Q. Let's talk about transportation for a minute, 

you mentioned transportation. Can you tell from the 

technical report what portion of t he client's 

transportation cost response is included within the 

algorithm? 

A. Yes. Dr . Niu actually did a separate model 

of transportation costs versus the variables that are 
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in the model. And he found that an R-square of 25 

percent , which can be translated to mean of the 

3 client's varied needs for transportation, these 

4 variables are only accounting for about 25 percent of 

5 that ; or to put i t another way , 75 percent of the 

6 transportation costs reflected in the data are not 

7 be i ng accounted for by these variables in the model . 

8 

9 

(Petiti oners ' Exhibit No. 3 was marked for 

identification.) 

10 BY MS. WALKER: 

11 Q. Dr. McClave , I ' ve h anded you what ' s been 

12 marked as Petitioners ' Exhib i t No . 3 for 

13 identification purposes . Are you familiar with this 

14 document? 

15 A. Yes. I believe this was one of the draft 

16 technical reports that was prod uced. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Q . Okay . And could you turn with me , please , to 

page 48 . 

MR. THOMAS : 

MS. WALKER : 

Which page? 

Forty- eight. 

21 BY MS . WALKER: 

22 Q. Dr . McClave , you talked about the fact that 

23 you had reviewed some modeling that Dr. Niu had done 

24 

25 

of t r ansportation costs. 

referring to? 

Is this what you were 
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A. Yes . This is one of the things I was 

referring to. 

Q. Okay. And what doe s th i s tell you about 

transportation costs as l ooked at by Dr. Niu? 

A. So , Your Honor , I ' m foc u sed o n the model 

that ' s all crossed out at the bo t tom of page 48 . And 

if you look at it , it ' s got the same variables as the 

model we ' ve been discussing with one more at the 

bottom called T - cost -- that ' s the transportat i on 

cost -- in ' 07 -' 08 . 

And you will notice that moving over to what 

we talked abo u t t h e T va l ue and the probability of T , 

like all the others , i t ' s got a very large T value and 

a very low probability, meaning that variable is 

statistically s i gni f icant , is offering a positive 

predic t ive effect. And Dr. Niu so reports at the top 

of page 49 t h at it is significant and passes his o t her 

tests, but ultimately that variable was not included 

in the model . 

Q . And th i s mode l that was tried out with the 

transportation costs as a variable is not -- i s i t 

re f lected in the technical report that ' s in Exhibit 6? 

A. This was al l redacted, the part we ' ve been 

talking about , so, no , it wasn ' t - - it d i dn ' t make the 

final cut of the technical report . 
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Q. And, Dr. McClave, if I could have you l ook , 

please, at page 132 of the technical report that's in 

Exhibit 6. Are you there? 

A. 

Q. 

A . 

Yes, sorry. 

And what does this model do? 

Here, as I understand it , he's taking the 

same square root transform, but now the dependent 

variable . So if you see where he 's describing 

9 Regression Mo del 11d, and it says, "square root of 

10 fiscal year ' 07- ' 08 transportation cost," T-cost is 

11 used as the dependent variable with selected 

12 

13 

independent variables fr om Model 7b . 

Then he talks about having dropped some o f 

14 t he m because they don 't make sense , they have the 

15 wrong sign , according to his analysis. So he then 

16 presents a model of transportation cost , square root, 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

as a function of age, living setting, and one of the 

questions -- QSI questions, Item 23. 

Q. And based on that , what do we know about the 

percentage of total variation in transportation costs 

that are captured by age, living setting, and 

self-protection, which is Question 23 of the QSI? 

A. We ll , if you'll look right below the model, 

the second line says, "multiple R-squared, .2449." So 

24-and-a-half percent of transportation cost is being 
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accounted for by those independent variables. And as 

I said earlier , that means 75 percent is not accounted 

for. 

And he notes that , he notes the 24 - and-a-half 

percent in his first comment where he says, "comments 

on Model 11d." And he said , " In Model 11d, the three 

independent variables, age, living setting, and 

self- protection, " which is question 23 , " exp l ain about 

24-and- a - half percent of the total variation in the 

response variable , the square root of the fiscal year 

' 07 -'08 transportation cost. " 

Q. Based on what's in the technical report, do 

you know what percentage of variation in 

transportation cost is reflected in the iBudget 

algorithm that ' s been adopted by the agency? 

A. It ' s my opinion it can be no more than the 25 

percent that ' s represented here . 

Q. Which would mean 75 percent of the 

transportation cost is not captured by the algorithm 

that ' s in the proposed rule? 

A. That's right. 

Q. Dr . McClave , we talked a little bit earlier 

about the fact that the dependent variable doesn ' t 

change over time . Is there anything about the 

algorithm that would tell you if the independent 
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variables will change over time? 

A. No. The algorithm itself, if we're back to 

Model 7b , does not contain anything that woul d reflect 

a time change in either the dependent or independent 

variables. They're all static . Now , that doesn ' t 

6 mean you couldn ' t have anoth er questionnaire or 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

additional questionnaire QSis administered at some 

point. Then there would be changes in the indepe ndent 

variables, but it would still be using the equation 

that was established on the static ' 07 -' 08 dollars . 

That ' s the big issue. 

Q. Does that concern you from a statistica l 

reliability perspective? 

A. Sure . If the prediction model any 

prediction model is going to be used to I call it 

16 forecasting -- to forecast needs in the future, then 

17 it needs to recognize the dynami c nature of 

18 forecasting. It needs to recognize the time series 

19 again , the area that I primarily study -- that time 

20 series in econometrics almost always has to -- not 

21 almost always -- always has to reflect changes in the 

22 

23 

economy over time. And this model would not do that. 

Q. You also expressed a concern earlier about 

24 the adjustment made to the differences in the 

25 rehabilitation rates depending on geography. Is there 
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anything about Model 7b as depicted in the technical 

report that indicates there ' s any consideration in the 

independent variables of any differences in geography 

or rates by geography throughout the State of Florida? 

A. There ' s nothing in these independ ent 

variab l es that reflect geographic differences , no. 

Q. Does that concern you from a statistical 

reliability perspective? 

A. Absolute l y . I think it ' s o n e of many reasons 

that the margin of error is as large as it is. 

Q. Okay. And going back to age , we talked a 

little bit about the fact that the Model 7b uses 

categorical age, in fact , two categories of age , zero 

to 20 , 21 and over , and I think you talked about the 

fact that you don ' t look at age as a continuous for an 

independent variable . 

Which would be more likely for a statistician 

or econometrician to do: Look at age on a categorical 

basis or a cont i n u ous basis? 

A. 

myself. 

I think we always start -- I'll speak for 

I think I would always start with it as a 

continuous basis, and that doesn ' t mean it has to have 

exactly the same trend for young folks and old folks. 

I mean , there are ways of - - again , getting back to 

interaction -- allowing the relationship of claim 
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1 amount to age to vary f or different age groups without 

2 just knocking it down to two. 

3 So it's possible to do sort of a combination 

4 of continuous age that -- whose relationship varies 

5 over different intervals, whether it be zero to 20 and 

6 

7 

21 to 40 and 41 and up. Still, within those groups, 

age could be treated continuously. I haven't had a 

8 chance in this particular case to see what effect it 

9 would have. In general, it would tend t o improve 

10 reliability, in my experience. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

MS. WALKER: Your Honor, before I forget, at 

this time, we'd like to move Petitioners' Exhibit 

3 into evidence. 

MR. THOMAS: Is that the draft? 

MS. WALKER: That is the draft. 

MR. THOMAS: No objection. 

THE COURT: 

is admitted. 

Without objection, Petitioners' 3 

(Petitioners' Exhibit No. 3 is admitted into 

the record.) 

BY MS. WALKER: 

Q. Dr. McClave, are there standard tests that a 

statistician would use to test an algorithm? 

A. 

Q . 

Yes. 

What type of test would a statistician 
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typically use to test an algorithm? 

A. Well, we've talked about some of the tests 

that he tests in the margin o f error , but ultimately, 

if a model is going to be used for forecasting or 

predictive reasons , it ' s typical to do what we call an 

out-of - sample or cross - validation test where you 

withhold part of the data and don ' t use it -- when we 

use a certain set of data to fit the model, that ' s the 

best case . I mean , we ' ve used ' 07 -' 08 . It ' s going to 

10 fit there better than any other year because it's the 

11 data that's determining the weights that are - - or the 

12 

13 

14 

coefficients that -- actua lly , it ' s ca lled weights in 

the algorithm- - the weights for the model . 

So when I read the introduction to this , I 

15 noted that Dr. Niu held out the ' 06- ' 07 data , didn ' t 

16 use that to fit the model . And I fully expected to 

17 read on that he had done an out - of - sample or 

18 cross - validation test whereby you use the co - -- you 

19 use the weights that you get when you fit the ' 07- ' 08 

20 and then see how well that same model or algorithm 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

does on ' 06-'07 . You do the predictions for ' 06 -' 07 

and see what the margin of error is. 

We know it's roughly plus or minus 40 percent 

for ' 07 -' 08 . Is it still 40 percent? Does it get 

better? Does it get worse? Typically, it gets worse 
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when you do an out - of -sample test . He didn ' t do 

that -- ultimately , he did not do that test the way I 

3 expected to see it do n e . 

4 

5 

6 

Q. Is there anything in t h e technical repor t 

indicating that he had the ' 06 -' 07 expenditure data? 

A. Yes . 

7 Q. Could you turn to page 135 of the technical 

8 report , please? 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

I ' m sorry , page? 

135 . 

Thank you . I ' m there. 

Q. Okay. And you will see it says , " Best 

Selected Models for ' 06- ' 07 Claims." Is that the page 

14 you ' re on? 

15 

16 

A. 

Q. 

It is, yes . 

Okay . And based on what ' s stated on this 

17 page , do you understand that Dr. Niu did some type of 

18 test with the ' 06- ' 07 data? 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

What did he do? 

A. He basically just forced the same variables 

into the model; in other words, he r e - estimated the 

model using ' 06 -' 07 and exactly the same set of 

24 independent variables that we ' ve been dis cussi ng , as 

25 opposed to a true out-of - sample or cross-validation 
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test , whi c h, as I said, would h ave use t h e ' 07 -' 08 

weights to predict the ' 06 -'0 7 values . 

So all this does is say ' 06 -' 07 data appear 

to have similar re l ationships to this set of 

variables , but it doesn ' t speak to - - it doesn't speak 

to what margin of error. 

Now , you ' ll notice that the residual standard 

error , when he ' s using all the data , is still in the 

SO ' s , 53 . 1; it ' s right und e r the model on page 135. 

So we ' ve got still at least p lu s or minus 40 percent 

even with this model . The problem is with this model 

he ' s u s ing different- - he gets different weights than 

he got when he used the ' 07 -' 08 data . 

A true test of the algorithm is to take the 

algorithm as it appears in the first thi ng you asked 

me about today, the rule , and apply it to the '06-'0 7 

data , not re-estimate the weights, but use exactly the 

weights from ' 07 -'0 8 and see how well you do in 

' 06 -' 07 . 

Q. So you would have taken the clien t, their 

data , run them through the algorithm and then compared 

the results of the algorithm produced to the actual 

' 06- ' 07 expenditures? 

A. That ' s exactly what a cross-validation is , 

and that ' s what I would have done, yes. 
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Q. And then you would have looked at the 

difference between your actual ' 06 -' 07 dollar amounts 

they got from the agency and what the algorithm would 

4 have predicted to determine the margi n of error? 

5 

6 

A. 

Q. 

That ' s exactly right. 

And there ' s nothing in the technical report 

7 indicating that Dr . Niu did that? 

8 A. No . 

9 Q. What is bootstrapping? We talked about it a 

10 little bit earlier , but can you describe what it is? 

11 A. It ' s a computerized way of computing 

12 conf iden ce intervals by re-sampling the data and 

13 

14 

over and over again and re-estimating the model to see 

what sort of variability you get. It's an -- just 

15 almost a check o n confidence intervals that you can 

16 get using, what I ' ll call , more normal , standard 

17 techniques, highly computer -i ntensive method of doing 

18 the same thing. 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Q. From the technical report , does it describe 

any bootstrapping that was done by Dr. Niu? 

A. In the technical? 

Q. Technical report . 

A. No . There ' s nothing in the technical report 

that describes any bootstrapping . 

Q . Have you seen anything since the n that 
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3465 

Q. And would that be reflected on Petitioners ' 

Exhibit No . 1 ? 

A. Yes . 

Q. And what does Petitioners ' Exhibit No. 1 tell 

you about the type of bootstrapping it appears Dr. Niu 

has done recently? 

A. It appears that he ' s done 10,000 re-samples 

o r bootstrapping samples . He reports on page 1 that 

the weights he gets, on average, are very close to the 

weights he originally got. He doesn ' t report a 

confidence interval for those weights , which is really 

the reason for doing bootstrapping, so I see tha t as 

an oversight . 

And then as we discussed on page 2 , he 

reports for a given individual what kind of 

variability he got in 10 , 000 bootstraps. But that's 

treating it as if you had a sample of 10,000 with the 

same characteris tics. It ' s a not a prediction 

interval ; it 's a confidence interval on the mean 

value . 

Q. Okay. And is t here information in Exhibit 1 

that indicates that bootstrapping was done on the 
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mean? 

A. Yes. The interval width te lls me that it was 

done on the mean. 

Q. But would it have been possible t o calculate 

a prediction interval for each of the independent 

va riab les using bootstrapping? 

A. I believe you could have recal- -- we have 

the residual standard error, so we don't really need a 

bootstrap. But, yes, I think you could design t he 

10 bootstrap properly to confirm what the margin of error 

11 

12 

13 

is. This doesn't do it. 

Q. So there's nothing in Petitioners' Exhibit 1 

that tells you the bootstrapping analysis done by Dr. 

14 Niu can tell you the margin o f error for Model 7b? 

15 

16 

A. 

Q. 

That's right . 

Dr. McClave, if I could have you now turn to 

17 Joint Exhibit No . 23. 

18 THE COURT: Ms. Walker, if you're at a 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

stopping point, let's start thinking about 

breaking for lunch . What's a good t ime ? How much 

longer do you have f or this witness? 

MS. WALKER: Your Hon or , I have just maybe 

five to ten minutes longer. 

THE COURT: Okay. Let's go forward. 

MS. WALKER: I'd like to fi nish the direct of 
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Dr. McClave at this point. 

THE COURT: Sure. 

THE WITNESS: I'm sorry, which exhibit again? 

BY MS. WALKER: 

Q. Twenty-three. 

A. Okay. 

Q. Dr. McClave, are you familiar with what's 

been admitted into evidence as Joint Exhibit 23? 

A. Yes. 

Q. What do you understand this document to be? 

A. I understand this to be an evaluation of 

something called the DOORS model , which, as I 

understand it, is an individual budgeting model used 

by the State of Wyoming . And I understand this 

evaluation was conducted by Navigant Consulting, the 

firm I believe for which Dr. Martin works. 

Q. Okay. And does this document, Joint Exhibit 

23, does it describe an algorithm that was used for 

the DOORS model? 

A. It does. 

Q. Okay . Can I have you turn to page 63 of 

Joint Exhibit 23? 

A . Yes. 

Q. Okay. 

MR. THOMAS: Pardon me, what page? 
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Sixty-three. 

Thank you . 

And what does page 63 appear to show? 

3468 

Q. 

A. I believe it shows for the adult waiver 

6 program that they have , which independent variables 

7 a list of independent variables that are used in that 

8 model. 

9 Q. Okay. And have you compared the algorithm 

10 that's in Jo int Exhib i t 23 for the DOORS model to th e 

11 iBudget allocation algorithm that's reflected in the 

12 proposed rule being challenged in this case? 

13 

1 4 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

Are there differences between those two 

15 algorithms? 

16 

17 

18 

19 

yes. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

There' s some very significant differences , 

What are the significant differences? 

Wel l, for one thing , instead of nine 

20 variables, this is using -- I think I counted 22 

21 independent var iables . 

22 For another , you will notice a t the bottom 

23 that t he y actually have services that clients utilize 

24 in the system as part of the independent variab l es, 

25 and elsewhere in this document , the Navigant folks 
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conclude that that ' s a very important component , 

accounting for somewhere , I think , 25 to 30 percent of 

the compensation amounts derived from the model . 

So , I mean , there are other differences as 

well, but I think age , for example, is treated as 

continuous in this model , but I think , to me, the 

thing that stood out was the inclusion of services , 

the conclusion that it was a very important set of 

variables and the failure to have any such var i ables 

in the Florida version of iBudget . 

Q. Can you tell from Joint Exhibit 23 how age is 

treated as an independent variable? 

A. I you can't tell for sure here, but 

usually if it were -- if it were a binary variable , it 

would tell you it was an indicator as opposed to just 

calling it age. And I think -- and Dr. Martin when he 

testifies can confirm or not , but I think you asked 

him that in deposition , my recollection is he said he 

thought it was continuous . 

Q. How do the differences between the model 

that's reflected here in Joint Exhibit 23 and the 

iBudget allocation algorithm, how do those differences 

relate to the concerns you've expressed today during 

your testimony? 

A. Well , I think the inclusion of many more 
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variables and the service variables are likely to be 

manifested again , I haven't seen the DOORS fina l 

3 model , but I t hin k it ' s very likely to be manifested 

4 in a smaller margin of error . Again, the Navigant 

5 folks concluded services were 25 to 30 percent of the 

6 compensation. If we ' re leaving that out of the 

7 Florida model, that could e xp lain a very large 

8 fraction of what we see as an unacceptable -- what I 

9 see as an unacceptable margin of error . 

10 Q. Does the DOORS model as described in Jo int 

11 Exhibit 23 use a square root transformation? 

12 

13 

14 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

No. 

Does it use a transformation? 

Yes. It uses the standard I talked earlier 

15 about , the log transform that was standard in 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

econometrics. The DOORS model uses a log transform of 

the expenditures. 

Q. Are there any -- let me ask you this : In 

Joint Exhibit 23 , did Navigant Consulting make some 

recommendations regarding the DOORS model algorithm? 

A. 

Q. 

They d id. 

And do any of those recommendations -- are 

23 any of those recommendations consistent with your 

24 concerns about the iBudget algorithm? 

25 A. Yes . 
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1 Q. Can you talk about what is consistent about 

2 their recommendations with your concerns? 

3 A. In particular, Navigant expressed concern 

4 about the DOORS model with respect to it, too , does 

5 not have any variable in this list that takes into 

6 account different costs of living across Wyoming. I 

7 don't know what that would be in Wyoming, but I dare 

8 say it would probably be less than Florida. But it 

9 does -- they did express a concern that that ought to 

10 be considered being added to the model or somehow 

11 compensated for in the model, that there are different 

12 costs in various areas of the state for nursing care, 

13 et cetera. 

14 They also expressed a concern about the 

15 static nature of the model, the model not having 

16 time - varying capability and discussed that that is 

17 something that ought to be looked at as well. 

18 And even with respect to the services 

19 variables, right now the DOORS model says you either 

20 

21 

22 

have t h e service or you don't. So you either have 

nursing service or you don't; you either have personal 

care or you don't. And they expressed some concern 

23 that an on / off switch wasn't necessarily enough, that 

24 

25 

maybe there should be the level of service. I concur 

with that. That would be likely to improve the model. 
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At least Wyoming is at least recognizing 

these services. Again, the Florida model doesn't 

recognize them at all. So those three recommendations 

stood out to me as applicable in this case. 

Q. Dr. McClave, based on the information you 

have reviewed and based on your expertise as a 

statistician and an econometrician, do you have an 

opinion regarding whether the variables in Florida ' s 

iBudget algorithm equitably allocate available funds 

to each cl ient based on the client ' s leve l of need? 

A. 

Q . 

A. 

I do have an opinion. 

What is your opin i on? 

From a statistica l perspective, I do not 

14 believe that it achieves the equitable distribution 

15 goal due to the extreme margin of error and all the 

16 o ther issues that we've discussed. 

1 7 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

2 4 

25 

MS. WALKER: Thank you. 

THE COURT: Okay. It's 12:05. Let ' s break 

for lunch. Come back at 1:15. 

(Thereupon, a lunch recess was had at 12 :05, 

after which the proceedings continued in Volume 

I I. ) 
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PROCEEDINGS 

(Continued from Volume I.) 

THE COURT : All right. Ready fo r 

cross - examina ti on? 

MR . THOMAS : Yes, sir. 

3476 

6 CROSS - EXAMINATION 

7 OF JAMES T . MCCLAVE , Ph.D. 

8 BY MR . THOMAS: 

9 Q. Dr . McClave, when you started your direct 

10 examination , you wer e asked to look at the rule, and I 

11 believe you identified in the rule the algorithm that 

12 you looked at and then you gave some testimony that 

13 that algorithm was -- ha d a margin of error of plus or 

14 minus 40 percent . 

15 Now , subsequently , you did some drawings on 

16 t he board up there , and so the algorithm that you 

17 testifie d about having a 40 percent margin of error , 

18 that was Model 6 , not the model selected by the 

19 agency , correct? 

20 A. It was either Model 6 or Model 7b applied to 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

the e ntire population. 

clear . 

That's what I tried to make 

Q. Model 7b was the one that was selected by the 

agency , and it wasn ' t applied to the wh o le universe , 

and you calculated a margin of error of plus or minus 
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25 percent for that model? 

A. Right. If you exclude the 1 0 percent 

3 outliers that the model does the worst for and totall y 

4 disregard them , then the margin of error comes down to 

5 25 percent , that's right. 

6 Q. Right. Now , you indicated that you also use 

7 outliers when you are performing a -- developing a 

8 regression model , correct? 

9 A. I typically look at what the result is with 

10 and without outli ers. 

11 Q. And it ' s true, is it not , that you would not 

12 be critical of the removal of out l iers from Model 7b 

13 if you knew that the agency was going to separa tel y 

14 identify the outliers and provide a methodology by 

15 which the budget produ ced by the algor it hm could be 

16 modified to addres s the particular circumsta n ces and 

17 

18 

expenses of the outliers , correct? 

A. No , that's not quite correct , because there 

19 won ' t be any way to identify -- remember , I talked 

20 about the $25 , 000 outlier , $25 , 000 claimant that the 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

model says it's 10 , 000 or 8 ,0 00? You're not going to 

know that in future years, right? You ' re just going 

to have the $8 , 000 , and that's what the iBudget is 

going to tell you. So you won 't be able to identify 

outl iers in future years. The only year you can 
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After that , you 

3 Q. Well , you 're not expecting that this 

4 algorithm is going to be updated? 

5 A. I understand it might be updated , but if it ' s 

6 used for any year for which you don ' t have actual 

7 values -- in other words, as I understand it , it ' s 

8 going to determine the actual values -- then you won ' t 

9 know who ' s an outlier and who isn ' t. 

10 Q. All right. But for the initial year , is 

11 it -- your testimony is that they can ' t determine who 

12 

13 

14 

the outliers are? 

A. For ' 07- ' 08, that can be determined. 

Q. Is it your understanding that the algorithm 

15 produces the final budget amount for each client? 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

A. No, I understand that there are potential 

adjustments made to the amount. 

Q. Okay . Look at page 113 of Exhibit 6. That ' s 

Dr. Niu's report. 

A. 

Q . 

Okay , I ' m there . 

The graph that ' s on that page , I believe you 

22 indicated that a movement to .5 would be an indication 

23 under the Box-Cox power transformation to use the 

24 

25 

square root? 

A. That ' s right. 
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Q. Then y ou indicated that if it were at zero, 

you would use the l og tra nsfo rmation , correct? 

A. That's right. 

Q. Well, this one comes ln at .3 now. .3 is 

closer to .5 than zero, correct? 

A. Very slightly, but if you look at the peak, 

7 the graph itself, looks to me like it's pretty much at 

8 its ma ximum up -- from zero to .5, and I'm just 

9 pointing out that the log transform is much more like 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

what much more used , but , yes , . 3 is closer to .5 

t han it is to zero. 

Q. And if you strictly applied this, you would 

go that direction instead of to the log? 

A. No. If you strictly applied this, you 'd 

15 raise everything to the . 3 power , and we'd be talking 

16 about .3 instead of square roots. 

17 Q. That could have been done , but .5 is closer 

18 to . 3 , correct? 

19 A. Than zero is, it is. 

20 Q. Is there any standard in statistics for how 

21 low a residual error must be or h ow high an R-squared 

22 must be to signify statistical validity? 

23 

24 

25 

A. In my experience -- the re's no hard ru le. 

There is a general understanding that we want the 

margin of error to be reasonable and t ha t is 
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1 typ i ca l ly -- we try to get it below 10 percent i n 

2 order for the mode l t o have any real utility and 

3 certainly no higher than -- in my experience , no 

4 higher than 15 percent and feel good abou t i t. 

5 So , again , I talked about po l ling 

6 achieving margin of errors o f .3 and . 4 -- I ' m sorry , 

7 3 and 4 percent us i ng much smaller samples than this. 

8 So , in my view , in my opinion , and based on my 

9 experience , I would expect this to be down in the 10 

10 percent or below range margin of error in order to 

11 be -- to accomplish the equitable distribution 

12 requirements . 

13 Q. You say there ' s no hard rule. Can you point 

14 to any texts or any literature that support that 

15 opinion? 

16 A. Well , a l l texts , including my own , tha t 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

address regression analysis certainly talk about the 

standa rd error and its -- the relative utility of the 

model with respect to the margin of error . Again , 

there ' s no -- I don ' t think any text is going to say 

if it's higher than this, then it ' s not useful . That 

comes down to a matter of judgment. 

Q. Let ' s look at Model 7 b that ' s on page 121 of 

Exhibit 6 . 

A. Yes . 
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Q. And you testified earlier about the variables 

here. Are each of these variables statistically 

3 significant? 

4 

5 

A. 

Q. 

Yes . 

Do you consider Dr . Niu ' s conclusion t h at 

6 these variables have statistical significance in 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

projecting costs to be a statistically valid 

conclusion? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Now , I believe you said there were nine 

variables here? 

A . Yes . 

Q. Isn ' t it accurate that the entry o n BS1 

14 reflects a sum score of six variables? 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A. It ' s a sum of six numbers , yes , equally 

weighted. 

Q. Six variables? 

A. It creates one i n dependent variable . 

Q. Yeah . And , likewise , the entry for FS1 is 

the sum score of 11 predictors, correct? 

A. Eleven QSI questions or entries creating a 

single independent variable . 

Q. So if you look at it that way with a 17, you 

have 17 predictor s , those two , plus the other five, 

you end up with 22 predictors in Model 7b? 
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A. No , that would be an incorrect statistical 

conclusion. For it to be a separate predictor , it ' s 

got to be a separate variable i n the model . If he had 

take n each of those six or eight or ten , however many 

components there are , and put them in separately , then 

I would be agreeing with you. But since he assumed 

that they all have equal weight and just added them 

up, that ' s one variable. It ' s not six or eight. 

Q. Have you done any analysis to determine 

10 whether they should have been given equal weigh t ? 

11 A . 

12 have not . 

13 

14 

Q. 

A. 

No , I didn ' t have the data to do that . 

You have no opinion on that? 

Oh, I do. By making that assumption, 

15 can ' t be any more reliable than treating them 

I 

it 

16 separately . In other words , treating them separately 

17 has to be at least as reliable as making the 

18 assumption they should have equal weight. 

19 Q. And I believe you testified that you would 

20 have liked to have seen more predictors here? 

21 A. Well , my opinion was the plus or minus 40 

22 percent , if we ' re talking about the whole population 

23 margin of error, indicates to me that the model is 

24 likely to be improved by other relevant predictors 

25 like service requirements and so forth. 
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Q. Service services. I believe -- let's see , 

I believe it wa s over in Exhibit 23 where you pointed 

out the DOORS model that had 22 variables? 

A. That was an example of a model that I 

understand uses service variab l es as predictors , yes . 

Q. And you thought that was a positive aspect of 

the algorithm used by Wyoming? 

A. That, at least, was what I understand the 

Navigant report, Exhibit 23 , represents to say , yes. 

They said it accounted for something like 25 to 30 

percent of the budgeted amount. 

Q. And it ' s your opinion t hat Model 7b could 

perhaps be improved if these additional variables had 

been inc luded in it by Dr . Niu? 

A. Cer ta inly possible , yes . 

Q. You don ' t know o n e way or the other; it ' s 

just a possibility , correct? 

A. That's right . 

Q. Would you look at page 73 of that report that 

20 was prepared by Navigant - - I ' m sorry, page 72 , of the 

21 report prepared by Navigant? 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A. Okay . 

Q. And if you loo k at the middle paragraph, 

"Improving Needs Assessment , the Supports Intensity 

Scale, " you can read all of it , but I ' m going t o focus 
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1 you on the sentence that starts about six lines, seven 

2 lines from the bottom which says: "We recommend that 

3 the state consider using the SIS on a trial or pilot 

4 basis to assess its potential as a replacement to the 

5 ICAP. In the l onger term, the State of Wyoming may 

6 not want to consider the migration of its needs 

7 assessment tool -- may want to consider the migration 

8 of its needs assessment tool from the ICAP to the 

9 SIS. " 

10 Are you familiar with either the ICAP or the 

11 SIS? 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

A. 

report . 

Only with regard to what I read in this 

So , no , I don 't have familiarity with it. 

Q. " This could lead to an eventual reduction 

the reliance on service variables that come from 

consumer claims history. This reduction could 

in 

17 progress the DOORS model toward prediction of services 

18 best suited to a consumer rather than a predictive 

19 model based on the service the consumer has received 

20 in the past. " 

21 Do you agree with that? 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A. 

Q. 

I see it. 

All right. And they're recommending 

ultimately that the service predictables can come out 

of that model, correct? 
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A. I don't know if it went that f ar or not. I 

in the conclusion that the recommendation was to 

3 at least increase the scale of the service variables 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

from an on/off switch to a larger scale. I did not 

see the recommendation that they be total l y replaced. 

Q. Would you expect that any model assoc i ating 

cost to a consumer ' s characteristics would have a 

margin of error for individual consumers? 

A. If I understand your question, I would expect 

some margin o f error with any statistical model 

Q. 

A . 

Q. 

Okay. 

-- n o matter what it includes. 

Could you create a mode l that has a very 

small margin of error? 

A. I don ' t know that for sure, but in orde r 

for i n my view , in order for such a model to be 

17 used as it's being used here , that would be a 

1 8 

19 

20 

21 

requirement I would certainly as a statistician 

impose. 

Q. Would you consider that model to be 

statistically valid even if it had many variables with 

22 no statistically significant relati o nship to cos t? 

23 

24 

25 

A. That gets i n to a technical area that Dr. Niu, 

I think, addresses in several places that some 

variables act as proxies for other variables. We call 
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it collinearity in statistics, and it can appear as if 

a variable is not statistically significant because it 

is correlated with some other variable in the model. 

I think it boils down to whether you ' re more 

interested in ending up with a small number of 

predictors or a small margin of error. I think in a 

prediction model I would be more interested in a small 

margin of error, even if the model ended up including 

some correlated variables that appeared not to be -

some of which appeared not to be statistically 

significant. 

Q. You testified about transportation costs . 

Transportation c osts are an expenditure , c o rrect? 

A. Correct . 

Q. And isn ' t the purpose here to try and predict 

expenditures? 

A. Future expenditures , yes. 

Q. So wouldn ' t you expect that something we were 

trying to predict would do a good job of being a 

predictor? 

A. Well , it depends , I think, how you included 

it in the model. If we use the DOORS as an example , 

those services are expenditures too. They don ' t 

include them as expenditures ; they include them as you 

either need that service or you don ' t. So you could 
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start with just whether or not clients used and were 

paid something for transportation without getting into 

3 the cost, or you could end up using the cost. 

4 Sure , it helps make the prediction. It ' s not 

5 going to make it perfect , but , again, it might 

6 greatly - - but by recognizing that a client in a 

7 previous year needed transportation and was paid 

8 something for it, I would expect the model to be 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

improved no matter how you include it. 

Q. In what way is this model, Model 7b , a time 

series model? 

A . 

Q. 

I would not call this a time series model. 

So would you agree , then , that the 

14 relationship between a client ' s needs and 

15 

16 

expenditures , 

A. Yes . 

there is no time trend? 

Right. That ' s one of the issues I 

17 have , that it is a static mode l at a given year, 

18 ' 07- ' 08, and it has no adjustment in it for time 

19 trends . 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Q. Why would the relationship between a client's 

needs and expenditures drive a time series trend ? 

A. So if the client is using nursing services , 

for example , and the economy is such that costs of 

nursing are going either up or down , but changing, as 

they do over time , this model would not provide any 
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1 variation -- any account o f that trend. I think 

2 that ' s probably -- well , that i s one issue, I think , 

3 that would cause it to ha ve even l arger margins of 

4 e rror in future years than it has in ' 07 -' 08 . 

5 Q. Is it reasonable to take a piece of the 

6 dependent var iable and make it into an independent 

7 variable? 

8 A. Well, yes , it can be, if it ' s a component 

9 that only exists , in this c ase, for certain clients , 

10 going back to transportation costs - - and , again , you 

11 don 't necessarily have to include the cost, but you 

12 could include va riable s that indicate the level to 

13 

14 

which particular clients need transportation. 

Q . Have you been able to determine a reliable 

15 predictor for transportation costs? 

16 

17 

1 8 

19 

20 

21 

A. I have not. 

Q. Do you disagree with Dr . Niu ' s opinion that 

historical transportation costs are not a reliable 

independent var iable to use in the algori t hm? 

A. No. 

Q . If I understand your testimony , it is that 

22 the outliers in the 9 . 37 perce n t are not those who 

23 have the highe st o r the lowest claims ; is that 

24 

25 

correct? 

A. That is correct . 
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1 Q. So for those 9.37 percent , they either had 

2 claims which were greater than the model pro jected or 

3 they had claims which were less than the model 

4 

5 

projected ; is t h at correct? 

A. I would only add significantl y greater or 

6 significantly less. Again, it was the 10 percent for 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

which the model was doing the worst. 

Q. How many projections have you made when you 

were projecting budgets within a budget which is 

limited? 

A. Certainly not in this setting . There may 

have been others that I ' m not recalling, but I don ' t 

recall having done so . 

Q. Well , most of the projection you do may 

involve things like anti-crush damages , may involve 

suits on employee discrimination where you're trying 

to calculate damages. In those instances , the sky is 

the limit ; you're not constrained by any budget set by 

the legislature , correct? 

A. There ' s no budget set by the legislature . 

21 You ' re constrained by the requirement that the expert 

22 on the other side will requ i re that that mode l be a 

23 

24 

25 

reliable estimator of damages. So you won ' t come in 

with a margin of error of plus or minus 40 percent and 

pass muster in a damages case . 
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Q. Have you examined Florida ' s Medicaid 

reimbursement rate for DD waiver services? 

A. I have not , other than maybe as reflected in 

the data for this case, but in general , no . 

Q . If I represent to you that there will be 

testimony that in Florida the Medicaid rates are 

generally set statewide and do not fluctuate by 

geographic area , does that impact your opinion 

regarding the need for geographic differentials in the 

model? 

A . No . My opinion is a statistical opinion , and 

I ' m simply pointing out that I believe the mode l would 

be more reliable if it recognized what we know to be 

true , which is costs vary depending on where you are 

in the state . 

Q. We ' re talking about rates, not costs , Doctor. 

The rates are set , correct? 

A. Are you -- I ' m sorry . 

Q . The rates are invariab l e . 

A . Which rates are you talking about? 

Q. I ' m talking about the Medicaid rates. 

A. The claim 

Q. Providers 

A. The rates we ' re talking about here - -

THE COURT REPORTER: One at a time, please. 
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Sorry. 

THE WITNESS: The waiver amounts? Is that 

what you ' re talking about? Yeah , well , tha t may 

influence how t h at budget -- if I understand what 

you' re saying how a provider ' s budget gets 

allocated. But , to me , it certainly doesn ' t 

affect the fact that services are going to cost 

different amounts in different parts of the state . 

And any model that ignores that, whether it ' s 

legislatively determined or not, is not going to 

11 be as reliable as one that does . 

12 BY MR . THOMAS: 

13 Q. If the rate is the same in Tallahassee , 

14 Jacksonville, Gainesville , Tampa , Fort Lauderdale , 

15 what difference does it make? 

16 A. So how are those -- within those areas, how 

17 is that going to be -- even within those areas , you ' ve 

1 8 got -- I live in Alachua County . The cost of living 

19 is very different there than it is in Trenton County 

20 right next to us -- or Union Cou n ty, I ' m sorry. So it 

21 still could make a difference in terms of -- so my 

22 understanding , and I may be incorrect, is that this 

23 model is supposed to be making an equitable 

24 distribution , and I ' m saying the reliability of that , 

25 to me , to some extent , woul d be -- wou l d depend on 
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1 recognizing that cost of services is going to vary 

2 depending on where you are. 

3 Q. But cost doesn ' t matter , does it, because 

4 Medicaid pays one rate , sir? 

5 A. Again, if you're saying to me I want you to 

6 assume that by law Medicaid is g oing to freeze that 

7 rate no matter where it is and not allow nursing 

8 service costs to vary , and then it doesn ' t allow it , 

9 but to me --

10 Q. Then you don ' t need your geographic 

11 distinction that you testified about the cost of 

12 living , do you? 

13 A. I don ' t know. I just don ' t know. To me , you 

14 do , but 

15 Q. Would you take a minute and go to the board, 

16 get a clean sheet , and would you write the formula on 

17 there by which you calculated the margin of error, 

18 please? 

19 (Witness goes to easel .) 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A. So I took two times the reported residual 

standard error , which for each of the documented 

models , that ' s the first thing that ' s reported. I 

squared that because we ' re dealing in the square root 

domain , just gets it back to dollars. And then I 

divided it by what I calculated to be approximately 
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the middle of the dollar distribu tion , 25 , 000 . 

So when I got 10 , 000 up here, I sa id that was 

40 percent, and when I got 6 , 400 , I said that was 

about 25 percent . 

Q. 

A. 

Okay. 

Yes. 

That ' s the formu la you used? 

(Witness returns to stand.) 

BY MR . THOMAS : 

Q. All rig h t. Thank you . Why did you use the 

median and not the mean? 

A. Because we ' re dealing with a skewed 

distribution. The -- remember , I ta lked about the 

skewness caused by the few that get something in the 

hundred thousand , few clients. I believe the median 

15 gives us a better - - typically , in skewed 

16 distributions , we cite the median as a better idea of 

17 where the central tendency is. 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Q. If you use the mean , would t h e margin of 

error go down? 

A. If you used anything higher than 25 , 000 , the 

margin of error wi l l be lower. 

Q. Is the mean higher than 25 , 000? 

A. I believe it is. But median tells us that 50 

24 percent of the clients are below that and 50 percent 

25 are above that . So we ' re taking a typical client when 
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we use the median. 

Q. What is the algebraic relationship between 

R-squared and residual standard error? 

A. 

board. 

Wow, so R- squared is -- I'll go back to the 

Q. Go ahead. 

(Wi tness goes to easel.) 

A. So for the dependent variable , we have 

something called the tota l sum of squares . It ' s total 

variability. I won't write out the formula. I 'll 

11 just tell you it ' s total variability -- I didn't write 

12 that very well -- o f the dependent variable. 

13 And then there's something called the sum of 

14 squares for error. This is remaining variability 

15 after estimating the model. Okay. R-squared is total 

16 sum of squares , minus remaining variability -- total 

17 variability , minus remaining variability , divided by 

18 total va r iability. 

19 So it ' s telling us how much of the total 

20 variability is accounted for by the model, that ' s the 

21 numerator, divided by t he total. 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Q. 

A. 

error. 

Okay . 

And -- well, we've got to get to standard 

Unless you have a question about this? I was 

going to write the standard error. 
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Q. No. In order to j u st not have confusion 

going forward, would you just draw a straight line 

3 across the board between those two things that y ou 

4 wrote so that there ' s a division between the top one 

5 and the bottom one that you ' re wor kin g on no w? 

6 A. (Witness complies.) 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Thank you , sir. Q. 

A. So then the residual standard error is the 

sum of squares for erro r divided by what we call the 

degrees of freedom f or error , whic h is a fu nction of 

how many parameters are in the model. It ' s the sample 

size -- and I will write this d own in a minute - 

minus t h e number o f variables in the model -- and I 

will call that K plus one for the intercept. So N 

equals total sample size. K wou l d be ni ne in our 

case , number of i ndependent v ariables . And I 

17 apologize for - - well, I ' m sorry , this is still in the 

18 square , so it ' s the square root o f this. 

19 

20 

Q. 

A. 

Thank you . 

Okay. 

21 (Witness returns to stand.) 

22 BY MR . THOMAS: 

23 Q. When the residual standard error goes down , 

24 does the R- squared go up? 

25 A . I believe that would be -- all other things 
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equal , not changing scales and so forth , I believe 

that ' s true . The other way a r ound is not true , but 

the way you ask it , I think you said if the residual 

standard error decreases , is i t necessarily true tha t 

the R- squared goes up, I thin k that ' s true. 

Q. Is there any practical d i fference between 

selecting a model based on the low residual standard 

error and a high R- squared? 

A. Big difference . High R- squared doesn ' t tell 

us one thing about margin of error . You ' ve got to go 

look at the residual standard error before you know 

what t h e margin of error is. So I can -- excuse me . 

Q . No , go ahead . 

A. I can have an R- squared of 90 percent , which 

has a margin of error of plus or minus 5 percent or 

plus or minus 50 percent . It really depends on the 

appl i cation and the transformation that you use . 

You ' ve got to look at both , in my opinion , and in the 

opi n ion of any textbook you look at . 

Q. If you were to create a model aiming to come 

up with a low residual standard error, would you 

potentially include variables with no statistical 

significance? 

A. I think you asked me that , and it ' s possible 

in the sense that there would be variables that are 
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highly correlated that nonetheless are impor tant. So 

I ' d take a careful look at it, but it ' s possible . If 

it was significantly helping the margin of error, then 

4 I would do something . 

5 (Brief pause.) 

6 BY MR . THOMAS: 

7 Q. The two formulas that you've put up on the 

8 board , the top one uses the median , but below that , 

9 everything is based on an average , right? 

10 

11 

1 2 

13 

14 

15 

16 

A. No, not really , not i n t h is case. Remember , 

we ' re doing -- all that stuff is in square root of 

dollars in this case . So , no , it ' s not based on an 

average. 

Q. Is the sum of squared errors based on 

differences from the average? 

A. No . The sum of square of errors is defined 

17 as the sum of squares and the differences between what 

18 your model predicts and what t he actual value is 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

squared. So there ' s no averaging in there. It ' s 

actually a prediction from the model. 

Q. The predictive value , is tha t based on the 

average characteristic for t he consumer? 

A. No. If we look at Mode l 7b , it 's based on 

each consumer 's age , living setting, and so on . 

There ' s no averaging in there . It ' s an actual 
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consumer or client value . 

Q. Does the model predict an individual ' s 

average cost based on the individual ' s 

characteristics? 

A. No. That ' s exactly what I was trying to get 

at earlier when I was criticizing the bootstrapping 

analysis. We ' re not doing an average here. We ' re 

predicting what an individual consumer ' s needs will 

be, and we ' re told to do it in an equitable way. So, 

in this case, there's n o averaging going on. 

Q. Do you use the median anywhere else other 

than in your top formula there? 

A. No. I did it when I did the margin of error 

to try to find out where - - what margin of error would 

be such that 50 percent of consumers would be less and 

50 percent would be more, and that ' s the number . 

Q. So that gives y ou a higher margin of error 

using the median , correct? 

A. Than i f you use a higher n umber , yeah . 

MR . TH OMAS : I have nothing further . 

THE COURT: Redirect. 

REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

BY MS . WALKER : 

Q. Dr . McClave, can we go back and l ook at Joint 

Exhibit No. 16? And Mr. Th omas asked you some 
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questions about whether the algorithm was going to be 

updated. Is there anything that you've reviewed in 

Joint Exhibit 16 indicating that the algorithm is 

going to be updated? 

A. I have seen nothing that indicates that. 

Q. Is there anything in the technical report 

7 prepared by Dr. Niu that you ' ve reviewed indicating 

8 that the algorithm would be updated? 

9 

10 

A. 

Q. 

No. 

You were asked some questions about outlie rs 

11 and what your opinion would be wit h respect to 

12 outliers if you knew there was some other process to 

13 deal with outliers. And I think -- are you familiar 

14 with the concept of extraordinary need? 

15 

16 

A. 

Q. 

Yes . 

What's your understanding of extraordinary 

17 need as it relates to iBudget? 

18 A. That when the agency makes a determination 

19 through what I think of as an appeal, that there might 

20 be an extraordinary need, that they can take that into 

2 1 account. 

22 Q. And if I understand your testimony correct , 

23 you ' ve said that the outliers in c l u de individuals for 

24 

25 

whom the algorithm does not as accurately predict 

their actual expenditures , right? 
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A. That ' s right. 

Q. It does the worst for? The 10 percent the 

algorithm does the worst for? 

A. That ' s exactly right. No matter what their 

actual compensation is. 

Q. Okay . Would those outliers include people 

that the algorithm predicts too much for compared to 

what their actual expenditures should be? 

A. Absolutely . In other words , predicted is 

much higher than the actual? Yes. 

Q. Okay. Are you aware of anything you ' ve 

reviewed that indicates that those people will be 

dealt with in some process outside of the algorithm? 

A. I believe I've seen indications that they 'll 

use the actual value when t hat happens as opposed to 

the predicted values. So , to me , if that ' s true -- if 

I ' m right about that, that , in essence , is -- if I can 

go back to the board? 

Q . Sure. 

(Witness goes to easel . ) 

A . So if any time I ' m too -- my prediction value 

is way out here, too high, if what we're going to do 

is bring that individual ' s compensation from what the 

algorithm is predicting back to -- assuming that 

that ' s what he got last -- you know, that ' s what his 
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1 current needs a re fr om last y ea r, then we ' re , in 

2 essence , wiping out this part of the d is t r ibution. 

3 We ' re taking the u p per e n d of the distribution and 

4 say ing we 're g oing to igno re tha t . 

5 Anytime we ' ve got a high prediction -- and 

6 last year , this client got 25 , 000 -- if I ' m right 

7 about what I ' ve read , then we're taking the high 

8 margin of error and -- high level of ~argin of erro r, 

9 plus margin of error and reducing the client to this 

10 number; whereas , if we ' re down here with our 

11 prediction , we take -- we ignore last year and give 

1 2 

13 

14 

15 

them this value . 

So we ' re basically , aga in , if I ' m right , only 

looking at this half o f the distribution . We ' re on ly 

going to use the algorithm to the detriment of a 

16 c lien t , not to increase the a mou n t. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Q. And if the algo rithm produces too much money 

for people compared to what they should get, how does 

that affect the equitable distribution of fu nds unde r 

the algorithm? 

A. Well , in my view , it on ly exacerbates the 

fact that the model is not statistical ly reliable 

because it ' s what -- it' s totally wi ping out t hi s half 

2 4 of the distribution, so it 's -- it's making the model 

25 even more un reliable . It ' s making the app lication o f 
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the model more unreliable . 

Q. Dr . McClave, if I can have you turn back to 

the technical report that ' s in Exhibit 6 and go back 

to page 113 , the Box-Cox power transformation. 

A. Okay . 

Q. And I know Mr. Thomas asked you some 

questions about the . 3 value there where the curve 

hits being closer to .5 . If .3 i s closer to .5, why 

did you say you would use the log transformation? 

A. Because in my experience, the log transform 

is used in 90 percent of econometric modeling . It ' s 

standard . In fact , we econome t ricians typically don ' t 

even do the Box-Cox anymore because it is so standard. 

It's what econometricians expect to see, so unless 

there ' s some strong countervailing evidence, we would 

do the log transform. 

This is not strong countervailing evidence . 

This is, to me, saying you need to make a transform to 

make this distribution symmetric, to remove the 

skewness . And the log transform is right in the range 

of values that will do that. 

Q. Can I have you now turn to page 121 of the 

technical report? 

A. Yes, sorry. 

Q. Okay. Mr . Thomas asked you some questions 
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• 1 about the independent variables represented as BS1 and 
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' 

2 FS l . And if I understand i t correctly, that ' s the 

3 behav i oral score where it ' s all added up in one sum , 

4 correct? 

5 A. Yes . 

6 Q. From a perspective of a statistician , would 

7 you ever count items added up as a sum and used in 

8 this fashion as multiple inde pendent variables? 

9 A. Never. You saw the formula that I put up 

10 t h ere where K was the number of independent variables? 

11 That ' s counted in one and only one way. You count the 

12 number of independent variables in the model no ma tte r 

• 13 how they ' re calculated . 

14 Some of them are categorical, li ke age in 

15 this case . Some of t hem are sums , l i ke behavioral 

16 status. Thos e are each one predictor . If you want to 

17 count it as si x, you have to put them in a s six. 

18 Q. And if you could look with me bac k at Joint 

19 Ex h ibit 23 , and if you turn to page 63. And we ' re 

20 back on the DOORS report , correct? 

21 A. Ye s . 

22 Q . Okay . 

23 A. I ' m there . 

24 Q. And do you see there wh ere it has a ca teg o ry 

• 25 entitled " Comp os ite " ? 
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1 A. Yes . 

2 Q. And t h en do you see where the re ' s a reference 

3 to ICAP? 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

A. Yes . 

Q. And I think Mr . Thomas asked you some 

questions about ICAP , and you said you really weren ' t 

familiar with it , but t h at appears to be something 

somewhat probably similar to QSI from at leas t what 

you ' ve read . I s that what you understand? 

A. Yes. 

MR . THOMAS : Object to the form. 

THE COURT : Don ' t lead . 

BY MS . WALKER: 

Q. What do you know from reading this report 

15 that ICAP is? 

16 A. My understanding , and , again , I ' m not totally 

1 7 familiar with these instruments , but it ' s some 

18 instrument t h at is measuring need. 

19 Q. So when it ' s a composite , what does that mean 

20 t o you? 

21 

22 

A. 

values. 

That it ' s probably the sum of some other 

It ' s a composite. It ' s a -- again , I don ' t 

23 know exactly how these were calculated , but it would 

24 

25 

indicate to me it ' s composite means it contains - -

it ' s a sum of other variables . 
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Q. And so if you were to count -- if you were to 

take Mr. Thomas' t heory and count all the various 

questions added up in the BS1 and FS1 in the Florida 

4 algo rithm, and if that , in fact, is a compos ite sum of 

5 sco re s o n some questionnaire, would you need to do the 

6 same there? 

7 A. Well , I wouldn't do i t t ha t way in an y case , 

8 but , yes , if you ' re going to do it in one, you would 

9 do it in another. It ' s wrong in both. 

10 Q. Could you turn to page 72 of the DOORS 

11 report? 

12 Mr. Thomas asked you some questions about the 

13 

14 

15 

16 

paragraph entitled , " Impr o ving Needs Assessment. " 

Could you look at t he paragraph below that? 

A. Okay. 

Q. And what do you unde rstand Navigant ' s 

17 recommendation was in the paragraph that's entitled 

18 " Review in g DOORS Service Variables " ? 

19 A. Yes. So t he first sen t e n ce tells how DOORS 

20 is doing it currently , where they're taking binary or 

21 0/1 variables , on/off switches, whether you need 

22 nurs ing or not, for example . And the next sentence 

23 says that means there ' s no way to demonstrate 

24 

25 

gradation s of need . Th e y give an example two 

sentences later of a five-point Likert scale , for 
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examp l e , could re p lace the c ur ren t t wo - point scale. 

" This change may be especially helpful for consume r s 

who wish to transform from group homes to other 

housing , but still anticipate a need for some supports 

and services ." And then , " We recommend the division 

review the service variables to include in the DOORS 

model to ensure they provide a level of specificity 

required to accurately predict service costs ." 

So I read that to say this - - se r vice 

variab l es are important. You may want to do more than 

just have an on/off switch . 

gradations of on and off . 

You may wan t to have 

Q. Mr. Thomas also asked you some questions 

about an algorithm developed under constraint where 

there ' s a budget set by the legislature . Did you 

see - - first of all , going back to Joint Exhibit 16 , 

is t h ere anything in the algorithm that is in that 

definition that indicates it ' s influenced by the 

amount of the budget set by the legislature? 

A . In Dr. Niu ' s technical report? Is that what 

you ' re asking about? 

Q. Yes. And then what ' s described as the 

algorithm in Dr . Niu ' s technical report , is there 

anything in his technical report indicating that his 

development of the algorithm was affected by any cap , 
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budget cap , by the legislature? 

A. No. The algorithm coul d produce an amount 

that ' s twice the budget or half the budget. There ' s 

nothing in the algorithm that's constrained o ne way or 

the other by any budgeted amount. 

Q. If you can go- - I ' m sorry to keep switching 

between documents on you here , but if you could go 

back to the technical report in Ex hibit 6 and page 94. 

A. 

Q. 

Okay . 

And I think you talked about , when you 

11 testified earlier , the fact that there was an 

12 adjustment made to the dependent variable for certain 

13 geographic differences in residential hab ilitation 

14 rates in certain counties in South Flor ida, right? 

15 

16 

A. 

Q. 

Yes . That ' s what number six adjustment is. 

If there weren ' t geographical differences in 

17 residential habilitation rates , then why would that 

18 adjustment have been needed to be made to the 

19 

20 

dependent variable? 

A. It makes no sense to me . If the rates 

21 weren ' t adjusted for geography , I don't see what the 

22 adjustment would -- I don't see why it wou ld be there . 

23 

24 

25 

Q . And going back to the DOORS report , on page 

71 

A . Okay. 
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Q. -- do y o u see the last paragraph there 

addressing regional wage concerns? 

A. I do. 

Q. And when you read the DOORS report , did you 

understand that Navigant had a recommendation 

regarding geographic differentiation? 

A. Yes . If you go to the end of the paragraph , 

which is at the top of page 72 , " we recommend the 

state consider adding an adjustment facto r into the 

DOORS model to address legitimate regi o nal 

differences, " and the regional differences they talk 

about there are cost differences . 

Q. And fr o m reading the DOORS rep o rt, did y o u 

understand the purpose of the DOORS rep o rt was - - o r 

the DOORS algorithm was to help develop indiv idual 

budgets to allocate funding for developmental 

disability waivers? 

A. That's my under standing , yes . 

Q. I'm going to try to get this right, because I 

think you said Mr . Thomas asked you a questi o n , and if 

y o u did the reverse , the answer might be different, so 

let me see if I can do the reverse in my question 

here . 

If the R- squared goes down , does the residual 

standard error go up? 
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1 A. Not necessarily. And , vice-versa, if the 

2 R-squared goes up , the residual standard error may or 

3 may not go down . 

4 Q. So is the R-squared always correlated with 

5 the residual standard error? 

6 A . No . And the reason is -- I want to make 

7 myself clear , so , I ' m sorry , but I ' ll go back. 

8 (Witness goes to the easel.) 

9 THE WITNESS : So every time I add a variable 

10 t o the model , this denominator decreases. So if 

11 SSE remains the same or goes up just slightly , but 

12 this goes up by one every time you add ano ther 

13 independent variable, this ra tio may or may not go 

14 down . It co uld stay the same . It can go down --

15 I ' m sorry, may or may n o t go down . It actually 

16 could go up if the reduction in SSE was less than 

17 the increase in the -- I ' m sorry , the decrease in 

18 the degree s of freedom caused by t h e denominator. 

19 So the fact that R-squared doesn ' t have this 

20 term in it means that they aren ' t perfect l y 

21 correlated . Don ' t get me wrong , they ' re highly 

22 correlated, but it ' s the reason we look at 

23 r esidual standard error separately because i t is 

2 4 the number that tells us in th e end what our 

25 margin of error i s going to be . 
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1 (The witness returns to the stand.) 

2 BY MS. WALKER: 

3 Q. Dr. McClave , do you think it's possible to 

4 create an iBudget model with statistically significant 

5 variables and a smaller margin of error than the 

6 iBudget algorithm that ' s in the prop ose d ru les? 

7 

8 

9 

10 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Do I think it's possible? 

Yes . 

Yes. I ' ve not seen anything to indicate it ' s 

impossible. I've not -- I don ' t know, but given 

11 there ' s only nine variables in this model and it ' s got 

12 such a high margin of error , I think it ' s at least 

13 possible that it could be developed. But it -- on my 

14 part at t hi s point , it ' s a judg- -- I'm giving y ou a 

15 judgment call as opposed to a quantitative opinion 

16 because I haven ' t tried it . 

17 

18 

19 

20 

2 1 

MS. 

THE 

MR. 

THE 

MR . 

WALKER : 

COURT : 

THOMAS : 

COURT: 

THOMAS: 

Thank you . 

All right. Thank 

Can I f ollow up 

Very briefly. 

Very brief l y . 

22 RECROSS-EXAMINATION 

23 BY MR . THOMAS : 

you , si r. 

at all? 

24 

25 

Q. 

A. 

The top line in your formula there , t he TSS? 

Yes . 
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Could you write the formula for that , please? 

Sure . 

(The witness goes to the easel . ) 

THE WITNESS : So we take each observation , 

subtract the mean , sum the square , that ' s total 

sum square . 

Q. 

A. 

That ' s an average , isn ' t it? 

Yes , this is mean. 

9 (The witness returns to the stand.) 

10 BY MR . THOMAS : 

11 Q. You have no knowledge as to whether the rates 

12 are fixed or not fixed in the State of Wyoming , do 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

you? 

A. I don ' t know . 

MR. THOMAS: Thank y ou . 

MS. WALKER: Your Ho n or , may this witness be 

excused? 

THE COURT: He may. 

THE WITNESS : Thank you , Your Hono r . 

(The witness steps down.) 

MR. THOMAS: Would it be possible to get 

these pages marked? I don ' t know whether they ' re 

going to come i n or not , but they at least should 

be marked in some way. 

MS. WALKER: Sure . Your Honor , we can mark 
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ExeQitive Summary 

b) 1"998;. the Developmental ~bilities [)ivision ("'.the Division") set out to find. a more effective 
way to allocate available Home and'CoJJDilUiiity Based Seivices (~")waiver resources to· 
consumers. The Division admildsters three HCBSwaivers, refeJred toilS the Adult Waiver, the 
ehild'Waiver,.and the kquired Braio:'lnjuiy ("' ABi'') W~er.~: The combined Fiscal Year ("'FYH) 
2006 expenditures for these three .w~ers WeJ:e: apprQxh;n~tely $84 mlllit>n. 

The Divisi<m believed that: individ,ual \nldget;s based on individual characteriStics and needs. 
co~ meet its goalS lO. anoca~ resources equitably while providing ronsume.rs with needed 
services and supports. DOORS (not·.an. acronym) is an ~dividual budgeting~ designed 
usirig a mitltip,le·regres~n based on elements derived from a standardized needs asse:ssment 
tool~. historical .funding data, .and other predi~ve variables s'l.ldl as residential servkes and· 
behavionil health.indicatoiS. 

The DOORS-Model establishes an individual budget amount (..:mA"•) .using a Set of predictive 
variables :that capture setvice neeQ!; on the COI\S\tme.r.lev~. By including both the quantitative 
praiktive model and a process for considering adjustments to the IBA produced by the modeL 
DOORS. combines a statistical apprc;>;;~ch to address the needs of the majority of consmners with 
~ qualitative approaO't to addresS. model outliers; The DOORS Model was requibrated in 2003. 

In 2004~ the Wyoming I..egislative Services Office ("LSO") issue~ a report reviewing the Adult 
HCBS waiver program. The report identified· concerns with the existing DOORS individualized 
budget model The·Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (•CMS] also CQndpcted a. 
review of HCBs waiver administration in 2003. CMS expressed cancem that SOD:Je·of the· 
Division's ad~stmen~ to formula-based IBAs may have been excessive. The lSO report -
explained that·DOORS can theo:t:etically meet the Division'!? policy goals, but m practice it may 
not always dO so. In response to CMS'·report, the Division reviewed and revised policies and 
procedures.· The Division contracted with Navi~~ Consulting, Inc. ·("Navigant Consulting") 
in. August~ to con~tct an independent .evaluatiOn of the DOORS Model This evaluation 
focused on the effectiveness of the DOORS Model in furthering the Division's overall mission 
•to provide fuhding and guidance responsive to the needs of peopl~ with disabilities to live, 
work, enjoy, and leam ip Wyoming communities with their families, friends, and chosen service 
and ·support providers." 

This report describes Navigant Consulting's comprehensive qualitative ~ ~antitative 
evaluation of the DOORS Model •. The qualitative evaluatiQn ac;sfi!5.Sed the validity of the 
DOORS Model and examfn~ the ext~rit to whidl the methodology reflected the relevant issues, 
varial;les and Cl.UJ'ent thought leadership m Ute financing of developmental disabilities services. 
The quanUtativt;! evaluation analyzed the statistical and methodological components of the 
DCXJRS Model., 
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The following are highlights of the findings we detail in t;hisTeport: 

• 'The IXX>RS Model continues to be considered part of the emergent national best 
practices approach to ilhancing services and SP.pPolts foi individua1s with 
developrnental disabilities. It continues to perfonn as it was originally intended; 
dis~buting waiver,nmds equitably across the population of individuals, enrolled 
in the HCBS waivers while matching consumer needs wifl1 av.ailable supports . 

. ;, With a few targeted modifications; the system should continue, to meet the 
State's objectives in the future. 

• Cansumer satisfaction with ~ DOORS Model is relatively high, but individual 
budgets do not offer the consumer-directed decisiqn making that stakeholders 
expect, either because, ·in their thinking, the provider and co.nsuti'ler's "team" 
c.ontrol service plannin~ or because services ate not available. This is a function 
of the DivisiOn's policy governing the 1,15e of the DOORS Model and d~ ·not 
appear to reflect any inadequacy of the model's architecture or individual 'budget 
amounts. 

• Many consumers are unclear about the objectives :and pUrpOse of the DOORS 
Model, expecting it to:fund a11 needed servi~ rather t}J.an-.tably diStribute 
funding for services in an approved service plan. 1lle Divisions Considerable 
efforts to make the DOORS Model transparent could be expanded .to clarify this 
distinctiOn. 

DOORS StAtistkal Model 

• Statistical analy~ and fe\?.ew of the model did not indicate that the latest 
calibiCJtions had become outdated ot that a new regression analysis with a 
sample of data from a later year would yield different results. 

• service claim expenditures under the DOORS Model have increased steadily, 
primarily due to increases in the number of people enrolled in the waivers and 
the Extraordinary Care Committee ('"ECC") proc::ess for funding outliers1 

. . . .· ... 
1 The legislature also appropriated additional increases for direct care wage increases and the division 
s~bsequently raised the IBA to acrommodate the li:lcyease in the Aduit Waiver as followS: 2002-28%; 
2003 - 3%; l004- 3% 
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• • In its reliance on historical service use and its relative under-emphasis on 
information related to current support needs, the inodel tends to produce 
relatively static IBAs from year to year. Consumers and families may consider 
these budgets unresponsive to the changes in consumers' lives. As a result, 
familles and providers appear increasingly likely to seek increases in IBAs 
through the ECC process. 

.. 
• ~DOORS regression formula uses the Inventory for Oient and Agency 

Plarming ("'CAP'') residential setting element as a key IBA predictor. 
COn.sumers may be concemed about losing service funding if they move into a 
lesS restrictive setting, even though their current residence no longer meets their 
needs. 

• Provider regional wage differences may not be adequately addressed in the 
DOORS Model. This creates variability in the level of services that can be 
purdlased by consumers with similar IBAs, given the location of their residence. 
Since provider costs are predominantly a ftmction of personnel related 
expenditures, the Division should consider adding an adjustment factor into the 
DOORS Model to address legitimate regional differences in labor costs. 

• The Division should initiate el~onic documentation of the individual ECC 
process deliberations and decisions. This will enhance ongoing management of 
the new appeals rules as well as analysis of trends in requests and decisions to 
better detemrlne appropriateness of IBAs and if some appeals could have been 
avoided. This will be important as the Division seeks to analyze the impact of 
individual ECC process decisions on overall funding and the migration of 
average per capita funding levels. 

• The Division does not adequately store the historical or anticipated service 
variables collected as a statistic&. .component of the DOORS Model. The Division 
should take steps to improve its data storage capacity and practices as Soon as 
possible. 

• In the current OOORS Model, the historical or anticipated service variables are 
binary, entered as either a zero or a one. This means that there is no way to 
demonstrate gradations of need in this component of the DOORS Model. The 
Division -should consider allowing partial coding of these variables to fine tune 
the model by providing a range of service levels. 

• The Division needs to examine possible age bias in the DOORS Model, especially 
in the Otild waiver. As applied· to the Division's youngest waiv~ consumers, 
the current DOORS methodology tends to ·generate budgets that significantly 
exceed utilization. 'This appears to be due to the influence of certain ICAP 
variables designed to capture data about adults. The Division should evaluate 
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the DOORS methodology as applied to yOWlg children enrolled in the Qlild 
Waiver and develop polices to mitigate inappropriate budget assignmenl 

3211 ·-

• Consumers, families, advocates and others in Wyoming expressed dissatisfaction 
that the model is not used to reflect need, but to equitably fund known historical 
service choices. The model's architecture is capable of doing both, but Division 
policy, which is constrained by State budgetary obligations, has created a high 
threshold for increasing service5. This hac; led to a need to appeal decisions to 
increase services rather than identify current consumer needs. This creates a 
dynamic tension that appears misdirected toward the effectiveness of the 
DOORS Model. 

• During our study, many stakeholders expressed concern about the abjlity of the 
DOORS Model to accurately predict and set servire costs for waiver participants 

. with co-existing developmental disabilities and mental illnesses. According to 
our qualitative research, individuals with a dual diagnosis may require more 
funding than a standard DOORS Model generated budget would indicate. The 
Division should consider adding an element or factor for additional ftmding to 
the DOORS Model to better reflect the needs of individuals with co-existing 
developmental disabilities and mental illnesses. 

Needs Assessment Tool 

• The ICAP is administered every five years for the Adult Waiver and every three 
years for the Child Waiver. Because the entity responsible for ICAP 
administration changed in 2003, the Division should consider re-administering 
the ICAP to all individuals assessed prior to the transition. 

• The ICAP is now administered by gathering information from two individuals, 
typically a family member or guardian and the consumer. Providers believe this 
tool may not capture needs information accurately because of both unfamiliarity 
with the tool and a natural inclination for consumers and family members or 
guardians to present a consumer's abilities and behaviors in the best light 
possible. 

• Service needs are assessed indirectly in the DOORS Model · We recommend thflt 
the State consider using the Supports Intensity Scale ("SIS") on a trial or pilot 
basis to assess its potential as a replacement to the ICAP. In the longer term, the 
State of Wyoming may want to consider the migration of its needs assessment 
tool from the ICAP to the SIS. Tills ~d )ead to an eventual reduction in the 
re~ance on service variables that come from consumer claims history. The 
integration of more effective needs assessment into the DOORS Mode], at a later 
date, would move it toward a prediction of services best suited to a consumer, 
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rather than a predictive model based on the services consumers have received in 
the past. 
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Introduction 

The Developmental Disabilities Division ("the Division") of the Wyoming Department of 
Health administers three Home and ComnlunityBased Services ("HCBS'') Medicaid·waivers. 
The waivers are referred to as the Adult Waiver, Child Waiver, and Acquired Brain Injury 
("' ABI") Waiver. Each waiver program has a different set of services available to consumers. 
The level of care required for eligibility is the same. All waiver enrollees must have the need for 
a level of care at or above the standard for admission to an Intermediate Care Facility for the 
Mentally Retarded ("ICF-MR"). The target population for each waiver differs by age or the 
nature of the onset of their disability. Together these three waiver programs provide needed 
supports and services to less than one percent of Wyoming's population.l 1n Fiscal Year ("FY") 
2006, the Adult Waiver provided supports and services to 1,219 adults who have developmental 
disabilities at an average cost of $55,862 per person. 1he Child Waiver provided supports and 
services to 826 children with developmental disabilities at an average cost of $14,611 per person. 
The ABI Waiver, the smallest waiver progr~ provided supports cmd services to 143 
individuals with Acquired Brain Injury at an average cost of $30,606 per person. Total spending 
for each waiver during FY 2006 was $68,095,706 million. $12,068,543 million and $4,376,700 
million, respectively. The combined FY 2006 expenditures for these three waivers were 
$84,540,949.3 

Wyoming spends more money, as represented by average cost per person served, on home and 
community based care than most states. This reflects a long-standing State policy commitment 
to offer sufficient supports and services in th~ commwlity to avoid tmnecessary institutional 
placements, offer appropriate options and choice to people who need services and the general 
evolution of care in the industry. As a share of all long-term care Medicaid spending in FY 

2005, Wyoming spent 43 perrent of the funds appropriated for long-term care on HCBS.4 The 
national average for FY 2005 was 18 percent of all long-term care Medicaid spending. This also 
reflects the State's commitment to minimizing unnecessary institutional placements. HCBS · 
spending compared to total Medicaid spending presents a similar contrast. Wyoming's HCBS 
expenditures comprised 18 percent of the State's total Medicaid spending; nationally the 
proportion was only 6 percents Discussion with a broad set of stakeholders in the 
developmental disability service system in Wyoming suggests that this funding reflects a 
commitment to support individualized consumer needs and interests and the economic realities 
of providing services in a state with the demographic, geographic and business cycles that exist 
in Wyoming. 

2 Based on 2005 population data and Fiscal Year 2006 waiver data, the proportion of Wyoming's 
population served by all three waivers combined was 0.43 percent. 
3 Based on all data provided by the Developmental Disabilities Division. These expenditure figures · 
represent the nwnber of consumers receiving approved servkes through claims by service date. 
• :'Residential Services for Persons with Developmental Disabilities: Status and Trends Through 2005," 
Research and Training Center on Community Uving Institute on Community Iritegration/UCEDD, The 
College of Education and Hwnan Development, University of Minnesota, July 2006. 
Slbid 
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During the past decade, national developmental disabilities policy and practice has been 
undergoing significant change in favor of an increasing emphasis on individualized services 
and supports. The measures of successful home and community based programs have evolved 
to include quality-of-Jife, person--centered outcomes and increased independence. A recent 

article in the Journal o~ Disability Policy Studies explains that, "from a policy perspective, 
eligJ.'bility, classification, and funding need to be based on the type and intensity of 
individualized supports needed for a particular persan"' The article identifies the following 

. challenges: defining supports, evaluating support needs and intensity, developing 
individualized budgets and evaluating outcomes. Individualized budgets like those generated 
by the Wyoming allocation model, called the DOORS ModeJ1 fit this emerging policy paradigm. 

In 1999 the Division implemented a statistically-based resource allocation model in its 
administration of the Adult Waiver. The DOORS Model was created to set individual budget 
amounts that define the total amount of HCBS funding that could be spent for services for an 
individual in the Adult Waiver. In subsequent years the DOORS Model was adapted for the 
Child and ABI Waivers. Because each waiver is different there are three distinct DOORS 
statistical models, but the variables entered into the models are of the same type. 

In 2004, the Wyoming Legislative Services Office ("LSO'') issued a report reviewing the Adult 
HCBS Waiver program. The report identified concerns with the DOORS Model. The Centers 
for Medicare and Medicaid Services ("CMS") also conducted a review of HCBS waiver 
administration in 2003. The CMS report found that the process used to approve ft.mding in 
amounts greater than those generated by the statistical formula within the DOORS Model 
resulted in increased budget amounts that were several times the original fonnula-based 
individual budget amotmt ("'BA ~), a potential concern. The l.SO report explained that DOORS 
can theoretically meet the Division's policy goals, but in practice it may not always be meeting 
those goals and it may be administered in ways that do not exhibit sufficient internal controls. 
In response to the LSO report, the Division reviewed all relevant internal policies. The Division 
modified its individual budgeting appeals process and promulgated new rules for the 
Extraordinary Care Committee ("ECC"). LSO requested the Division obtain an outside, 
independent comprehensive evaluation of the DOORS Model. The evaluation presented in this 
report is the result of that request. 

6 'The Emerging Disability Paradigm and its Implications far Policy and Practice," Robert L. Schalock, 
Journal of Disability Policy Studies, 204(12) Vol. 14 No.4 ISSN: 1044-2073, March 22, 2004 
1 The ''DOORS" of the DOORS Model is not an acronym. simply a name chosen for the model. 
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The DOORS Model; Development, Design and Purpose 

In 1~, ~'Developmental Disabilities DiVision set out to find a more ~tive way to allocate . 
available HCBS waiver resources to consumers. Prior to that time, Wyoming approved an 
individual service plan at:td negotiated Service rates with providers individuaijy. The funding 
process involved "setting conventional :rate schedules and cost caps, using funding tiers, and 

·COU~cting ad hoc negotiations with provid~ a~es."8 The Oivisiop developed the 
Wyoming DOORS Mo4el for 'two fundamental purposes: 1) to allocate available HCBS waiver 
funding=appropriations to COil5\1mers equitably and 2) tQ match the needs 'Of consumers with 
available ~Cf!? and supports. It was believed that individual budgets~ on individual 
characteristics and needs woUld best fulfill both objectiVes. 

• 

To design a sy.s~ ~t could"be credible and acc~le to all stakeholders, the Di¥ision 
combined elements of a .standardized needs assessment tool with )listorical funding data and 
othe.;r predictive service variables, such CJS residential services and behavioral health indicators. 
The resulting stepwise ~pple regression identified variables correlated to historical= funding 
amounts, while equitably distnbutiilg finite resources across the population of developmentally 
disa'Qled consumers. Historical. data allowed for· the assigJUllent of predicted ~ce needs. 
To state it-simply, because .individuals with certain characteristics required a giYen amount of 
funding fol:.services they, or people similar to them, had received·m the past, it was expected • 
that they would need a similar amount in the future. The statistical nature· of the IXJORS 
Model removes some, but.not all, of the subjective elements of awarding funding to indMduals. 
The DOORS Model is more transparent than the system in place prior to its implementation. 

As.a resource allocation model, DOORS has always had a me(:hanism to addr~ fun~gJor 
extraordinary:needs, or outliers. The individ~ budgets genei:ated by the mpdel. do· not 
always provide sufficient funding to meet the needs of consumers. Tirls is a result common to 
all such allocation models. At 'its inception, DOORS used a ·committee proc~ to addtess 
outliers called the State Level -of Care Committee ("SLocC"). ~ committee considered 
requests to increase !BAs based on a proposed service plan. The pro,P.osed plai;L ic:l.entifi'ed 
additional-costs necessary to provide an appropriate array of ser.vices=or "forced rates" that 
reflected provider costs to deliver a selected service that exceeded the budget amounts 
pr~cted by the DOORS Model. The process represented .by the SLOCC has evolveq into th~ 
Extr~dinary Care Cominittee ("ECC") review process. This and other tomponent.s of the 
model are explored in more detail throughout the report 

Prior to 1990, the only individuals who received State-reimbursed community residential 
services were those residmg in the Wyoming State Trairil:Og School ("WSfS"), the State's :Only 

8 ''Dev'elopmental Disabilities Division Adult Waiver Program," Legislative Services Office .report to the • 
Management Audit Committee, January 2004. 
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public institution for disability services.9 In 1991, the Division began the HCBS waiver program 
for adults with developmental disabilities. According to a report on the IXX:>RS Model by 
Fortune, Smith, Campbell, et al., Wyoming's total spending for developmental disabilities 
services almost quadrupled between 1990 and 2002, from $30 million to $114 million10• During 
that same period, the number of residents of the WSTS drOpped approximately 75 percent. 
Shortly after the Adult Waiver was in operation, the State added the Child Waiver. In 2002 the 
State added the ABI Waiver. 

The DOORS Model establishes an IBA using a set of predictive variables that capture service 
needs on the consumer level Three separate models with different sets of predictive variables 
exist respectively for Adult Olild and ABI Waiver populations. These predictive variables 
calculate the consumer's IBA without bias due to the location of the consumer, date of 
consumer entry into the model or choice of provider. The model's ability to produce identical 
budget amounts for separate individuals who possess the same variable inputs demonstrates its 
objectivity. The consistent nature of the model provides an equitable and standardized method 
of determining budgets for all consumers. 

However, the fomru.la-based IBA alone may not be sufficient to determine funding for services 
for individuals with unique characteristics. For these outlier cases, the person who has the 
disability or his or her Independently Selected Service Coordinator (ulSC'') can submit a formal 
request to have the IBA increased to reflect the cost of services included in their service plan. 
This request is submitted to the Extraordinary Care Committee ("ECC') which, upon review of 
appropriate supporting information and discussion with the 1SC, identifies the appropriate 
amount of funding needed to supplement the IBA generated by the model. The ECC, 
comprised of the Division F'mancial Manager, Office of Healthcare Financing representative, 
and Respective Waiver Manager dete.mtines whether the ffiA should be increased and by what 
amount The supplementary amount designed to rover the cost of outlier cases is the "ECC 
adjustment" By including both the formula-driven predictive model and the process for 
considering adjustments to the ffiA generated by the model, DOORS combines a statistical 
approach to addressing the needs of the majority of consumers with a qualitative approach to 

address model outliers. The predictive characteristic of the model is heavily depend~t on the 
proficiency of two types of variables: Inventory for Client and Agency Planning ("!CAP") 
needs assessment variables and service variables. Service variables include indicators such as 
historical, residential, psychological and other services along with other measures not captured 
in the standard ICAP needs assessment. 

9 Otapter 11, Costs & Outcomes, "'ndividual Budgets According to Individual Needs," Fortune, Smith. 
Campbell, et al. 
10 Ibid. 
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Methodology 

The State of Wyoming Developmental Disabilities Division contracted with Navigant 
Consulting, Inc. (uNavigant Consulting'') to conduct an independent evaluation of the DOORS 
Model. The evaluation focused on the effectiveness of the model to furdler the Division's 
overall mission "to provide funding and guidance responsive to the needs of people with 
disabilities to live, work, enjoy, and l~am in Wyoming conununities with their families, friends, 
and chosen service and support providers." 

The framework for the evaluation is built around guiding principles that embody the Division's 
administration of its service system: 

• Consumers should be empowered to make their own service and support choices 
• Selection of services and supports should be cost-effective 
• The State should fund services at a level that will maintain adequate consumer access to 

services and supports 
• Payments to providers for services and supports should be made consistently and 

equitably 
• There should be an appropriate balance between the consumer's choice and fiscal 

responsibility 
• The methodology used to determine payments to providers for services and supports 

should support the Division's need to predict required program funding 

Navigant Consulting conducted a comprehensive qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the 
DOORS Model. The qualitative evaluation assessed the validity of the DOORS Model and 
examined the extent to which the methodology reflected the issues and variables that it was 
intended to address. The evaluation synthesized and analyzed the current thought leadership 
in the indusby, stakeholder perspectives on the DOORS Model and research conducted in other 
states. The quantitative evaluation analyzed the statistical and methodological components of 
the DOORS Model. The original work plan required some modification after initial data 
analysis, literature review and stakeholder interviews. As the impact of the model's process for 
identifying funding requirements for outliers became apparent, a more intensive analysis of this 
process emerged. 

Key Element! of Evaluation Components 

Qualitative Components: 

• Establishment and periodic meetings of an Advisory Panel made up of key stakeholders 
to infonn the evaluation process 
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•· Interviews with key stakeholders in the D<X>RS Model including division leadership, 
Medicaid leadership, LSO staff, legislative committee members, consumers, advocates, 
providers, industry experts and officials in other states 

• Review and analysis of current thought leadership, best practices, scholarship and 
relevant reports developed in other states 

• Development of recommendations for changes in policy and administration of the 
DOORS Model 

Quantitative Components: 
• Data collection and development of descriptive statistics 
• Initial model analysis including mathematical verification of model variables 
• Examination of ECC adjustments to IBAs . 
• Impact analysis of DOORS Model on consumers' service utilization . 
• Development of remmmendations for changes in quantitative components of the 

DOORS Model 

Navigant Consulting held a series of meetings with a designated Advisory Panel in order to 
gather input from key stakeholders and most effectively implement the assessment framework 
as our understanding of the DOORS Model progressed The panel membership was established 
during the initial project meeting on August 25, and Advisory Panel meetings took place on 
October 12, November 15, 2006 and January 25, 2007. The Advisory Panel consists of Division 
officials, legislators, provider representatives and consumer representatives. In addition to 
sharing our progress with the Advisory Panel, Navigant Consulting gathered stakeholder input 
through meetings with specific provider groups and State offidals. As part of the Wyoming 
State Mega Conference held in Casper in mid-October, Navigant Consulting conducted a 
session to interview consumers and their families about the DOORS Model. Additionally, a 
session with large and· small providers and State officials occurred on October 13. Individual 
discussions with Division officials, the State Medicaid Director, legislators and other State 
officials contributed to this comprehensive evaluation. Communication with the Division 
throughout this evaluation has been open and collaborative. This positive relationship has 
contributed to the quality of the evaluation and the validity of the results. 

Navigant Consulting also gained perspective on the DOORS Model by conducting a literature 
review that included articles published by industry experts, review of State reports on 
individualized budgeting and a comprehensive review of current needs assessment tools. In 
addition to the literature review, Navigant Consulting conducted a series of targeted interviews 
with state officials in four selected states. Charles Moseley, Ed D., a nationally recognized 
thought leader on individual budgeting, provided the criteria for state selection, questions and 
overall guidance to the interview process. Navigant Consulting staff conducted the interviews 
at the end of November 2006. 

The quantitative component of the evaluation required careful examination of the Division's 
data Navigant Consulting collected data through electronic transfers, onsite meetings and 
individual case file examination. The Division provided all data for the three waivers analyzed 
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in this section.. The types of data were consumer claim amounts, plans of care including !BAs, 
detailed ICAP scores and provider descriptions. Data was available through the end oi State 
Fiscal Year 2006, which ended on ]l.me 30, 2006. Division staff provided assistance in 
understanding the layout of the data files and confirmed that our totals from summaries of the 
data were consistent with their reported statistics. 
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Current Thought Leadership 

Elements of Effective Individual Bud.geting Systemsu 

Through both research and experience, a generally accepted definition of what constitutes a 
well-structured· approach to individual budgeting has emerged. In this section, we review 
various approaches and methodologies used by other states. As described by Charles Moseley, 
Ed.D, of the National Association of State Directors of Developmental Disabilities Services 
("'NASDDDS"), a well-structured IBA approach is built around a IlUliiber of key organizing 
principles. The approach to individual budgeting and resource allocation in successful IBA 
systems are developed with input from key stakeholders including individuals receiving 
support. provider agency representatives, citizen advocates, and legislative and governmental 
staff. Budgeting approaches reflect and address issues related to the availability and equitable 
distribution of funding. Other important considerations include the need to meet Medicaid and 
other funding requirements set by federal. state and regional governmental entities, and 
maintaining acoountability and fiscal integrity. IBA models accomplish this with an overall 
focus on service quality. 

Many IBA methodologies use a standardized, valid and reliable process for ev al.uating each 
eligible person's strengths and needs for support, treatment, training and supervision. This 
includes the use of needs assessment tools that directly measure the extent of service needs. 
Instruments that infer support needs using an analysis of disability-related functional factors 
should use an appropriate statistical design. IBA methodologies also identify edsting "natural" 
supports that would not be funded through public resources, ~the individual's living 
situation and include a mechanism for separating "needs" to be addressed in the person's plan 
of care from un-funded service "wants" that are not required by the treatment or service plan of 
care. Service redpients should be able to choose the supports, services and providers that best. 
meet their needs and preferences. Ideally, the process should not force the person to choose 
among a list of limited service options. 

Some IBA models establish allowable service rates based on statistical analyses of the impact of 
key clinical, demographic and individual variables on service costs and utilization. Such 
models also identify the individual, program and service-related factors that influence or drive 
increases in costs and expenditures, producing payment levels for specific services. These 
statistical models appropriately address provider costs related to staff salaries, employee 
expenses, program-related costs and administrative expenses. 

11 This information provided to Navigant Consulting by Dr. Clades Moseley, information also found in 
Appendices A, C. and D . 
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Another component of a functional IBA model is adherence to state and federal regulations. 
Federal Medicaid waiver rules require that individual budgets be set through a d~a-based or 
standardized process. 'There are two general approaches states can ~· :They can determine 
the services and service hows to be provided through the service plannmg process and base 
payments and the IBA on state set service specific rates. 1hese rates ·could be determined 
through an analysis of current service provider "market'' costs. The other approach is a tighter 
statistical framework to predict and assign costs using historical or projected service costsJ like 
the DOORS Model. Many states previously using developmental approaches are moving or 
have moved to statistical, data-based models. Effective statistical models used to develop and 
set I BAs produce valid, reliable and predictable results across individuals and regions of the 
state. Other key elements include a mechanism for funding "cost outliers," individuals whose 
needs legitimately exceed those that might be anticipated by the individual budgeting 
methodology, and the produ<;tion of an IBA amonnt that is portable and can be taken by the 
person receiving support from one provider to another. Assessment of risk, transparency and 
the availability of funds for short term intensive emergency services and supports are also 
important 

The fourteen key elements of a well-structured and well-designed individual budgeting system 
follow,~ defined by Charles Moseley, Ed D. Appendix A describes these elements in more 
detail with associated specific information about the Wyoming DOORS Model 

1. Eligibility: a process for detemrl:ning eligibility for an individual budgetJ which includes 
service priorities and targeting criteria 

2. Needs Assessment the policies, procedures and assessments used to identify support 
needs, identify "natural" supports and separate needs from wants. 

3. Consumer Profile Data: the existing data on the service needs and functiorung levels of 
current waiver recipients, which include level of physical disabilities, medical needs and 
behavioral needs. 

4. Service Selection: the process used to select services and supports. 

5. Covered Services and Costs: the specific services or expenditures that may be 
authorized for purchase under the individual budget. 

6. Budget Development the statistical process us~ to determine the amount of the 
individual budget. 

7. Budget TiminF; the point in the individual budgeting process when the budget is 
~signed to the consumer. 

8. Cost or Rate SettinF; the basis upon which provider costs are reimbursed. 

9_ Dealing with Risk: budget methodologies should allow for cost increases due to the 
unanticipated needs of current waiver recipients and they should respond to the need to 
serve new individuals entering the system for the fust time. 
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10. ~is Services: the ability of the established budgeting fonnat to respond to individuals 
in crisis with emergent~· 

11. Equity: the budgeting methodology should be equitable, fair and consistent across 
individuals. 

12. System Funding: the mechanisms by which the provider agencies and systems are 
supported. through the current budgeting approaches and methodologies. 

13. System Mechanics: the means by which funding decisions are actually made. 

14. Cost Neutrality: the approaches used to assure the costs to the state of services 
furnished under each waiver meet relevant state cost neutrality requirements. 

The DOORS Model 

Although significant progress has been made natioriall y in the development and 
implementation of vali<L reliable and responsive individualized cost allocation methodologies, 
the practice continues to evolve. Many states, like Wyolllii-tg, have contirmed to refine their 
allocation practices to improve their ability to accu,rately equate service costs to support needs 
and distnbute resources to individuals on an equitable basis. The DOORS Model contim.tes to 
provide an industry standard that many states use when evaluating their own individualized 
resource policies, practices and procedures. The following states have explicitly considered or 
evaluated the DOORS Model for use in setting individual budgets for individuals with 
developmental disabilities in the last few years. These reports, described in greater detail later 
in this report, reflect a number of those efforts. 

• Idaho published the results of its Supported living Project in December of 2002. The 
Idaho report points to the DOORS Model as a successful example of budgeting for 
individualized, person-<mtered services.n 

• Delaware commissioned an analysis of the "money follows the person" concept for the 
Gove.mor' s Commission on Community-Based Alternatives for Individuals with 
Disabilities. The commission considered the individualized budget concept, including a 
review of the Wyoming DOORS Model13 

• California's Department of Developmental Services, Self Determination Pilot Project 
uses individualized budgets. The Wyoming DOORS Model was a key example in the 
review of budgeting design. I• 

1~"Supported Living Project A Final Report." Submitted to Idaho Council on Developmental Disabilities 
by Allen. Shea & Associates, December, 2002. 
u "Money Follows the Person," Prepared by The Lewin Group for the State of Delaware Governor's 
Commission on Commtmity-Based Alternatives for Individuals with Disabilities, February, 2006. 
14 '"The California Self-Det~ation Pilot Projects," State of Calif~a Department of Developmental 
Services, Self Determination Pilot Projects. 
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• The Pennsylvania Office of M~tal Retardation ("'O.M,R"') considered the use of the 
IXX>RS Model to set funding allocations and develop individual budgetS. After a 
comprehensive review, OMR decideq to inv~tigate the use of alternative individual 
budget setting methodologies. 
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Individual budgeting .for people who have developmental disabilities and ate receiving HCBS 
waiver services ·is now the industry standard. As we eJq>lore further in the following ~n ~ 
the qpaljta.tiv~ evaluation. many states have implemented; im"IOvative ways to create budgets 
that. are specific to the individual needs and ch~acteristics of eadl person served In a survey of 
state individual budgeting methodologies conducted by NASDDDS, Moseley, Gettings, and 
Cooper teeeived responses from 43 of the 51 state developmental disabilities program 
agencies.15 ·Seventy-five percent of these states reported the availability of SOli\~ sort of 
individual budgethtg process. The report categoriZes most individualized budgeting proces5es · 
as developmental, statistical or standardized or researdl-based. Each type of budgeting prOC"eSS 
is described below. 

Seventy percent of responding states described the individual'budgeting process as "based on 
discussions of the .person's needs for support .and assist~ during the individual planning 
process."16 This non-statistiCal method is referred to by .the NASDDDS as the "developmental 
approach." 

The statistical or standardized approach is data-based and ~ a standardized needs 
assessment tool and fiscal data to generate a budget through statisbcal means such ~ a 
regression analysis. Generally this model separates funding decisions frpm service plarming 
decisions . .Only 30 percent of the states surveyed distinguiSh and isolate funding decisions 
from. servite planiting.decisions and 66 percent do r:10t consider their individual ·budget:irig 
approach to be da~-based. The states that use the statistical approach usually -use a 
standardized needs assessment tool like the ICAP, the SlS or the Developmental D~biliti~ 
Profile ("DDP"). 

'111e Wy~ POORS Model is also ~ statistical. approach, as it separates furtrung frcm:t tl;le 
service plarming ·process and relies on data input into a model to generate funding budgets. 
However, DOORS is best described as a ·research-based approach. 17 Ac(:Orcling to the 
NASDDDS report. this approach involves statistical models useg to estimate relationsbips 
among independent and dependent measures.18- Independent measures include individual 
characteristics cr>llected through t}le·ICAP as well as other serv~ce variables. Dependent 

. measures include other elements sudl. as ·historical budgets; provider expenditures, staff time 
~d reimburSement amounts. 

15 "Having Jt Your Way: Underst~ding State Individual Budgeting Strategies," Moseley, Gettin~, and 
Cooper.; National Association of ~tate Directors of Developmental Disabilities Services, 2003. 
16 Ibitl 
17 MR/DD Individual Budgeting/Reimbursement Syster,ns: Design Strategies, NASDODS. 
18 Ibid. 
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Current Literature 

The DOORS Model is part of the emergent best practices approach to services and supports for 
individuals with developmental disabilities. The current literature supports the use of 
individualized, data-based budgets as a means to support both choice and to manage state and 
federal resources effectively. In May of 2004, Roger Stancliffe and 0\arlie Lakin published a 
Policy Research Brief that reviewed current research on the costs and outcomes of services in 
the community for individuals with developmental disabilities.19 The report discusses the shift 
in focus from institutional to community settings. The importance of needs-based funcUng is 
highlighted, with Minnesota and Wyoming presented as good examples of how to design and 
operate an individual budgeting system. According to Stancliffe and La1c:in. the field is facing 
several challenges that require states to evaluate how, to whom, where and when services will 
be provided to HCBS waiver participants. 

One concern is the steadily increasing number of individuals accessing services. The reasons 
for the increase include increased life expectancy and changing expectations for participation in 
community life. States must find ways to manage the increase in demand in the context of 
available resources. Distributing these available resources will ideally be done in an equitable 
manner and match the needs of consumers with services. The research by Stancliffe and Lakin 
demonstrates that the developmental disability systems in many states are moving toward 
needs-based funding allocation and in many cases, individual budgets. Increasing consumer 
choice is also a theme of this research. Oloice can range from the ability to hire and fire direct 
support staff, to the choice of whom people who have developmental disabilities are able to live 
with, the choice of case managers and the type of home or residence in which they live. 
According to Standiffe and Lakin, mAs were not as strongly related to an individual's degree of 
choice as was living in a small-scale residential setting. Although the size of a perspn's home 
may be an indirect indication of choice, it is more associated with program policy decisions at 
this point in the industry's evolution. As will be seen later in this evaluation, the living 
environment appears to have a similar impact in Wyoming. 

Costs and Outcomes. edited by Stancliffe and Lakin, explores current thinking on home- and 
community-based care across the industry.:!O In addition to a comprehensive review of the 
DOORS Model by F_!lrtune, Smith, Campbell. Oabby, Heinlein, Lynch and Allen, the book 
includes analyses of how other states are approaching individualized budgeting. Charles 
Moseley's research on state individual budgeting practices with colleagues Robert Gettings and 
Robin Cooper appears as Chapter 12 The themes found in this chapter are explored in the 
subsection on the DOORS Model, above. Also included is an evaluation by Camp~ et al., of 
predictors of developmental disabilities service expenditures in Montana, Nebraska, South 
Dakota and Wyoming. The authors found that reimbursement rates were higher for 

19 "Costs and Outcomes of Community Services for Persons with Intellectual and Developmental 
Disabilities,." University of Minnesota Policy Research Brief, Research and Training Center on 
Community living, Roger J. Stancliffe and Cltarlie Lakin, May 2004. 
20 Costs and Outoomes, Standiffe, Lakin, et al, October 2004 
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individUals with severe levels of disability, as me~ure4 by the. TCAP. The .authors also found 
that residenti~ settings had a signifir;ant cdfect. on reimbursement rates. Our analysis of the 
DOORS Model also illustrates the lnfluence of residential. setting on individual bUdgets. 

Industry expertJi),n Fortune was involved~ the. original development oflhe Wyoming 'pOORS 
Model and the' South Dakota individual budgeting model known as SBR He collaborated with 
stat;isti<;ian Ed Ccqnp.~ to deveiop the regression-based budgeting co~cept. His work. is well 
documented ih a nUmber of publications. Some, of his scb_ol~y work includes broader 
discussions of the-individual budgeting concept His work has set a standard for much of the 
movement in indiVidual budgeting tod~y. A comprehensive bibliography, including Fortune's 
work and that' of other experts, ean:be formd at the end of this report 

State Rese.areh mad EvalURtions 

~y state developmental disabilities agendes have taken~ t9 evaluate and update. their 
ailr~t systems of HCBS waiver fwlding distribution. The individual budgeting model is 
widely accepted nationally, but, as indicated in the NASDDDS and other works, many states 
have not implemented IBAs that ~~ ~eliant on statistical or data-baseQ models. To illustrate the 
public· policy development process many states use as they seek to update funding approaches, 
two state-sponsored rep9rts on approaches to HCBS waiver-services are diScussed below_ 

The fizst example is .,Supported Living Project: A Final Report," submitted to the I.daho Courtcil 
on Developmen@} Disabilities by Allen, Shea &. Associates in December of 2:002. The authors 
found that there is no perfect foilllUla or model for indi.vidual budgeting. 21 That report instead 
categorized ,current methodologies into three categories: tiers or grids, whidt are systems that 
u.se assessment infortnation to assjgn peQple to funding tiers, a1so describe.d as payment levels; 
data-based or data-driven moclels, which ~ information about an individual to statistically 
generate a buqget, whidt can result in individual budgets o.r general payment levels; and 
"person-by..:person with "wiggle-room~,":!!! wltich is an approach that builds a budget 
cooperatively With the consumer. ·The Idaho report points to DOORS as an effective way to 
structure an individual budgeting system, one that allows for choice, eqt,tity, and.manageable 
administration. 

The second example is the State o£ Delaw~e Governor's Commission on Community-Based 
Alternatives for Individuals with Disabilities. 'This is a study designed to examine the "money 
foUows the person" concept published in February of 2006.23 Money Follows the .Person is a 
policy initiative that was included in a 2004·nnfunded budget proposal to Congress and 
subsequently included in the Deficit-Reduction Act of 2005. The provision allows :>~ates t!) 

21 "Supported Uving Project: A Final .Report," Submitted to Idaho Council on Developmental Disabilities 
by A.llen, Shea & Associates, December 2002. 
:!! Ibid. 
23 "Money Follows the Person," Prepared by The Lewin Group for the State of Delaware Governor's 
Commission on Community.;'Based Alternatives for Individuals with Disabilities, February 2006. 
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receive·fune limited Federal funds to assist in placing institutiona1 residents into conununity 
settings. Once assigned a budget amount, individuais can move to different ~dential settings 
or change the mix of. services; purchased without losing funding in ~ process. This is ~ 
conceptual shift.from basing budgets on. the cost or. pt-ovider-mes in specific residential 
settings. 

The report explores a few ways states h!\V~ made "money follows the pexson" work, pr at least 
dtange in ~t direction,. The first example is ~~nsolidation ~f a state's long-term care Medicaid 
budget. The legislature sets the appropriation as one bUdget line .item, and .allows the executive 
branch to .fu!Jy IJlanage those :funds. The second example is the use of capitation Managed 
care models can encourage individqals to live in less costiy community settings. The ~ 
example explored in this report is individuafu.ed budgeting, like the Wyoming DOORS Mod~. 

Needs Assessment Tools 

The selection of an appxopriate needs assessment tool that allpws for the most effective and 
aq:;ura~e corr~ation of "indicator ·v~abl~. or scp:r,es, to .~ate with funding needs· in a. 
st$tica1 JBA model remains -a -subject of del;>.ate in ~field. Needs assessment tools provide 
health status and'.functioncil infotmation .. about individuals with developmental disabilities. 
There are a number of sudl tools; some are state-specific, some are proprietary and broadly 
used, and :some are a combination of the two. Scores generated by most ·n~ assessment tpqls 
can be correlated to historical budget fudicators usfug a regression model. 

The two most commonly used standardized -needs assessment tools are the ICAP :and the SIS. 
Both of these assessment tools are proprietary and require states to pay a fee for use. Robert 
~ruil)inks, Bradley l:llil, Ricl1ard Weatherman and Richard Wood~ develope<:! thelCAP as a 
co~ptehensive ~ assessment tool. The Ameri®t AssodatiQn of Mental Re~ardation 
(N AAMR"') developed the SIS needs assessment tool with the input of ind\lstry experts over 
sev~al years. There are several other needs assessment tools in use·arotmd the rountry~, 
Appelld~ B is a table of states and associated needs assessment toolS. Our study focused .on 
state's use of the ICAP and the SIS, as they represent the two ins~ents m,ost widely used or 
discussed in relation to setting individual budgets. The 1CAP is currently a component of 
DOORS and is used by many states as both a needS assessment tool and as a component of 
individualized budgeting. The SIS is a rtew needs assessment tool designed to measure suppor:t 
needs ··in sltpport· of service planning. The SIS is being adopted by many states because of its 
'focus on an "individual's service needs rather than his or her functional limitations. 

Inventury for Oient and Agency Planning ("ICAP") 

Still accepted as an important needs assessment tool, the ICAP is able to record a broad array of 
descriptive infonnation on the abilities ru;td functionallimit.~ti.ons of individuals with 
developmental disabilities in need of support services. The assessment insl:run'ient iS deficit-
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• Motor Skills: This section focuses on physical abilities such as picking up small objects, 
turning! a knob to open a door, clin)b.ing a ladder and threading a sewing needle. 

• Social and Communication Skills: 'This section inclUdes things sud\ as making sounds 
ot gestures to get attention, Saying at least ten words' that can be understood by someone 
~ho knows him or her, and responding approptiately to common signs, printed words 
or symbols. 

• Personal living Skills: This sectiOn includes eating and cooking skills, dressing, 
toileting and hygiene. 

• Co.mmunity Living Skins: Includes shoppmg, ability to. do thin.gs in the community 
alone, budgeting money and working. 

The leAP also identifies problem behaviors, curr~t living sihtation, current daily 
programmatic activities, current support services and soda] and leisure activities. State 
developmental disabilities agencies use the ICA,P, for a variety of purposes includihg: eligibility 
determination. individual needs assessment. service plarming and individualized budgeting. 
The assessment instrument may l?e applied statewide, regionally or on a program-specific basis 
far different puzyoses. For e~ample, states employ the ICAP in the follo:win,g ways:~~ 

• Statewide to assess individual needs: Alabama, Arkansas, Arizona, Ceotgia,.Illinois, 
~ebraska, South Dakota, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming. 

• Statewide on a program specific basis to assess the needs of persons residing in ICFs/MR 
and group homes: West Virginia 

• Statewide to determine the eligibility of individuals· with certain conditions: 
Washington 

• Statewide to supplement a state-designed screening tool: Montana, South Carolina, and 
Texas 

• At a ~gionallevel for case management purposes: Colorado, Louisiana, PennsylvcuU.~, 
and Virginia. 

Suppurls In~ensihJ Scale ("515 !0) 

The Sis iS a needs assessment tool spec;ifigilly designed and developed by the .AAJ\.1R to 
measur~. the need for assistance with the daily performance of typical tasks, instead of 
fun~pnal a:Pi1ities. According to AAMR, the SIS iS, udesigned to-measure :the level of practic.al 
supports :required by people with intellectUal disabilities. to lead normal, independent, and 
quality liveS in society." An article published in the Journal of Mental Retardation presented 
the results of an evaluation of this assessment approach to support.needs. This s~t;is~ca). and 

:!j From "Short Smvey of Statewide DD Assessn:tent Practices," Brad Hill. Minneapolis, MN, January iO, 
2003. ww.iv.cpinternet.com/bhiiliicapfussewmrntsurv~-d~ 
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literature-based evaluation fotmd the tool to be valid and reasonable when used to measure 
support needs. 25 Since its initial publication in 2003, the SIS has generated a great deal of 
interest from state Officials who have responsibility for determining accurate and equitable 
methods for allocating service-related resources based on individual need. 

The SIS was developed over a period of five years by a team of national experts involving: (a) 
an extensive literature review to identify indicators of support needs; (b) a "Q-sort'' by 50 
professionals working in the field of intellectual disabilities to establish the content validity and 
initial grouping of items; and (c) three field tests where data were collected on over 1,700 
persons with intellectual disabilities. _The instrument is divided into three main sections: 

1. Supports Needs Scale comprising 49life activities. The Supports Needs Scale is divided 
into six subscales: 
• HomeUving 
• Community living 
• Ufe..long l..eaming 
• :Employment 
• Health and Safety 
• Social Activities 

2. Supplemental Protection and Advocacy Scale including eight activities related to 
protection and advocacy that are not components of the Support Intensity Score. 

3. Exceytional Medical and Behavioral Su1W9rt Needs including fifteen medical conditions 
and thirteen problem behaviors, that help predict support needs. 

The following states or municipalities have either considered, or are in the process of adopting 
the ·siS as a needs assessment tool for developmental disability services: 

• The City of Colorado Springs offidally adopted the SIS as its needs assessment tool 

• Georgia is in the process of adopting the SIS for needs assessment and budgeting 
purposes.26 

• Utah is implementing the SIS as a needs assessment tool and is considering adopting it 
for individuaJ budgeting purposes as we11.27 The state has developed a Utah-spedfic 
supplemental form as an addition to the SIS.28 

15 '1ntegrating Supports in Assessment and Planning," James R. Thompson, Carolyn Hughes, Robert L. 
Schalocl<. Wayne Silverman. Marc J. Tasse, Brian Bryant. Ellis M Craig and Edward M. Campbell, 
American Journal on Mental Retardation, VoL 40, No. 5: 390-405, October 2002. 
26''To Georgia's Disability Community," Governor's note in the Making a Difference quarterly magazine 
published by the Governor's Council on Developmental Disabilities, Spring 2006. 
TT "Questions from Providers and Answers from DSPD,'' Division of Services for People with Disabilities, 
Provider Assessment Workgroup, January, 2006. 
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• W asNngton ~ developed :an electronic needs assessment process using·the SIS. The 
target implementation date is june, '1i1:fl. 

• Colorado is in the process of ijdopting the SIS for needs assessll$lt stateWide.~ 

• Louisiana is implementing the ~,of the SIS statewide as a needs assessment tool •. 

Comparing the Tools 

The· SIS and the ICAP are designed to provide inforwation ·on individUals'· strengths and needs 
. for use in the -~ support planning process. The SIS evaluates the nature and amount of 

support that ij given ·individual would need to receive to complete the activities that ~ would 
expect to encounter in daily life at home and in. the community. By contrast, ~ lCAP, and 
other deficit based assessment instruments such a5 the DDP, are. designed to· identify the 
presence of a wide r~ge of adaptive and maladaptive behaViors. The deteanination of support 
needs is not assessed directly, but rather is infeited based on e?<pert ~dgment aad a statistical 
analysis of historical setv.;;ice .usage patterns of i.J::tdividuals with similar functional limitations. In 
other words, an analysis is' performed to identify p,e services used by individuals with certain 
func~onallimital:ions. An inference regard.ihg the· services needed is made, based on statistical 
correlations between identified functional limitations and the nature and amount of services 
·Jlsed~ 

As described above, ·both the ICAP and the SIS provide variables that can be. statist,ically 
correlated to budget amounts, when calculated Using a regression analysis. A September 2005 
article in the American Journal on Mental Retardation demonstrates the correlation between the 
we needs :as~sment toon;,.:!!l By I'UI1l'ling co.rrelation analyses on the subscales and individual 
variables fOlDld in each tQol, the research team found that although the approaches are different 
(deficit-based vs. $Upport needs) the results are !elated. This researdt demonstrates, and 
industzy. experts agree, that selection of one of these tools should be related to their impact on 
service planning g()als, as their. impact on.Iesource allocation is comparable. The states 
currently u$lg either tool for budget planning have. created predictive budgeting mC>Qels based 
on historical service funding and the service use· of individual COI1S1..1DleiS- Either the SIS or the 
ICAP cart be a component of a predictive model At this po~ historical data are essential 
elements of .individual budgeting models. 

Ait:,Jlough both instruments offer effective tools for budget development, state officials report 
that consumers and families appear to express greater comfort with the more, transparent needs 
assessment approach provided by the SIS. This factor has been. an important contributor to the 
decision of many states ·to consider the use of the SIS as a statewide needs assessment tool 

:!8 "Additional Support Needs/Risk Assesst11ertt," Utah Specific fonn as an addition to the AAMR SIS. 
~"Support Needs and Adaptive B~viors," Julia.Harries, Roma Guscia, Neil Kirby,. Ted NetieU>e.ck, and 
1obn Taplin, American Jomnal on Mental Retardation, Vol. 110, No. 5: 393-404. September 2005. 
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Our research also no~ the development of an industry-level system of core indicators of 
dev-elopmental disability system performance. This system and its in!fu:ators are not CUI'l'ently 
linked: to resource allocation strategies. However, the drive to tie funding to perfonnance is 
gaining mo-.;nentum 'in healthcare in general and was mentioned by a number of people fu 
Wyomihg who wete interviewed as part of this evaluatio~ We have included a brief summary 
of the ~t work to demonstrate that the Division is involved 'in a national project with an 
everall COIIUI'iitment to the assessment and monitoring of key system performance indicators. 
Involvement in this project may offer the Division the opportunity toJink performance data to 
its pse of t,he DOORS MOclel in future years. · 

Launched in 1997 by NASDDDS, the National Core Indicators project repr.e!?ents a collaboration 
between NASDDDS.member states and the Human Servjces Research Institute ("'HSRI") to 
gather., track and evaluate information abouf developmental disabilities programs, services and 
funding systems. The goal of the project is to develop a usefui approach to perlonnance· 
management with defined outcome measures for developmental disability services. The 
ctlrrent project measures .,approximately 100 consumer, family, systemic, cost. and health and 
safety outcomes.''30 · · · 

Wyoming co~ced parti.dpatiqn in the Nati.Qnal COre h:tdi~ors proje<;t in 2002. According 
to its website, '"The Wyoming INstitute for Disabiliti~ (~IND") conducts five major activities 
in association with Core Indicators: interviews of 400 adults; surveys of parents of adults with 
developmental disabilities; surveys of parents of cl1ildren with disabilities; resecucb into 
supported employment of adults; and research on turnover of direct care ~el."31 WIND 
·is associated ~th. the UniverSity of Wyoming, and omently conducts ail iCAP evaluations for 
HCBS waiver recipients in Wyoming, a keyco~ponent of the DCXJRS Model. Asp~ of the 
National Core Indicators project, WIND collects and submits data. .. HSRl is responsible for all 
analysis and tracking of the data. Ctttrently, the Division does not ·use the data c.ollected by 
WIND for internal Division evaluations or other purposes. 

JO http!/lwww .hsri .or&filci( 
31 httP:I/\.Yihd :uW.vo.ed~/WyciplaJx;>ut.a5p 
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~mtiveEv~uation 

As noted in the Methodology section above, the qualitative evaluation assesses the validity of 
the DOORS Model; the extent to which the resource allocation process addresses the issues and 
variables that it was intended to resolve. To achieve this outcome, the qualitative evaluation 

. gathered and analyzed the perspectives of principle stakeholders. These "insider'' perspectives 
of the DOORS lylodel were analyzed in combination with key informant data gathered through 
a series of semi-structured open-ended interviews conducted. of selected developmental 
disabilities state agency leaders in fom states. The information is used to help identify 
opportunities for improving the DOORS Model and the Division's capacity to meet the 
identified policy objectives. 

Informant interviews were designed to collect information on a wide variety of issues related to 
the design and operation of the DOORS Model and the extent to which it was consistent with 
the Division's public policy objectives, mission and responsibilities. Stakeholders were asked to 
provide their perspectives and opinions regarding: (a) the mechanics of the state's approach to 
resource allocation, (b) the results or outcomes of the .individual budgeting process, including 
responses received to exceptional care requests, (c) the accuracy and value of the needs 
assessment data produced by the model, (d) the usability of the DOORS process, and (e) the 
influence of the Division's administration of DOORS on stakeholder understanding and 
acceptance. 

Stakeholder Insights 

The acceptability of a State's resource allocation strategy rests to a significant degree on the 
extent to which the stakeholders in the system believe that the approach produces a fair, 
equitable and accurate result Stakeholders in the DOORS Model include consumers of 
services, families and advocates, providers of services, and government officials; those elected 
and appointed as well as the civil servants who provide the foundation of any state's 
administrative capacity. Navigant Consulting conducted meetings and interviews with 
stakeholders in order to develop a comprehe:osive understanding of how DOORS operates in 
practice. The information gathered in these meetings has helped Navigant Consulting target 
issues to be analyzed in the quantitative section of tlrls report. while also providing a good 
general understanding of current waiver administration and funding. 

Fi11dings: Consumer Perspective 

Navigant Consulting and Division officials held a 90-minute focused consumer discussion as 
part of the annual statewide developmental disabilities Mega Conference in October 2006. 
Navigant Consulting designed this session to evaluate the understanding of consumers, 
families and advocates of the DOORS Model and the individual budgeting process. 
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Approximately swenty (70) people attended this meeting. Thirteen (13) direct consumers, and 
at least fifteen (15) £amny members and guardians attended tbe meeting. About two-thirds 9f 
each group actively participated in the discussions. The remaining attendees were Independent 

· Service Coordinators ('1SC"),.provide.r:agency manag~ Slate staff and elected officials. ·To 
provide adequate:focus on the perspective of direct consumers, groMd-tules for the discussion 
required that open dialog would not begin until all willing direct consumers, fantily members 
and guardians (in that order) had an oppq$nity to express their coo~ 811~ issues. 

Consumers' understanding of their indivic;l:ual budgets ranged. widely. Three (3) of the eight· 
direct consumers reported thc;tt they had an ·individual budget and discussed using the funding 
in the budget to ''buy'' needed services as p~ of the armua1 service planning process. These 
il:l:diViduals reported that their ISC and team-used~ ~gned dollar aJllQunt to develop ·their 
plan of que. Not surprisingly, only one direct c~ was aware of the teJm:, IXX?RS and 
none were familiar with the specifics of model design. Three of the indiViduals with disabilities 
felt comfortable that they could change services. ahd one described his~ experience 
changing providers. Some recipients were unaware of this process, but expressed satisfaction 
witll ~ SU]?p9rts curr~y ~ved. 

Consumers expressed concern about the following: (a) a lack of underStanding about the 
individual budgeting process; (b) the ,r.ole of consumers and .families in .the determination and 
selection of services; (c) the difficulty J.Qcating appropriate services; (d) the difficulty navigat;ing 
the array of available supports; (e) a lack of understanding, compassicm and responsiveness (on 
the part of some providers) to the special 'situations faced by people who have developmental 
disabilities; and, (f) provider, interests conflicting with consumer interests. 

No direct consumer exptessed that he or she did not)t~ve sufficient funding to obtain ~ed 
services. Oniy two individuals with. disabilities i:t;tdicated that they had difficulty obtaining 
needed supports, but it appeared this problem did not relate to budget. but instead to the 
services available through the waiver •. 

The number of direct COI1S\DileiS involved in this discussion was relatively small ~d there was 
no opportunity to ensure that the group was representative. The participation was purely 
voluntary, whiCh. experience suggests brings thtise most vocal among self-advocates-in any 
developmental disabilities system. There was an overall high degree of satisfaction expressed 
with regard to the services afforded by the in4.ividpa1 ;bu4geting process. The exten~ of direct 

. consumer awareness and involvement in the indivldual budgeting process suggests a degree of 
transparency and person-centered focus that is admirable, especially given the DiVision's 
acknowledgement that its lndividual budgeting approach does not offer as much cont;rol to the 
consumer as it could. 
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Findings: Family/GJUU'dian Perspective 

Family members and guardians also actively participated in the discussion. Each of the fifteen 
participants who identified themselves as family members or guardians offered their insights 
and experiences. Most parents and guardians understand that each individual is assigned a 
budget. They are comfortable, in general, with the ammmt of supports that can be purchased 
with that budget. One parent expressed concern that her daughter's team was not working 
effectively to find the right supports for her, and instead focused on keeping the daughter in a 
specific agency's care, but it was not an issue of the amount of money available in her 
daughter's budge~2. 

Family members and guardians expressed a number of concerns; including a concem about the 
transition from the school system to Adult Waiver.supports. The concern focused on the fact 
that the ICAP needs assessment is conducted every three years for children, and every five 
years for adults. The assessment is not necessarily re-run at the time of trar:tSition. Because the 
school system provides a different array. of supports than is available under the Adult Waiver, 
advocates and families may be l.DlSUie how to approach the new program. Their responses to 
the ICAP assessment when their child was in school may have a different- and unwanted -
impact on the individual budget amount calculated for the Adult Waiver. Even if the Adult 
Waiver budget includes funding for certain supports, such supports are not always available for 
purchase in less populated areas. Another life transition concern addressed was the aging of 
parents of adults with developmental disabilities. It may become more difficult for parents to 
provide the current level of SlJpports as they age, requiring a budget adjustment that may not 
be built in to the DOORS Model. Some family members expressed frustration with the system 
of HCBS services. At times, individuals require limited-duration or targeted services. Because 
the budget is designed to address ongoing support needs, it can be difficult to find and obtain 
services for specific events or short-term needs. 

Family members and guardians additionally expressed concem over the role of living situation 
and the size of provider in the eStablishment of an initial individual budget amount. Living in a 
more independent setting does not necessarily indicate the need for the lower level of supports 
reflected in the DOORS Model. One audience member gave an example of a yotmg man who 
decided to move from his group living situation to a more independent situation in a supported 
apartment. This change in living situation automatically dropped his IBA amount by more than 
$20,000. While acknowledging that his costs in the apartment were less, the guardian noted that 
the ym.mg man's need for supports to successfully make his move to a more integrated and 
more independent setting required more funding than his new IBA allowed. There is currently 
no mechanism for the DOORS Model to generate an IBA that falls somewhere between those 
two numbers. 'This guardian also expressed her perception that consumers working with larger 
agendes received larger budget amounts, because rosts were understood to be higher for these 
agencies. 

ll Division managers met with this parent at the end of the meeting and arranged a problem solving 
session to address the concerns raised m this discussion. 
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While JllQSt family membeis and guardians expressed satisfaction with the lev~ of funding 
available through the IXX>RS Model; there were dearly concerns regarding how the ICAP 
assessments were conducted (and whether this il:npacted IBA am,ounts)13; whether the agencies 
Were too much in control of the suppo¢1 Sfld services that could be accessed; how responsive 
the DOORS Model would be to changing· situations or decisions in a person's life, espedally 
that it might not allow ertol.Jgh levels of funding to meet newly defined. support needs; «1M that 
there ~y be dispati,ty in IBA .amounts that are based on the provider agency involved rather 
than the person involved;: .. 

While these concerns are significant, it was determined (through discussion in this s~sion ~d 
subsequent disQlssions) that concern over· disparity in IB~ amounts that were based on 
provider agency and not the person may have be:{!n true in the past but that new protocols and 
administrative guidaoce has significantly reduced this as an issue. The DOORS Model and the 
,resultant I.BA ~~ are not qependen~ pn any provider-specific infonnation H~wever1 it 
was acknowledged that the rates authorized. for any servke purchased through a person's IBA 
were provider-specific. 'Therefore, while the IBA dollar amount was not dependent bn 

provider-specific information, :the. scope~ duration anc;i frequency of services and supports that 
could be purchased were impacted by the rates for different providers. This suggests that 

· because the DOORS Model does not create IBAs that are sensitive to variations in provider cost, 

• 
an indirect effect is "that it can result in inequalities 6f funding. This was mer:tnoned in light of 

1 · geographic and other differences in the eost of services. 
! 

Another issue that came up in discus~ion with family members and guardians was a disparity 
of understangmg of the objective of the ;DOORS tf4odel. As mentioned earlier in this report, ~ 
DOORS Model was d~gned and continues 'to be operaied .as a method of eq~tably 
distn"buting available funding in ways that reflect individual assessments and serviCe plan 
decisions. Family members at:td guardians (and others, as will \)e seen from other-discUssions) 
assume that the DOORS. Model· is designed to generate individual budget amounts that are 
based on need and pot as dependent on current service plan decisions as it is. This discrepancy 
in expectations by a prominent .stakeholder group (which was:not anjssu~ with providers) 
suggests a level of confusion regarding a fundamental public policy question that. should be 
addressed. 

The <Ua.logue with direct consumers and family members and guardians helped Ul~te 
consumer understanding ~d concerns about the DOORS Model. It also served as a catalyst for 
discussion and further clarification between the Division and the provider community. Most 
individuals, both consumers ~d faniilies, are satisfied with the current systeot of budg~ting. 

According to consumers and advocates, the cunent version of DOORS js superior to all mod·els 
of budgeting previously used in Wyomiiig. There were several areas identified for possible 
.iroprovement. These areas include educating consumers ab~t DC>C)RS, addressing _iimited 

33 This issue will be discussed more fully·in the following section on the "provider perspective". 
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availability of services in iural areas, evaluating the connection between living situation and 
budget amounts, and ensuring provider interests do not work in conflict with consumer needs. 

Findings: Pruuider Perspective 

In mid-October 2006, Navigant Consulting and Wyoming State officials held a focus group 
session with developiriental disability service providers in Casper, Wyoming. A total of sixteen 
(16) people, representing ten (10) provider and case management agencies and an association of 
prOvider agencies participated in this discussion. Unlike the session involving direct 
consumers, family members and guardians, the participants in this c:lialogue were 
representative of the provider community.34 The goal of the session was to learn how providers 
perceive and mtderstand the DOORS Model in practice. Both large and small independent 

. providers were invited to the session. The session included the Division of Developmental 
Disabilities' Director, its Division's Director of F'mance and Deputy Director for Programs and 
the Chair of lhe Legislative Select Committee on Developmental £>:isabilities. General concerns 
raised by the providers focused on the following: inadequate frequency of lCAP administration, 
limitations on service due to inadequate IBA amounts, functional limitations on consumer 
choice of providers and perceived funding disparities between providers of different sizes. 

In general, providers feel the current DOORS Model is better than previous budgeting 
methodologies. The Division's administration of the model has continually improved over 
time. There was a clear point of demarcation related to the improvements completed in 
response to the CMS HCBS Waiver Review and l.SO report. The current administration of the 
ICAP needs assessment tool was considered more accurate and the budgets and services 
generated by the DOORS Mode1 are considered better related to the needs of the client Trained 
individuals at the WIND currently administer the ICAP. These individuals are not associated 
with the provider agencies. Providers appear to believe the ICAP is d~ well now, but because 
the assessment is administered infrequently, many are still operating with the results of old 
I CAPs. Prior to University involvement, the State contracted with a private entity to conduct 
ICAP assessments. 

Ideally, the assessment tool should be reliable no matter who conducts the assessment. Some 
providers expressed concern that the CUirent administration of the ICAP does not involve 
enough members of a consumer's support network. The administrators of the ICAP interview 
two people, one of whom may be the consumer. Providers feel that the family does not always 
know how the consumer functions on a day-to-day basis. ISCs in this discussion and the earlier 
consumer discussion expressed-concern that parents and family members involved in the ICAP 
assessment process often do not understand how to respond to the questions to most accurately 
reflect their loved ones capacities. This was thought to reflect both lack of familiarity with the 
instrument and questions as well as a natural inclination to present a person's abilities and 
behaviors in the best light possible. This is in contrast to ICAP assessments that include agency 

34 All pr~ders were mvited to participate in the session. 
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Many provid~ expressed concerns about the interpretatl<m of ~ ICAP assessment into 
su~ ~ The ICAP may assess an individual's ability level, but it may not accurately 
reflect actual support needs. The provider currently enters the process after the budget has 
been established. through the administration of -iUdCAP needs ~enL Several ptQvid~ 
~essed concern :that they should• be more D:w.olved in helping the State understand what 
COilSUllle1S need before a budget is es~lished. 

As mentioned previously, the ICAP is administered every 5 years for the A'dult Waiver an'=' 
every 3 year.; for the QUid Waiver. Some providers suggested that-the DOORS Model be re-run 
fot all consumers to reflect the current needs assessmerit admmistration methodology. 
Providers recognize that there will always be some subjectiv-e elements to assessment tools. 

- }3e(;ause the State now has iJI\.objective entity adniinistering·the ICAP, it is B:IQ;re (eliable a.t:1d 
less susceptible to inappropriate bias. -

.Providezs \U\dezstand that the rnA may not reflect aD of an individual's needs. The IBA 
repr~ts the share of the total Wyoming budget for services assigned to the individual based 
QJl the DOORS MOdel. One provider expressed her tmderstanding that the rnA should reflect 
the total needs of the individual consumer. When asked if inadequate budgetS have created 
health and safety risks for any consumers, the providers who partiCipated in this. discussion 
indicated no such risks. However, the providezs indicated that they ensure senrites even if 
money is not available by slti#ing costs, using funds raised (e.g. Easter Seals) or other safety net 
means .. Most providers are able to make the available ffiA funding worlt for their co~. 

When asked if the DOORS Model allows conswner choice, some providers Indicated they face 
functional Ihnitation.s on ~oice. WheQ ~ consumer has a small budget, the reality is that the 
.funding may not be portable. New or independent providers may be reluctant to accept 
·coilSllJriers with small1BAs. At least one provider stated that he never turns anyone away d~e 
to small IB.As. The ISCs in this focus group indicated that choice:was supported through the 
DOORS-based service planning process, to the extent that services and supports were av:ailable 
and different providers were willing to work within the available budget This was discussed 
from the perspective of selecti'ng a new provider for the same service as wen as that of selecting 
.a new provider fo.r a materially different ~ce or support 

.It is not surprising that a person; s choice of a ~ provider fo~ a new or materially different 
suppo:r:t or service is comtrain~ by the existing rnA. 'The ~RS Model, as currently 
constructed, does not support such elective decisions . . As a. matter of policy, the Division has 
chosen not to automatically support such changes, unlessit results in a reduction in the total 
cost of the perstin's individual service plarl,! (There is a process that considers-such requests, 
but it is external to the workings of the DOORS Model and its related ECC ~-) 
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However, the constraint of an IBA -on a person's choice of a different provider fo~ the same . 
service or support is of some concern. While the Dil1sion, again as a matter of polic,y, did not 
design the DOORS Model to support a "money-follows-the--person" policy .. its turient pelicy 
in~t and'industry standards, as reflected in the previous discussion of the elements of a well
constructed individual budgeting process, would expect any ,such ~traint to be mirrlmal. 
This issue, as discussed with providers and Division management appears directly tied to the 
providet-specific rates for services. Further di$(!!SSi9n indicated that at least part of the 
variation in provider-specific. rates .for similar services is tied to geographic differences in 
related·expense,c; (i.e., w~es, housing or:property, etc) . . In other cases the variation -was 
descrlb¢ as tied to provider,-specific decisions about specific components of a specific. service 
that were within both the service definitiOn and allowable within the rate--setting mechanism, 
To the extent that such variation is tied to geographic variation in cost, the DOORS Mopel cguld 
be recalibrated to·address this issue in a way that reduces its constraints on dtPice. 

'Budget c-overage for services and sp.pports is anoth~ important issue to providefs. One 
independent provider claimed 12 to lS percent of her clients do not receive enough funding to. 
meet their~ needs through the IBA generated' by the DOORS Model. Most claimed 1:hey are 
able to make the IBA work, arid if not, they use the ECC proc~. The providers attending the· 
focus group session indicated a range of two to seven clients per provider with budgets 
requiring ECC approval. This issue was alSo discussed in a meeting ;with the Project Advisory 
Committee. At thflt m~ting a provider explained that the DOORS MOdel was, i;n hi~ opinion, 
very effective in setting a basic funding level for all HCBS waiver-participapts that was 
understandable, equitable and reasonable for most. people. This p:rovider expressed that the 
DOORS Model was really a two-step process. U the IBA generated by the DOORS Model was 
i.nsuffigent to meet the particular-needs of an individual, the ECC process was responsive to 
appropriate increases in the lBA After much discussion of tb.is issl'ie, 'it is apparent that this 
two-step process to finalize an IBA is at the root. of the g_eneral satiSfaction expressed by 
proViders, consumers and family members and guardians. While this·is a viable outcome of an 
individual budgeting process, one test of the predictive abilities of the DOORS Model is the 
percentage of ECC adjust:ments that are required to pro~uc.e tl_te appropriate IBAs. ThiS issue is ... 
diseussed at lens,th in the Quantitative Analysis section that follows. 

The providers explained that 'in -the past, the State increased payments to larger providers 
because they cost more to operate:, This factor increased the budget, which would have been 
smaller if the consumer was working with an independent provider. This rmderstanding may 
be a legacy of prior e1ements of the system, which have since changed. Thete appears to be a 
dynamic tension between different parts of the provider community -primarily between small 
independent providers and the ten biggest providers in the State.3.5 

l.~ The tensicin was between the members of the Regional Service Providers ("RSP") and the "Non-RSP'' 
Providers. The RSP's consist of 10 Agendes; 9 of the 10 are "large," with gr.eater than> $1 million of 
annual paid claitns. A. few of the Non-RSP' s also have greater than $1 million in annual paid claims. 
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• One complaint expressed by providers was that if an IBA is established prior to an individual 
turning 21 and leaving school, the IBA is not changed to reflect transitional needs or changes in 
living situation at age 21 and beyond. Another concern was that maladaptive behavior is a 
variable in the DOORS ModeL but it may riot have enough influence in the model to adequately 
reflect the needs of individuals who have dual diagnosis. An individual has a dual diagnosis 
when he or she has both developmental disabilities and mental ilhless. 1n one provider's 
experience, it is more difficult to get adequate IBAs assigned to people with severe behavioral 
issues. According to State officials, the DOORS Model may not be designed to adequately 
handle the dual diagnosis issue. · 

Overall, providers were pleac;ed the State is evaluating the DOORS· Model. e>n.e provider 
described a *frustration factor'' in relation to perceptions about the current funding system. 
However, provider satisfaction with the model in its current form is generally quite high. 

Findings: Payer Perspedtoe 

State resource allocation methodologies, such as the DOORS Model are instruments of public 
policy. This part of the evaluation was designed to elicit information regarding how the major 
public-policy stakeholders viewed the DOORS Model. Those stakeholders included a number 
of state policy makers and staff as well as, to a lesser extent, staff at the CMS. Because these 
stakeholders are responsible for the financing of the services and supports that a person 
purchases with his or her IBA, we have considered them as the "payers" in this report. The list 
of people interviewed during this part of the evaluation was developed in collaboration with 
the Director of the Developmental Disabilities Division 

Developmental Disabilities Division 

Navigant Consulting held meetings with a number of key managers and staff of the Division. 
They included the Director, the Director of Finance, the Deputy Administrator and the Program 
Integrity Manager. Discussions with these managers and staff generated a considerable amount 
of information regarding the evolution of the DOORS Model, its current architecture, and how 
it is administered. The Division also used these discussions to articuiate how it expected the 
DOORS Model to support its mission and policy initiatives in the future. 

The Division articulated a number of expectations regarding the impact and administration of 
the DOORS Model. These issues were critical to Olu assessing the model's capacity to support 

· the Division's policy direction. Among them are: 

• The DOORS Model will continue to equitably redistribute available budget 
appropriation Although the Division understands and is empathetic to consumer, 
family and advocate interest in having individual budgets reflect expressed need 
without regard for any limitation on total system funding, current state financial realities 
and community concern over public finances would not allow such an open-ended 
approach. 
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• The Division is open to a range of revisions of the DOORS Model and ·even 
conside~on of rq>lacing the DOORS Model or elements of the model, if the evaluation 
determines it to be of faulty architectllle, inefficient in adniinistration or unable to 
effectively support the Division's mission and public policy initiatives. 

• The architecture and administration of the DOORS Moqel, includirtg the ECC process, 
must be ttailsparent to all stakeholders and, 1o the extent there is'interest, the general 

community. 

• The administration of-the IX>ORSModel should reflect an appropriate level of 
accountability and-quality m.artagement, ensuring CQll!?istent.and comparable outcomes. 

• The DOORS Model or its administration should be enhanced to increase its capacity tci 
support individual choice, finance quality outcomes for individuals, support a broader 
array of supports and services (in terms of the quantity aJld a:vai.labilit}' of both current 
and new types of supPC>rts and services), stimUlate the participation of a . broader variety 

of provider.:; and ~\l]>J>Ort a per~'s chqi<;e to IIJOVe to-or remain in the community. 

• The ICAP assessment instrument, while vital to the DOORS Model, may not-be the best 
needs assessment tool to use as a major component of the modeL Other i.m;trun)ents are 

~g used in many states that may offer an opportunity for improvement to the 
effectiveness .of the DOORS ModeL 

• Any revisions to the DOO'RS Mod_el must "Pe r~ponsive to issUes raised during the CMS 
HCBS Waivef"Review and the 1..50 audit and compliant with state finance law and 
Medicaid rules. 

• The g~aphic variations· in costs across the State do justify geographic variations in the 
IBAs that are generated by the DOORS Model. 

In additiOn, discusSions with Division managers and staff identified a munber of pr~ural 
and administrative activities that influence the outcome of the 1XXJR.S Model: 

• The Division has separated three ·procedural processes that in the past were combined in 
order to mal<~ the ECc:; process more focused, clear and accountable: 

1 ECC decisions are confined to requestS that are: 

a Emergency requests for additional funding over the fflA (Section 14 in Adult, 
Child, and ABI rules). . 

b. Additional ti.fuding due to a material change in cirrumstance, a potential 
emergency or other conditions, 

c. Approving or rejecting set rates for services that are not commensurate with the 
rates as defined in the waivers. 
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d. Approving rate changes due to increased or decreased ftmding from Legislative 
Appropriations or tmder-utilization of approved individualized budgeted 
amounts in aggregate.36 

2. Decisions to romplete a new ICAP or to re-run the DOORS Model to generate a new 
IBA that are based on program changes required by significant changes in a person's 
life situation can be considered "program changes" and are not required to be 
processed through the ECC. 

3. Decisions regarding the payment rate for a service provided by an agency are not 
handled as part of the ECC process. These are addressed through service rates that 
are fixed or variable; the variable rates are negotiated through the annual Plan of 
Care approval process.· 

· Whil~ this separation of the above administrative and programmatic activities seems well 
artirulated by Division staff, when probed it appeared that navigation of this three-pronged 
distribution of authority and responsibility may offer opportunity for discretion and 
inconsistent decisioos regarding which requests or situations required ECC review and which · 
rould be addressed administratively by program staff and managers. The Division has created 
a new policy that seeks to guide access to the ECC decision-making process, ensure appropriate 
State review of ECC requests and provide consistent outromes of the ECC process. While the 
process has been well articulated, including criteria to be used in decision-making, the results of 
the decisions are not entered into a database that facilitates analysis and/or monitoring. 

Wyoming Deparhnent of Health, Office of Health Care Financing (Medicaid) 

A telephone interview was held with the Medicaid Director of the Wyoming Department of 
Health. Having come to this position from another state, the Medicaid Director had little 
know ~edge of the development and design of the DOORS Model His experience ·in other states 
led him to conclude that the Division's service system offered great opportunities for people to 
receive supports and services in the community. Other states, in his experience, were much 
more restrictive in what they offered through their HCBS waivers. In addition, he indicated 
that the Division operated to minimize the number of consumers on a waiting list at any given 
time and worked to "tum over' the people waiting for services every year. This also 
demonstrates the State's commitment to provide ~propriate supports and services to this 
vulnerable population 

The Medicaid Director indicated that these public policy decisions had direct impact on his 
budget. For the current biennium (FY 2007/2008) the Division's budget was approximately $190 
million. The Division's three waivers, when combined with the State's Nursing Home waiver, 
comprised the biggest cost item in his Medicaid budget Costs have grown in the three HCBS 
waivers managed by the Developmental Disabilities Division. Average per capita costs in those 

36 Extraordinary Care Committee policy implemented October 1, 2006. 
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waiv~ have grown as well~ but the Medicaid Director .did not feel they were out of line, 
although constraining their growth is necessary. 

His experience in other states led him to conclude that the .DOORS Model off~red a level of 
1pelhodology and rigor to managing costs that. other states did not have. While he still had 
concern that the Division could exert more control on the cost of outliers, he felt the ·process was 
well-constrUcted and well-managed. The administratjve processes and controls designed and 
implemented: since the l.S.O audit were indications that these outliers were being brought lDlder 
control,· ft~ expressed that the DOORS Model, with its ability to provide adequate funding for 
community:services, was also at leastpartially responsible for appropriately enrollirig 
consumers in HCBS waivers than automatically_ placing them in'lrtstitutions (in the Wyoming 
State Training Center or nursing homes) which. was a significant pUblic policy goal. He $o 
had seen no data that suggested to him that there was a significant variance between.IBAs aitd 
the final cost of services provided 

The 'Medicaid Director considered the DOORS Model a strong service planrting tool }-Ie based 
this conclusion on the influence of the service plan in determining-the amOlmt of furtding in an 

. ffiA The addition of new administrative controls sugges.teQ, to hjm, ~it will grow to marry a 
stronger· cost mana@rrient component t6 this care planning capability. His office was involved 
in the development of these: controls. He further indicated that his office had submitted a 
Systems Transformation Grant pr.oposal to c;;:MS' ~ig:ned to strengthen the relatiQDShip 
between care plarming and funding, using neY~.; available software~ 

A Medicaid representative is a member of the ECC. The representative was added in response 
to the LSO audit and the Developmental Disapi}ities Division's conu;nitt.n~ to strengthening 
quality management of its resource allocation process. The Medicai(,J Director's mvolvement 
amounts to participating in two or three ECC meetings= a year. He w~ satisfied that the 
requests he reviewed as a member of the 'ECC were ,legitimate requests to address the needs of 
people who have needs that go beyond the capability of the DOORS Model to predict and 
reflect in the formula-driven IBA. He thought the meetings were well managed, that there was. 
appropriate (:911ce~ to deny inappropriate or lli1Ilecessary supports or services, and to approve 
necessary ones. His impression was that the .number of ECC requests received and approved 
wer~ limited, and well within his expectation of such a model. 

The Medicaid Director did not see a need to significantly alter the DOORS Model. He found 
one of its strengths to be .that it was not directly' linked to rate-setting for provider services. He 
was not £ainiliar with any assessment tool that would enhance the model (and he was familiar 
with a number of assessment tools). 

Legislative Services Office 

Navigant Consulting's project team held a 9~minute intetview with four members of the staff 
who conducted the LSO audit in 2003. The purpose of the interv.iew w.as to gain insight into 
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their findings and concerns and to determine whether these concerns had been ~stantially 
ameliorated or if they remained 

. The LSO st~ were dear that they had not been monitoring the activities of the Division of late. 
Their charge w~ to conduct Stich audits, issue reports and to review corrective action plans and 
initial corrective action. Their charge does not include continued monitoring of agency 
activities. Therefore, they did not have current knowledge of the Division activities related to 
the DOORS Model or the HCBS waivers in general. They were very encouraged to hear about 
the improvements that had been made in the Division's management of the DOORS Model and 
especially the ECC, which replaced the process that had been in place when they conducted the 
audit Navigant Consulting shared what they had found that related to the concerns raised in 
their original audit 

Centers for MedicaTe and Medicaid Seroices 

As the federal agency that admini.steis the Medicaid program that finances the Ho~e- and 
Community-Based Services waivers administered by the Wyoming Developmental Disabilities 
Services Division, the Navigant Consulting project team sought to assess CMS' knowl¢ge of 
and perspective on the DOORS Model. Members of the Navigant Consulting project team 
attended national conferences in the early years of this decade, at which the DOORS Model was 
presented ~ an industry best practice. CMS staff and managers at those conferences had 
supported state interest in this particular model and other statistically-based resource allocation 
models. 

The Wyoming Medicaid Director indicated that, in his tenure, he had been involved in no 
discussion with CMS Region VIII staff regarding the DOORS Model while he had participated 
in discussions regarding the three HCBS waivers administered by the Division. Similarly, the 
Director of the Division had not participated in any discussions with CMS Region VITI or other 
staff on the DOORS Model 

A telephone conversation with a senior staff of the CMS Center for Medicaid and State 
Operations confirmed that the DOORS Model w~ well recognized While CMS staff are dear 
that they endorse no particular state administrative practice, it w~ noted that the DOORS 
Model was acknowledged ~ a best practice a few years ago. CMS staff confirmed that it was 
still regarded as a best practice and that its reliance on a statistical predictive approach was 
something that CMS encourages. CM5 staff had no knowledge of any drawbacks related to the 
DOORS Model. 

Interviews with Other States 

State strategies for allocating resources to eligible individuals under HCBS Medicaid Waiver 
programs have continued to evolve in response to the issuance of .federal guidelines associated 
with the new HCBS Medicaid waiver application. the development of promising technologies 
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for assessing jndividual need, such as the SIS and growing pressures withii.t states to improve 
~ ~cy, equity and transparency of current funclhlg.methodologies. ~estates, s\lcll itS 

Georgia, Connecticut arul Pennsylvania, have launched ambitious initiatives aimed at 
p.ro4ucing significant changes in the approaChes used to evaluate individual5 ~ce needs 
and dete:gnine an appropriate aliloUfit of funding to meet those needs; Other states~ such as 
S6uth,.Dpkota, Washington, Utah and Louisiana, are revising rurrentneeds assessmenfand 
funding methodologies to i,mprove aq::uracy~ J~ and ease of use. ,Although numerous 
reports document the ch~es ~g made in states across the countzy (refer to the section on 
Current llierature above), it is difficult to assess the impact of such changes without a more in
depth review that takes 4lto account the structure and functioning of each state's service 
delivery system. To gain a better understanding c;>f the nature cmd implicatio:os of the changes, 
NavigantConsulting designed ·the qualitative assessment to incluqe int~iews with key. 
informants in a group of Select states that are ci.il':i:ently restructuri,ng their resomce allocation 
methodologies. Olades Moseley designed -the st~ selection criteria (see Appendix C), 
.developed the in~.gw fotn:la.t ~d provid~d .. over~ight of the state interview process. The 
selection aiteria included many of the issues discussed in the se<rtion on elements .of effective 
budgeting models described above. 

The DOORS evaluation team targeted states that have implemented, or are in the process, of 
:developing, resource allocation and/or individual bUdgetit1g models that address issues and 
vari4bles·that are highly relevant to .. the DOORS Model. Foots was placed c;m identifying and 
descnbing lhe approaches each state employed to assess indjvidual need, calculate projected 
service· costs, alloc.ate resources and ensure equity across the system. State agencies were as'ked 
to furnish infonnation on the ~e of standardized needs assessment tools, the approach~ used 
to targ~ scarce resource.s to individuals with the greatest needs, methods of addressingservice 
priorities and the steps taken to assure the fair and equitable distrjbution of resoUrces across 
individuals, groups and regions. Additional questions sought information on the approaches 
used by states to balance self direct;ion, individual choice and budget limitatiOil$. 

Navigant Consulting and the Division co)laborated ~-the selection of four states for ~-depth 
interviews: Georgia, WashingtonJ Connecticu.t and South't)akota. '£ach of these states has 
adopted an innoVative approach to resource allocation 'Wlde:r its Medicaid waiver program for 
persons with developmental disabilities. In each state, the approach to resource allocation was 
developed with input from key stakeholders including individuals rec;:eiving support. provider 
agency·reprt:seJltatives, citizen advocates and legislative and/or governmental staff. 

State officials were interviewed by telephone, using a set of questions developed by Dr. 
Moseley (see Appendix D). The results of each.intemew are summarized below. 

Georgia 

• 

• 

Uke many states, Georgia considers that it has been operating with an antiquated HCBS waiver· 
·funding system for many years. The Division of Mental Health, Developmental Disabilities & 
Addictive Diseases, in the Department of Human Services ("the Georgia Division''), administers • 
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the waiver programs. Over time, providers have worked within the system to negotiate service 
rates. According to State officials, the current system includes unnecessary overllead, with a 
bias toward congregate settings that segregate citizens. This segregation occurs, in part, 
because of economies of scale. It is often less expensive, per individual, for a prqvider to serve 
individuals in one location cr; oppa;ed to many locations in the community. Feder'al guidelines 
require that Medicaid rates be cost-based, which is forcing many states like Georgia to recr;sess 
methods and amounts of provider reimbursement 

Georgia is in the process of implementing a new funding· and assessment system for its HCBS 
waivers. Approval for waiver modifications with CMS is ·pending, but the Georgia Division 
Director anticipates approval. At all times during the development of the new system, relevant 
information was available on the Georgia Division's website. The Georgia Division also held a 
series of community forums and invited consumers, families, advocates and legislators to 
participate. The state had a year-long period for public comment The feedback led to some 
significant changes to the system plan. 

. . 
Georgia has no local financial intennediaries within the State, so the state administers aD waiver 
funding. This has allowed the State to make fundamental changes to the HCBS waiver 
programs without regional board approval or administration concerns. Implementation of a 
new funding and waiver administration system in Georgia is targeted for june 2007. The new 
system will be implemented incrementally, over a three-year period. The state intends to 
design individual budgets for everyone based on need and the fair distribution of resources, 
with family and consumer choice built in. 

One of the key developments in the new system is the addition of the SIS needs assessment tooL 
According to state officials, this tool best serves in the creation of plans of care and the 
development of associated individUal budgets. The state considered other needs assessment 
tools, but selected the SIS for its perceived superiority over other options as a service planning 
tool. The State is planning to administer the SIS to all consumers in 2007. 

As a pilot project, Georgia adliunistered the SIS to 650 individuals. The results were used, along 
with historical funding information, to develop a reliable budget generation mechanism or 
algorithm. 1his methodology is similar to that used by Wyonrlng in the creation of the DOORS 
Model. Both models rely on historical funding information to inform budget predictors. 

The SIS has some identified weaknesses. According to Georgia State officials, the SIS is weak in 
health indicators so Georgia added a supplement to screen for health risks. Because some 
outliers do not conform to the algorithm model, the state will determine the definition of 
outliers and it will set aside money to address these outliers. The State's experience in 
developing the algorithm is that it captures what is needed to establish a budget without the 
health risk screening tool. The SIS generates appropriate budgets 90 to 95 percent of the time. 

When the needs of a consumer are not met by the statistically assigned budget, the Support 
Coordinator will determine the reasonable amOWlt of extra funding necessary to meet the 
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individual's needs. That information will be provided to Operations Analysts. Op&.atians 
An:alysts are state employees who cover 13 distinct:regions. U the mc:mey is available, the 
Operations Analy~t permits the qumge This process, when implemented, will take the place of 
a process that is similar to Wyoming's ECC)'eView. 

Sopte providers have been resistaru to the new system because they have lang operated by· the 
old, more 'informal funding rules, which will no longer pe allowed. Because of proVider 
resistance, the state is implementing the new system l>oth on a rolling basis using birth dales ot. 
consu.n:aers and on an incremental basis. lndtvidual co~lDler budgets will be renewed or re
evaluated as of a CQnsurner's date of birth, not the begiiii'@g of a set fisc;al year. The first year 
Ule new budget generated will account for 20 percent of the individual's btidget, the second 
year 40 percent and·the third year 100 percent. This allows providers some adjustment time. 

W~gton State's DiVisiono"f Developmental Disabilities ("DDD'' ) is in the process of 
renewing its HCBS ·waivers· which will inclpde making modifications to waiver admin,istratian. 

These modifigttions r~t:from a series of independent perfo~e au~ts by the :State's joint 
Legislative Audit and Review Committee (.,JLARC"). JLARC made a number of 
recommendations: 

• DDD should develop an assessment process for developmentally disabled clients that" is 
consistently applied to all -clients Statewide .and that clients must be assessed before a 
detetmination of service need is made 

• The assesSIJlent pr~ should ~till.ze, to the extent possible, existing computer-based 
asses~t tools either in use or l.Dlder development ~y ODD 

• DDD w~ directed" to condttct a study and make recommendation for the development 
of a standardized rate structure for DOD community residential xates; 

At the time of the. audits, the service systems for people with .developm~~ ~ilities had 
merged with the service system for people who. are aging and the aging system had developed 
a. computer-based system to assess the needs of people for personal care services. The decision 
was made and funding was provid~ to expand the exist;ing computer application to include 
the assessment= requj.red for people with .developmental disabilities. CMS also informeQ DDP 
·that the assessment of people with developmental disabilities l)eeded to address the unique 
needs of this population, which resulted in the decision to adopt the SIS as the primary 
assessment instrument. The.dedsion was also made to replace the current paper-based annual 
waiver needs review and Level of Care pr~ with the automated SIS~ thus 
requiring a change in how the HCBS waivers were administered. Washington also uses the 
results of the needs assessn:-ent to assign service units, instead oi an. individual budget like 
Wyoming. Service units are the hours o{ ~~ an inQividual needs in diHerent categories of 
care including residential habilitation. Budgets are. then derived from service plans reflecting 
these service units. 
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The State is in the process of transitioning to the SIS· for its needs as~ts. State-employed 
case managers will .assess all. waiver consumers at1h.e time of impl~tatioo, now pr~ ~ 
be June, 2007. Assessments will be re-dc;me annually to reflect the current needs .of consumers. 
Case managers will meet with consumers in their residences =and, using a laptop computerr. 
complete a needs assessment with the co.nsumer, tamily: and/or advocates as appropriate; 1he 
case manager will interView· at least two individuals as part of the assessment process. 

The SIS is normalized. for use with individuals age 16 and -over. Assessments of chijd.ren will 
continu~ usmg fue.cqrrent. tools until the SIS for indiViduals under age 16 is (,ieveloped and 
released. The State selected the SIS because it is normalized for individuals with developmental 

. disabilities, which is different than the cunent needs assessment tool designed fox use wit:l;l the. 
aged. The appeal of the SIS is that it allows the administrator to nelp consum~ tll(ri.k 
:differently about support needs. It asks individuals to predict neeQs and think conceptually 
·into the future. The tool can help providers and cas.e managers teach skiils to consumers. It will 
be used to help develop servic~· plans, ang it. will feed into other areas like employment needs. 
The SJS does not measure receptive communication well, but is better at tapping expressive 
communication. 

The State conducted two pilots of. the SIS. The fust pilot included the assessment of 270 
individuals and the second an assessment oi200 individuals. It takes longer than the current 
system to administer, approximately 1.25 hours per assessment It can take l,Qnger depending . . 
on the individuals involved (e.g. parents can be more talkative). The assessment is always 
completed in person. 

State officials. believe the tQol ~·some li'initati(,>ns. The l_i¢.tations include lack of specificity 
about maladaptive behaviors ~d employment needs. State officials have found that the ICAP 
actually has a better beh~vioral evaluation component, but using a portion of the ICAP in the 
cqmputerized evaluation alang witll. the SIS components was not an option.. Washington has 
added some of its own questions to the assessment tool to make up for these perceived 
shortcomings. The overall assess~t sets acuity levels in furtctional areas for each consumer. 
The functional areas are as follows: 

• Behavioral 
• Medical 
• Activities of Daily Uving (" ADL'') 
• Interpersonal Support (related to communication) 
• . MobiUty 
• Care Giver Requirements 
• Protective SuperviSion 

Transition to the SIS~ both short- and long-term.rosts,. The use of tQ~ SIS requires an ongping 
relationship with the American Association of Mental Retardation(" AAMR"). Case II\CD.'ijlgets 

must be familiar with the current computerized assessm~t system ... In preparation for the 
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transition, each case man~ has mdergone 4 lh days of training. A total of 350 case managers 
·will be trained by State staff in eighteen training sessions. 

When Washh:tgton first decided to transition to the SIS, one of the authors of the tool came to 
the State and worked with officials and case managers to set up the pilot. Tile author came 
aga:ln to conduct tiaining when the initial pilot of 270 individuals was beginning. ·For1:he 
second pilot, the State conducted the training of c~ managers. 

'Washington~ s multi-layered approach to a!:Jministering waiver· services is complex. The State 
~involved stakeholder groups in the ~evelopment of the new system at many levels. State 
officials just completed a round of informational sessions around .the state for coilSl.ii'Jlers and 
providers to explain the algorithm used to determine service levels and ftmding. 

The ru(rent system in Washington is designed. to predict support n~. Previousl}'i case 
managers and providers met and 11egotiated rat~ and ~ce plans. Although this system 
seemed effective, its lack of transparency led legislators to ask for modificatioilS. The legislature· 
requires relevant agencies to ~ure the new 5ystem.is cost-neutral. All of the data from the 
first year of implementation will be tracked and evaluated. 

ConnectiCut 

After·evaluation and consideration, Connecticut decided to create its own customized needs 
assessment tool for both service planning and to use as a component of individualized 
budgeting. Stakeholders helped the Sta~e reach the decision to modify the current system. All 
changes to the program had to be budget neutral .. The University of CormectiOJ.t Center on 
Aging worked with state offictals to develop, pilot and implement the new needs assessment 
.tool,. This project was made possible by a grant with the lndepend~ Plus lnitiative within 
CMS· During the development process, officials interviewed 17 states, conducted a 
:COmprehenSive literature review, held forums with consumers, families, pro'Viders and case 
managers, and created workgroups to analyze service rates and group living costs. There were 
three mam components to the development of this budgeting system; reliance on the pure 
individual budgeting inodel, examination of the level of need and associated desired outcomes, 
and the development of e9nsistent rates for different residential settings. 

The state chose not to use the standardized ICAP or SIS for several reasons. According to State 
officials, the ICAP was not selected because Connecticut does not have a deficit-based model for 
its HCBS waiver financed community services, and the thought of using an "old fashioned" 
clir)ical, deficit-bcised assessment tool was not of interesl The state €QJtsi.d~~d the SiS, but after 
examining the tool the state found it came, up Sho:rl in the behavioral and mental health 
categories. The st~ was also not interested in paying for the use of a needs assessment tool on 
an ongoing basis. 

Connecticut has been engaged in a process of individual budgeting over the last several years. 
A connection between the assessment of need and budgets was initiated in 2000 usin~ an early 
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needs assessment tools and broad funding ranges. 1he new tool is administered annually, or as 
needed due to significant life change, by a case manager. The state has had the tool 
copyrighted. but Connecticut will share it with other states. The state wished to be cautious 
about the potential for vendors to use the tool for profit-making purposes. 

The State now sets standard rates for proviQ.ers. Some providers would prefer regional rates 
based on cost of living dillerences, but the department dlose to use standard rates with no 
variation. There have been recent policy changes that limit consumers' ability to obtain group 
home services if the individual's support needs do not support such an intensive model of 
service. Group homes are expensive compared to other available community options. Due to 
budget constraints, the State has a waiting list for consumers. People on the waiting iist are 
assigned a priority based on urgency of need and time on the waiting list and receive services as 
new funding permits or as others leave the service system. When people enter the system, the 
budget will be based on the new individual budgeting methodology and assessment tools, 
within the constraints of the overall budget cap. 

South Dtdwta 

South Dakota has been involved in the individual budgeting practice longer than Wyoming. In 
fact, South Dakota was the first State to implement this type of model. Much like Wyoming 
DOORS, the State's model uses a variety of inputs, including the results of a needs assessment. 
South Dakota uses the ICAP needs assessment variables as inputs to the statistical model "SBR 
Version 3.0." The ICAP variable results are monitored by the state to prevent gaming or budget 
manipulation by providers. Other elements of the multiple regression include economic 
features of providers, services records, service data, cost reports from providers, regional 
economic statistics and activity logging. Tile selection of these variables was infoiined by 
discussions with both providers and consumers. 

In developing and modifying the model, the State found that costs associated with the group 
homes were high. If an individual has a change to a lower service or residential level, the 
budget does go down. Concern about a dramatic reduction in budget due to a change in living 
situation is mitigated by the existence of 3levels of intensity of supervision. The broad band of 
supervision and the associated funding tiers allows adequate coverage for such individuals. 

There is a high level of satisfaction with the budgeting model among consumers and providers, 
but consumer choice is limited. The SBR .3.0 Model is financed through a per diem calculation. 
The costs of each service feeds into a model that creates-a per diem calculation unique to each 
provider. The state uses a comprehensive cost reporting system for providers. The cost 
information collected is used in the cost-based rate system that adjusts per diem rates based on 
provider location. Using cost-based rates in the model is possible beca\lSe there are only 19 
providers statewide and those providers have comprehensive cost reporting requirements. 

The SBR 3.0 Model was updated in 2004, but the changes in individual budgets were small, and 
clients and providers were not significantly impacted. State officials admit that there are never 
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enough nsources, but the SBR model is a way to allO@te those resources as fairly as possible. 
The small number. of children in the Child Waiver prevented the· use o~ a regr~ion model for 
buqgeting due to slruill sample size . . Instead, offidals dlose:to add $10,000-to·the annual budget 
generated using the adult SBR model. Extraordinary needs funQing is paid through state 
general funds inste~d of increasing the model per~~ .rate. The long~term solution for 
individuals requ.irlng a significant change in funding is :a fonnal rate adjustment, 

When its waivers are renewed in 2008, Sout:b:: Dakota hopes to build more .self-direction into the. 
:;tQodel Another -effort toward self~direction is a planned Request For Qualifications ("'RFQ") for 
a two-year pilot progiam of independent case management. Provider ·employees l1andle 
cwrent case management South Dakota is iooking to this program moclliicati()Jl because of the 
requirements oH:MS to ensure choices for consumers. The "Consumers themselves are quite 
happy with the rurrent case management system. A recenfinformal survey indicated that only 
10 per.cent of consumers were interested in moving t<:> independent case managers. 

Cross-C11ffing Themes 

There are several common then)es that emerged during the .four-stat~ ~ew prpqess·. AU 
·£our states are engaged in a process of revisiofl of their current HCBS budgeting methodologies. 
These states have an tried to determine, through researcb and analysis, which needs assessment 
tool would best capture inforination about individQ.a1s enrolled in their waivers in ·order to 
alloc~te.resources. Approaches to resource allocation were developed with input from ~y 
stakeholders. St~olders include individuals receiving .sUpport. provider agency 
represematives, citizen advocates and legislative .and/or governmental stafi New budgeting 
.methodologies, and .ip some cases provider rates,Jequire srone providers to "win" and some to 
'1ose. 11 ·The goal of each of the offid"a1s we interviewed was-equity and ,access to services, 
allowing for meaningful consumer choice. bach. of these states has collaborated with .l:he 
provider community tq come to agreement, sometimes reluctantly, on new payment 
methodologies. 

As explained above, two of tlu~~e ~ta~ are moving to the SIS needs assessment Both Georgia 
and Washi:ngton were familiar with the !CAP, but felt that the SIS provides a better assessment 
of the supports and services required by c-onsumers. All of the states are working to be 
responsive to new CMS guidelines that focus on ronsumer choice, mobility of funding and 
transparency. Preparation for implementation of the new budgeting methodologies required 
extensive training, both internal to the developmental disabilities division, and external to state 
or private case managers. There is a sense that all of the cunently av.ailable needs assessment 
tools inadequately capture behavior.al and medical COJ1_gition. data. States· have responded by 
adding a supplement to a standardized needs assessment tool or developing their own needs 
assessment tool (Connecticut). As the number of states and length of time using the SlS 
inqeases, AAMR may refine the tool to include more behav~~;mu or medical indicators. 
Improvements to the tool may make it more attractive as a replacement for the ICAP in the 
DOORS Model. 
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Quantitative Evaluation 

Introduction 

The Adult, Children and Acquired Brain Injury (ABI) waivers made over $84 million in 
payments on behalf of 2,188 consumers in FY 2006. These payments to 867 providers were 
made within the parameters of the established IBA537, which totaled $102 million. Consumers 
may spend up to but not exceed the amount of their rnA for services that they select in their 
Plan of Care38. Table 1 shows this data for each waiver. 

Table t; Size of Division HCBS Waivers 
for Fist:al Year 2006 

Utilization Unique Unique 
Waiver Payments mAs Rate Consumers Providers 

$ $ % tl # 

Adults Sub-Total $68,095,706 $75,335,402 90.4% 1,219 355 

Child Sub-Total $12,068,543 $20,756,203 58.1% B26 687 

ABI Sub-Total $4.376,700 $6,022,402 72.7% 143 133 

3 Waivers Total $84.540,949 $102,114.007 82.8o/o 2.,188 867 

Avg.Annual 
Growthfor3 120% 15.5% n/a 10.2% 8.0% 

Waivers 
from FY2000 

At the bottom of the table, the annual rates of growth from FY 2000 to FY 2006 for the total 
payments, number of consUmers and number of providers indicate that these waivers 
experienced significant expansion over the past six fiscal yecu:s. The three waivers differ in their 
relative sizes. They also differ in their other metrics, e.g., the rate of IBA utilization for 
payments. 

The following section analyzes the trends and patterns of the payments from the claims data for 
the Adult, Child and ABI Waivers. The following section analyzes.the formulas and policies of 
the DOORS Model that determines the ffiAs for consumers in the three waivers. 

-n Consumers may change their IBA more than once in a fisaal year to reflect changing personal situations. 

lll The diffu-ence between approved IBA amounts and payments Is di5ell55ed later as an Issue of utilization. 
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Discussiun 

ln the years 2003 and 2004, reviews by CMS and the LSO identified several concerns with the 
DOORS Model formula including the subjective selection and valuation of service variables 
entered into the model, adjustment of model results for individual consumers, incentives to use 
more costly services such as residential and day habilitation and limited choice of providers.39 

Service variables are indicators of conslimers' historical use of services, e.g., residential . 
habilitation and respite, which were f01.md during calibration of the formula to be strongly 
associated with consumers' annual payments. While the Division has addressed many of these 
~ues in whole or in part, we found that other issues have arisen. 

The DOORS model has two components: 1) the formula that calculates !BAs, which was 
calibrated from variables in a regression analysis, and 2) the ECC's decisions that approve 
modifications to a consumer's values for the service variables. in the formula and/or that 
approve modifications to the IBA after the formula calculation. 

Our review of the DOORS Model included the examination of claims data, a review of data 
about JBAs stored with the consumers' plans of care, and a limited evaluation of recorded 
information about ECC approvals of changes and modifications. We found the following 
results from this review: 

• The DOORS Model formula's parameter estimates are currently being used correctly to 
calculate formula-based IBAs and the nnderlying statistical relationships have not 
noticeably changed since the last recalibration. 

• The youngest consumers enrolled in the Child Waiver are likely to have fommla-based 
IBAs that overestimate needs. 

• The legislature's appropriation of additional resources for the Adult Waiver through 
Cost of Uving Adjustments- a 2B percent increase in FY 2002, a 3 percent increase in 
2003 and a 3 percent increase in 2004- have contributed to the growth in total payments. 
The total payments have also grown because of new consumers in the waiver. 

• The Adult Waiver's formula-based IBAs have been modified since FY 2003 for a sizable 
number of consumers through the ECC process and these modified IBAs represented a 
large portion of total IBAs in FY 2006. 

o The size in dollars of the ECC' s approved modifications to consumers' totallBAs 
has been approximately equal to all of the waiver's growth in total expenditures 
since Ff 2003, and 

o Total IBA dollars assigned through the ECC process, as a proportion of aD IBA 
dollars, has increased by approximately 8 percentage points since FY 2003. 

JJ The calibration, implementation md ~Ubrations were organized according to calendar years. For consistency with more 
r~enl reports, this section later presents shtlistics according to fiscal years. 
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Trends and Patterns of Payments 

As seen in the introduction table, the Adult Waiver was the largest of the waiver programs by 
total payments and number of consumers in FY 2006. However, it was not the largest in terms 
of the number of providen;. The Child Waiver h~ a larger number of providers, who primarily 
provide respite care. The ABI Waiver is the smallest of the three, but annual trends show that it 
has had significant and continuous growth in mu:i1ber of consumers and payments since it 
began four yecus ago. Table 2, on the following page, shows the annual trends for total growth, 
IBA utilization and average growth for each waiver . 
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tCcytsumers 797 
I ~ 

(..Providers .. j 239 
Total Paymmts ' ! $37,655,888 

Total ffiAs '. ' $38,011,096 

Avg UtillzatiOQ ~ : 99.1% 
Avg Consumer : : 
P-ayments· $47,247 
Avg lTovider l . 

Paytn~;nls ' ' $157,556 

. . 
Child 

I Conswners 421 

I Provid~: 502 

Tot.al Paym.~ts $5,147,537 

TotaiJaAs nta 

Avg Utilizatlon n/a 
Avg Consumer 
Payments $12.227 
Avg Provider 
Payments $10,254 

ABI 

#Consumers 

#Providers 

Total Payments 

TotalffiAs 

Avg Utilization 
Avg Consumer 
Payments 
Avg Provider , : 
Paymen~ 

• ··.· 
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Table 2: Annual Trends fpr HCBS WaiveiS 
&om n ·2000 ton :.2006 

851 

265 
$38,973,268: 

$40;277,213 

96.8% 

$45,797 

$147,069 

987 1,001 1,040: 1,136 1,219 

302 332 3\\6 340: 355 

$45,378,181 $58,540,305 $60,721,620 $63,~;972 $68,09S,706 

$51,5)9,653 $59,092.009 $68,014)J19 $71,403,403 $75p35,402 

88.0% 99.1% 89.3% 89.4% 90,4% 

$45,976 $58,482 .$58,386 $56,220 $55,862 

$150,259 $176,326 $175,496 $187,841 $19.1,818 

516 519 55() :619 710 826 

560 6Zl 661 638 658 686 

$7,628,914 $8,443,390 $8,946,973 $10,6~;652 $U,613,~9 $12,068,5lt3 

$9,449,111 $10,861,668 $11,520,744 $13~46£!,735 $16,406,723 $20,756,203 

$1-t785 

$13,623 

n/a 
nia 
n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

77.7% 

$16,269 

$13,466 

27 

17 

$658,917 

$733,3.90 

89.8% 

$24,404 

,$38,760 

41 

77.7% 

$16,267 

$13,536 

71 

71 

$2.236~493 

$2,833,580 

78.9% 

$31,500 

$31,500 

79.4% 

$17,27'1 

$16,763 

85 

94 

$3,132.242 

$4,103,899 

76.3% 

$36,849 

$33,322 

70.8% 

$16,357 

$17,650 

102 
109 

$3,180,790 

$4,635,351 

68.6% 

$31,184 

$29,182 

58.1% 

$14,611 

$17,592 

143 
1.33 

$4.~76,700 

$6,022,402 

72.7%. 

$30,606 

$32:,908 
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From a statistical pezspective, the common trait-of the waivers is their absolute growth. 
However, the components of tbis growth m:e. different for each waiv~. 
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Notable gr.owthin totai Adult Wmver p~~ occorred in FY 2003, ooncurrent with a 
legislat:Jve appropriation Cost·of Living Adjustment increase of 2B"o in· service rates. ·This 
appropriation coincided with a re-calibration of the DOORS Model, which resulted in hi~,. 
utilization oUBAs in that year . ..JO Whlle the number of consumers em-oiled in the Adult Wijiyer 
is the highest among the ~ waivers, the number of providers is noL The average prdvider.:fu 
the Adult W aivei' tends to receive ·payments for serving over three consumers. 

Growth in the Child. and ABI Wmvers has been.steadier since FY 2000 and FY 2002, 
respec~vely. The u~tion for bQth waivers ten~ to be lower than for the Adult waiver. The 
Di~Qn h~ associ.a.ted the Qifference in utilization with the more intermittent types of services 
thaf Olild and ABI Waiver consutners choose as part. of their service ·plans. For these waivers, 
there is approximately" one provider for each consumer, bqt t:Pe average payment P:f provi!;ler 
is different than the Adult Waiver. The average payment,s are lowest for the Child Waiver; the 

· ABl Waiver has ~verage c~er payments that are between the average consumer payments 
for~ AdUlt Waiver and the Child WaiYer. Thispattem in average payments· is affected by 
differences in the most common services for the waivers. 

We also summarized the annual trends for selected services from claims in each 9f the waivers . 
Table 3 shows total payments and number of consumer for FY 2000, F-Y 2003 and FY 2006: 

Table~; Annual Service Payments for the Adult, Child and ABI Waivem 

: i 

Total.P~v;men~ ; 1 Unique Consumers 

2000 2Q03 2006 200Q 2003 2006 

$ $ $ I ' I 
. - ... -~ ' ·~- ' 

Adult 
. . 

I 
.. .... ... . .... ..... · .. . 

Resiliential Habilitation 20,263,469 32,590,746 40,035,458 669 784 908. 

Day Habilitation 9,127,044 14,825,555 15.221.984 661 741 811 

Pre Voc I Supp Employment . ' 1,140,%7 1,266,689 2,122,821 ;. ; 176 169 258 
' 

Skilled Nursing ; ; 1,705,650 2,085,677 2,040,713. ' 403 475 593 

Case Management 1,315,500 1,693,630 2,432.031 795 999 1,218 

Other 4,103,257 6,078,008 6,242.699 691 781 775 

Adult Sub-Totat 37,655,888 58,540,3n5 68,095,706 79'7 1,001 1,219 

.o The DOORS Model (Adult Waiver) was also recalibrated in FY 2000. 
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Total P~enls ~e Consumers 

2000 2003 2006 2000 2003 2006 
$ $ $ I ' 

, 
Child 

Respite 2,323,345 3,823,830 5,076,274 355 441 628 

Sp Family W{fran 783,052 1,296,943 1,991,058 45 61 70 

Residential Habilitation 205,650 512.,224 1,052.,701 10 21 39 

Adaptive Equipment 393,102 970,100 757,461 130 252 248 

Case Management 700,150 1,118,912 1,613,275 420 548 821 

Other 742,239 1,224,965 1,577,774 319 425 536 

Olild Sub-Total 5,147,537 8,946,973 12.068,543 421 550 826 

ABI 

Residential Habilitation n/a 997,853 1,925,111 n/a 44 62 

Day Habilitation n/a 500,779 691,470 n/a 48 56 

Skilled Nursing n/a 133,820 175,045 n/a 20 45 

Case Management n/a 161,700 416,000 n/a 69 143 

Other n/a 442,341 1,169,075 n/a 62 125 

ABl Sub-Total n/a 2,236,493 4,376,700 n/a 71 143 

Total 42.803,425 69,723,m 84,540,949 1,218 1,622 2,188 

The three waivers are more markedly different with respect to the services that they provide. 
The largest share of Adult Waiver payments were for Residential Habilitation; about two thirds 
of the consumers received this service. The majority of Otild Waiver payments were for 
Respite Care. The largest proportion of ABI Waiver payments were for Residential Habilitation, 
but included only about one half of its consumers. The ABI Waiver also hac;i a large share of 
payments dedicated to diverse, "Other'' services. 

Regional Service Providers and Independent Providers 

The Division has a policy goal to ensure consumers have a choice of provider. An important 
mechanism for this policy goal is that consumers can choose the providers of their services. We 
tabulated Adult, Child and ABI Waiver payments for services to providers by the categories of 
Regional Service Providers ("RSPs") and Independent Providers. As mentioned earlier in the 
report, RSPs are large associated providers, usually with at least $1 million in revenue per year. 
We use the term Independent Providers for those providers that do not belong to the RSP 
association. Independent Providers range in size and include solo providers. 
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Consumers may choose to receive services from a single provider or more than one provider in 
their plan of care. We found that many consumers choose to receive services from both RSPs 
and Independent Providers. 317 (26%) consumers in the Adult Waiver, 191 (23%) consumers in 
the Child Waiver and 48 (34%) Consumers in the ABI Waiver received services from both types 
of provider in FY 2006. · 

The preceding tables showed the annual trends for different services paid through the waivers. 
Tables 4a and 4b show payments for services by provider type in FY 2006: 

Adult 
Residential Habilitation 
Day Habilitation 
PreVoc/Supp 
Employment 
Skilled Nursing 
Case Management 
Other 
Adult Sub-Total 

Child 
Respite 
Sp Family W/Tran 
Residential Habilitation 
Adaptive Equipment 
Case Management 
Other 
Child Sub-Total 

ABI 
Residential Habilitation 
Day Habilitation 
Skilled Nursing 
Case Management 
Other 
ABI Sub-Total 

NJ\VIGANT 
C OhSllt T IN(; 

Table 4a: Size and Share of Payments for Providers 
In Fiscal Year 2006 

Service Payments % of Service Payments 
RSPs Independents RSPs Independents 

$ $ % % 

31,134,692 8,900,766 77.8% 22.2% 
12.014.146 3,207,838 78.9% 211% 
1,888,516 234.305 89.0% 11.0% 

1,701,648 339,065 83.4% 16.6% 
1,742.450 689,581 71.6% 28.4% 
2.321,366 3,921,333 37.2% 62.8% 

50,802.817 17,292.889 74.6% 25.4% 

71,577 5,004,697 1.4% 98.6% 
0 1,991,058 0% 100.0% 

644.203 408,498 61.2% 38.8% 
53,034 704.427 7.00k 93.0% 

435,200 1,178,075 27.0% 73.0% 
154.909 1,422,864 9.8% 90.2% 

1,358,923 10,709,620 11.3% 88.7% 

1,478,830 446,281 76.8% 23.2_(¥0 

462,.142 229,328 66.8% 33.2% 
145,125 29,920 82.9% 17.1% 
239,700 176,300 57.6% 42.4% 
317,530 851,545 T/.2% 72.8% 

2,643,327 1,733,373 60.4% 39.6% 
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Table 4b: Number and Average Payments for Providers 
In Fiscal Year 2006 

tl of Providers Average Payments per Claim 
Unique Unique 

RSPs Independents RSPs Independents , I $ $ 

Adult 
Residential Habilitation 10 69 2,450 2,401 
Day Habilitation 10 23 1.269 1,104 
Pre Voc I Supp 8 10 685 687 

Employment 
Skilled Nursing 9 23 327 348 
Case Management 10 50 169 177 
Other 10 1:76 610 457 
Adult Sub-Total 10 345 1,149 848 

Child 
Respite 5 513 224 495 
Sp Family W(fran 63 2,085 
Residential Habilitation 8 11 1,906 2,491 
Adaptive Equipment 6 37 1,560 2,115 
Case Management 10 67 199 199 
Other 10 283 274 294 
Child Sub-Total 10 676 394 479 

ABI 
Residential Habilitation 7 12 2,289 1,566 
Day Habilitation 6 10 1,050 7% 
Skilled Nursing 6 11 511 168 
Case Management 9 24 '1137 288 
Other 9 111 625 274 
ABI Sub-Total 9 124 974 388 

The metrics in this extended table show how the RSPs and Independent Providers have a 
different role in each of the waivers. The RSPs have a majority share of payments in the Adult 
Waiver for almost all of the services (except "Other" services). Independent Providers tend to 
have a majority share of service payments in the Olild Waiver, with the notable exception of 
Residential Habilitation. Finally, the ABI waiver again tends to be similar to the Adult waiver, 
but with the RSPs and Independent Providers having a more even share of the payments for 
most services. 

Table 4b indicates that Independent Providers are active in all services for the three waivers. 
11Us activity is most notable for Case Management services. Table 4b also indicates that 
average RSP and average Independent Provider payments for the specific services in a waiver 
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tend to~ dose to equal, per submitted claim. Due to .the different types of services provided, 
·the average RSP and aver. Independent provider p~entsmay be different·when 
colisideling the average for their combined claims fo{ a waiver.;-: 

For a regional perspective on the opportunities for- consUmers to choose their providers, 
Exhibits la and lb (at end of this Section) :Show the growth "in the number of consumers and 
providers by county in the State.from FY 2003 to~l.¥ ·2006-for the three waivers. The miDority of 
rounties have seen the nUII\ber· o( providers increase ouring th~ past three fiscal years. As of FY 

. 2006, there remained a .range in the munber of Independent Providers per consumer among the 
oounties in the Stat~ 

Updates ojDRtR from Legislative Service O:f:fia,Reports-(()3.;04) 

We also examined ®ta p~ted in the iso committee report of 2004. We summarized 
payments for claims to provide a romparison to the 1.SO findings. T.Wle 5 pr~ts adwt 
residential habilitation. adult day habilitation and other adUlt services as a proportion of the 
total Adult Waiver service budget The 2004 LSO report with 2003 data are highlighted:·u 

Table 5: Adult Waiver Services by Percent of Total Services Budgeted 

·~ .... ..... F~Y~· -. ... . .. ~M- M • -~ ..., .... . •.. , ..... -- ~ ':.-·Lso 'i: 
: 2003 2003 20M 2005'" 2006 I 

Waiver Service % % % %. % 
ResidenHal Habilitation 54 58 59 '62 62 
Day HabilitatiOn 25 26 25 23 23 
Othet Services 21 16" 17 15 15 

Residential habilitation is the largest Adu,lt·W:aiver service in percentage of payments and this 
percentage has grown from FY 2003 to FY 2006. Day habilitation and other services indicate a 
marginal reduction in the portion of dollars budgeted within the same time perioct 

Figure 1 on the next page shows ami.Ual Adult Waiver expenditures from FY 2000 to FY 2006. 
The 2004 LSO report data is also· presented in this graph;_- The 1.50 value for FY 2004 was an 
anticipated expenditure based on total biennial appropriations. 

· · .. 
u 'The LSO sa.tisala were collected and anal~ at an earner date Md from different data than was provided to us. We present 
them here for compariSOI'I purposes but without an expedatiOft that they sl10uld exactly mat.:h the statistics in this report. 
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Figure 1: Annual Waiver :'Expenditmes FYOO- FY06 

2002 2003 2005 

Fiscal Year 

Between FY 2002 and FY 2003 the data indicate a· sharp increase in expenditures for the Adult 
Waiver, followed by_ subsequent steady growth. This increase in total expenditures was. due to 
at least two factors: 1 )"a legislatively mandate<f Cost of Living Adjustment increase m service 
rates implementetFih FY 2003 and smaller COLA ·increases in two later years and 2) annual 
increases in. Ute number of COnstlll\~- .The relative size of the ABI Waiver is apparent in this 
chart. The· size of the ABI Waiver nearly doubled between FY 2003 (its second year) and FY 
2006.. 

Analysis of ForJi.i.Ula and Policies to Determine Individual Budget Amounts 

The DOORS model has two components: 1) the formt"da that crurulates IBAs, which was 
calibrated from variables in a regression analysiS, and 2) the ECC's decisions to approve 
modifications to. a consumer's service variable values in the formula and/or approval of 
modifications to the IBA after the fon'nula calCUlation. Both c6mponents were part of the design 
·of the DOORS Model- A forJl'ula-based IBA calibrated by .means of a regression essen.tially 
yields an average IBA for persons with similar char~c~risti~- Modifi~tions to the formula
based !BAs yield outlier !BAs for consumers whose needs are not close to the average for 
·someone with their characteristics. 

Formula-Based ffiAs 

The Division has been using the DOORS Model to determine I BAs for consumers since, 
approximately FY 2.000. The DOORS·mqdel reli~ on a formula c~'br~te!l from time to time by 
means of regression analysis. This regression analysis comprises the two main components of 
the DOORS Model foimttla: 1) the selection of the consumer characteristics, e.g., yariables, 
which best predict total payments and 2) the setting of relative weights, e .g., parameter 
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estimates, which are used to-calrulate an IBA prediction from the selected variables, Calib.ration 
. by meaJilS of. the ~on analysis relies on values fot the variables from two SOlJI'C~: 1) ~ 

ICAP survey instrument for the ICAP vatiables and 2) the claims history· of past service use for 
the service variables. Another method of establishing service variable values is to predict fhe 
anticipated servj"~ needs of q>~; however that methodology is not reli~ upon for the 
calibration. 

Separate.regression aiialyses were conducted for the AdllltWaiver, Olild Waiver ~d fi1.e AB"i' 
Waiver. Each waiver has its own fofflfula from the separate regression analyses. The au:rent 
model formulas are based on the results of regression analyses that were cond\tcted m FY 2003 
wi~ data from FY 2002 for the Adult and Child Waiver and in FY 2004 with. clata from··py 2003 
for the.ABI Waiver. We refer to the IBA calculated .f:rQm tllE~v~abJes and parameter estimates 
o£ the regression analyses as the consumer's Nformula-based ffiA n 

,A p~pJe of r~on ~ysis is that a sample of ~ata estimates the. relationships among 
selected variables' and.accurately measures their parameters. We saw no indication dUring the 
course of our -review that the latest calibrations had become outdated or that a new regressiOn 
-~sis with a sample of data from. a later year would yield different results.-«1 The 
.methodology of the regression analysis of the DOORS Model has been described in several 
publications and, articles. We refer readers interested in this methodology "to the artioe,. 
uln~vidual Budgets Accordmg to Individual Needs: The Wyoming DOORS Model," Jon R 
Fortune, .Gary A Smith, et al in CC§ts ar;td Outcomes (Paulli.-Broo:kes Publishing: 2005). 

The fornnila-bagep IBA hac; two types· of variables. These are: 

• The ICAP variables taken from the conSiuners' ICAP needs assessment. 
• The ser-vice variables taken from the history of the consumers' ~for services and/or 

4om anticipated. needs for services. 

These two types of variables: are similar to the extent that they are both used to c;alcu4lte a 
consumer's IB.A based on his or her variable's valu,es. "Exhibits 2a.., ~b,.and_ 2c (at the end of this 

section) show the ICAP·varlables and service variables used in the cal~tion.of a consumer's 
formula-based ffiA for each waiver~ 

Verification o~ Current DOORS Model Formula Usage 

We verified that the Division correctly uses the results of the regression analysis from FY 2003 

for the Adult Waiver·model and Child Waiver model, and from FY 2004 for. the ABl model, to 
calo:tlate consumers' !,ormula-based IBAs. The results of the regression analysis ate parameter 
esQmates for each variable. in the model. These parameter estimates serve as elements in the 

41 lbe decisiOn rfol to re-calibiate had another consequen~ on the lmplemenbl&n ~ the work plan. We did not aeate.or calilxate 
alternative modds such as •two-stllge·cboice" models that consider servi~ selection as the first step In determining 11 consumer's 
total service utilization. 
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DOORS Model to calculate a consumer's IBA based on his or her variable values. For each 
variable, the parameter estimate is multiplied by the variable value. A consumer's IBA is 
output from the l.X)()RS Model formula as an exponentiated sum of all the parameter estimates 
multiplied by the variable values. 

The Division uses a Microsoft Access form to conduct the process of multiplication and 
summation for the calculation of the formula-based IBA. The assigned values for a consumer's 
variables are entered into fields in the Access form. and a calculated field returns the 
consumer's IBA. To verify the accuracy of the calculation, we entered a selected consumer's 
variable values into the Access fonn and noted the IBA that was calculated We then calculated 
this IBA manually using the parameter estimates. We also found the consumer's recorded Plan 
of Care in the Division's database. The Plan of Care is the detailed set of services that sums up 
to but does not exceed the IBA for a consumer. We found that the IBA calculated by the Access 
form, the IBA manually calculated from the parameter estimates, and the sum of the Plan of 
Care services recorded in the Division's database were equal for the selected consumer. This 
indicates that the model formula usage is consistent with the regression analysis that 
established the parameter estimates for the model formula However, there is a potential for 
transcription error when the values for the ICAP variables and service variables are entered 
manually into the Microsoft Access form for other consumers. 

We also verified that the OOORS Model variables correlations with consumers' payments have 
not notably changed since the regression analysis was last updated in FY 2003 using FY 2002 
data. A correlation statistic measures the direction and strength of a relationship between two 
variables. If a correlation statistic has a positive value, then an increase in the fust variable 
tends to be associated with an increase in the second variable for a consumer. If a correlation 
statistic has a negative value, then an increase in the first variable tends to be associated with a 
decrease in the second variable. For example, the ICAP Broad Independence Index has a . 
negative correlation with the payments for a consumer. A high ICAP Broad Independence 
index is associated with low payments across the spectrum of scores and payments for 
consumers. For example, in Exhibit 3 (at the end of this section), the correlation between the 
ICAP Broad 1ndependence index and payments was -0.49 in the data from FY 2002 and was 
again -0.49 in data from FY 2006. 'This negative relationship is also present in a negative 
parameter estimate in a regression analysis with multiple variables. 

A correlation statistic can only range in value from -1.0 to 1.0. The closer a positive correlation 
statistic is to 1.0 and the closer a negative correlation statistic is to -1.0, the stronger the 
relationship is between the two variables. The ICAP Broad Independence Index and the ICAP 
General Maladaptive Index have the strongest relationships with payments out of all the 
variables reviewed. This was the case using data from FY 2002 and again using data from FY 
2006. 

Exhibit 3 also shows correlations for many variables with payments, including those variables 
that were selected by the regression analysis and ultimately used in the DOORS Model. The 
rows with variables selected for the DOORS Model are in grey. 1he last columns in this table 
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show the degree of dlange in these correlations between the yecus in correlation units and in 
percentages. No variables appear to have notably changed in direction ·o_r, strer.tgth of 
co~tion with payments. · · 

Although presented in our otiginal method.ology for this evaluation, we were not able to verify 
that a regression's parameter e;tiniates have been stal?le since the regression was last 
recalibiated in FY 2003 using!FY 20Q2 data. We.did not have values for the servicevariable5 
available in d.a~.~OIJ) FY 2006 ~at would be. necessary to combine all varlal>les used in th~ 
regression analysis conducted in.FY 2003 with data from FY 2002. The verification of stable 
relationships in the correlation analysis above indicates to us that the r~ession patametet 
estimates would also have beenstabl~ during this time period. A multi-variate evaluation ot 
the regression that underli~ the DOORS Model fommla or:an i;lUdit pf .the complete p,>pulation 
of ffiAs resulting from the IXX>RS MOdel fodnula is not possible beqnJSe the service variables 
have. not beenmaintained in an electronic file. or in 'a consistent manner in the· consumers' hard-. . 
.copy files. 

ICAP Variables.in the.Formula-Based IBA. 

Tbe ICAP variables in the DOORS Model formula come from a few areas of the ICAP needs 
.assessment that measure a consumer's broad disabilities, specific diagnoses, residential settings 
and daytime settings. An independent team of evaluatoJS currently administers the JCAP 
needs assessment, a dumge from previous years.43 After the administration of the ICAP, the 
consumer's values for the variab~ are stored in a dataset by the Division All consumer lCAP 
records, ~ding ·tlle variables used to .calculate the~~~ IBAs, are easy to retrieve 
and to analyze 

We found in intet\'iews with Div\sion staff that the values for tb.e ICAf variables are easy to 
find ,in _the consumer's ICAP records. These variables are easy to use in the foJ'lllul.a when 
¢culating a consumer's formula-based ffiA. However, we did .not find in the department's 
guideiines,provided to us or in. our literature review a step-by-step description of how the ICAP 
variables and their parameter estimates either increase or decrease the calculation of formula
based IBAs for conswners. The following is a description by the subscale areas in the ICAP 
survey instrument for the Adult Waiver: 

• The ICAP romposite variables are the consumer's age, Broad Independence1nde.x 
and General Maladaptive Index. Each of these variables is continuous, meaning they 
can have~ range of values. 1'he parameter estimates for these variables are negative; 
as a consumer becomes older, has a higher Broad Independence lndex, or has a Jess 
negative Gene@} Maladaptive Index'", his or her formula-based IBA will decrease. 

0 Prev~wly the pr9viders were ~le fOI' I CAP acbninistration. Ctllft!llt administration of the I CAP Is de&cribed earlier in 
th1s report. • 

"The genenll1Ndfldaptive inde:c is a negative number, A hlsher number means that it has become closer to zero. 
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• Tile ICA.J;' diagnosis Vilriables are for autism, brain/neurologi.cal4amage; dtentical 
dependency, deafness, level of m~tal retardation and psychotropic medications. 
AU. .but the level of mental retardation are binary, meaning they have a value of 1 
when the diagnosis is present and a value of 0 otherwise .. The parameter estimates 
for these vari()bles .are positiv~when a consumer bas these diagnoses, their formula
based IBA will increase. The level of mental retardation is similar except it has five 
cate~ries ranging from 1 (not mentally retarded) to 5. (profound mental retardation) 
and tts parameter-estimate has the same positive effect:'5 

• The ICAP r~idenpal placement variables are "Lives with family," ,;,·Lives 
independently" and "lives independently with monitoring' .. Each of these variables 
indicates a residential status for a constu:i)er. Justlike the diagnosis variables, t11.ese 

. variables are also binary, and 'their parameter estimates are also negi;Jtive. However, 
these variables are different in that. they are relative to each other ~d to the other 
variables in the Residential section of the ic.AP, variables not included in the 
fortnula 

It is notable that these varial,>les· are mutu.c:dly t?X¢ltsiy~a consumer whp ij.ves with a 
family can not live independently or live with monitoring, and so on. More· 
importantly, the parameter estimates for all three variab1es are negative because they 
are relative to other 'Variables in the Residential section. These three residenti'al 
statuses are relativ~y less expensive than the omitted statuses of living in a group 
residence, semi-independently or in a personal care facility. When a consumer has 
one of these three statuse5, his or her formula-based ·mA will decrease. 

• The ICAP daytime program'varial:>les are·"sheltered worlGhop," "st!pported 
employment" and "competitive erqp]oyment'~. E~ of these variables indi<;ates a 
daytilne program status for a consumer. These variables are also binary, and their 
parameter esti.Inates are also negative. 

Similar to the residential placement variables, these variables are mutually ex<;:lusive 
arid relative. to the omitted variables in the daytime program sections. TheSe three 
daytime program statuses are re1atively less expensive than the omitted statUses of a 
daytjme ;;~Qivity center or· a wo~k activity center. When a consumer has ane of these 
three statuses, his or her. formula-based IBA will decrease . 

. ~CAf V aria~Jes· for Youilgest -Comumers in the Qrlld Waiver 

Some of the ICAP variables have particular importance for the ymmgest consumers, e.g ., 
toddlers and pre-schoolers, enrolled in the Clilld Waiver. Administrators of the Child Waiver 
expressed an opinion that the formula-based IBA tends to be S.reater than needs for many of the 

u Tins variable also has a category 6 (Unknown), which was re-coded as 1 (No Mental Retardation} for the latS recalibration of the 
Adult ·waiver. 
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yoUhgest:consumers simply because the values for certain variables are not accutate for this· age 
group. The waiver services available do not always appropriateiy address the needs of these 
young consumers. Rather, the yO\lllgest consumers tend to-have a lower level of rteed, while 
the needs of young (but not very young) con5umers may be higher than the needs of much 
older consumers. 

Over-estimation of the nee$ of the youngest Child Waiver consumers may occur because of 
,three variables in. the ,DOORS Mqdel fonnula. These variables are the ICAP service score, level 
.of mental retardation, and Assistive Devices (which measures personal.mobility). 'Ibe ICAP· 
service score is not adjusted for a-consumer's age. A very young dilld will naturally score very 
low on the degree of non-age specific mental retardation ~ measured by the ICAP survey 
instrument.46· And, a v~ry young consumer will naturally have very low mobility. Because ~ 
children at that age have low mobility, :the v.alue for the variable associat~ with mobility might 
not reflect needs supported by the waiv:er. 

The value5 fot the variables service score, mental ,retardation and mobility may result in 
formula-based TBAs larger than necessary to-meet the ~ds of the youngest consumers because 
~ y.ery yeung c~;>nsumer' s IBA will almost always be increased by all thr~ The .foUowing table 
~hows a summary of the Orlld Waiver ·by age·category of the consumers: 

Table 6:· Utilization by Age Cohorts in the Child Waiver 
In Fiscal Year 2006 

Age .in #of Average Av~e Average 
Years .· Oilldren IBA Payments Utilization 

'-· .... .. --·· ,$. . ·--.· .. .$ . - .. ..... ·.-- ·~ -· .. . .... .. ·-····· ... 
0-5 164 25;820 1'3,442 52.1. 
6 - 10 205 24,104 14,394 59.7 
11-21 I 431 25,455 15,485 60.8 

n/a 26 n/a n/a it/a 
Total 826 $25,063 ..$,14.611 58.3% : 

The youngest childreri have the highest IBAs, the lowest payJ;Jlents, and consequently the 
loj\test utilization rates. While the increase in 1.13As is not large for younger age category relative 
to the older age categpries in the table, these descrip_tive statistics are consistim.t wit);) the 
opinion expressed by tfte Waiver administrators about the yOWlgest consumers. Other 
stakeholders have suggested that low utilization is, in part, due to the.lack.of readily available 
staff to provide needed services. Observations found in other states suggest that families are 
more likely to proVide appropriate direct care themselves for these very young children and 
rely more on paid staff as the children 13ge. 1'hls observation is consistent with the increased 
utilization rate for the Qlder age categories in the above table Available data did not allow 

u The potential maccuf'lcy of this model is compounded b)• the numeric value corresponding: to the category of "Not M.easured.'' 
This numeric value Js.6. If it is not recoded asl for use in the tonnul11. then the consumer will receive a large lncrea5e to their lBA. 
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group of Otild Waiver consumers in our conclusion. 
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Unlike the JCAP variables; the Division does· not maintain records of the service-variables in 
eleqronic files. Hard-copy ,records in the files reflect current s~ and therefore are not 
necessarily consis~t with the variables used at the time of the calculation of the formUla-based 
IBA. This makes the service variables difficult to retrieve and to analyze. A replication based 
on @ COil$U1llers' ·service variables and ICAP variables to verify the formula-:~>~ IBAs $.:the 
waivers-would' be-very time-col"l5UIIlfu.g. 

Through dialogue with Division staff we fmmd considerable uncertainty about the 
int~tjon and ~of the. sez::.vice varia~les when calculating a ~er's IBA in th~ 
lXX>RS. Model formula. Uncertainty occws in part because_ values for the service variables 
come from two 50lliees, rather 'than just one ~ with the ICAP·varia~les. The values for the 
service variables can be detennined from claims for consumers with a liistory of waiv~ 
participation. The values can als6 be changed to reflect anticipated service needs based on 
pther information,available to Division staff and/or the ECC. For consumers new t:Q the Waiver, 
values for the service variables are deter:uUned only by lnfbrmatiQn concerning anticipated 
serviee needs. In ·.Exhibits ~ 2b, and 2c (at the end of 'this. section), the service variables are 
listed below the ICAP variables for the Adult Waiver. For the Adult version of the DOORS 
MOdel, the service variables are the followin~ 

• Residential Services 
• Day H~ilitation 
• Nursing 
• Personal Care-
• .Psychological ~rvices 
• ~nd Assessment 
• In-home Services 

1bese variables are binary, like several of the ICAP variables, again meaning that they can have. 
a value of 1 or 0. Unlike the residential and daytime variables in the ICAP, these variables are 
not mutually exclusive. Each of these variables was separately assigned a value of 1 when a 
history of service use was found in the history of claims for a consumer during the year prior to 
the cal.ib~tion of forml!@.. H there was no history of s~ce use information, then the·. variable 
was assigne4 a value of 0. All of the parameter estimates for these variables are positiVe,-~ When 
a consumer has a value of 1 for one or more of these variables, then his/her formula-based IBA 
'¢.ll increase. 

As mentioned, past service use is the p~~y source fur a consumer when this data is available 
(e.g., when the consumer is hot new to the waiver}, but anticipated service needs is a secondary 
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sourre that can occasionally override the primary source. We found during interviews with the 
Division's Waiver Specialist!? and Program AdministratoiS that there has previously been a lack 
of dear guidance about who should determine which source should be used for a consumer. 

An example from one variable highlights the effects of this .uncertainty. The "Second 
Assessment'' variable was specifically mentioned by several of the interviewees. The "Assess" 
variable has a description of "Second Assessment'' in the regression analysis documentation 
We found a service code variable with a description "Subs Assess" in the claims data. 
Assuming that "'Subs Assess" stands for "Subsequent Assessment," this variable coqld be used 
as an indicator of the Service/Support variable in the DOORS Model formula We found that 
the past service source for the 11 Assess" variable was not known Instead, we understand that a 
regular practice is to assign this variable a positive value for every ccmswner when determining 
the Formula IBA so that no consumer's IBA is t.mfanly reduced by setting this variable to 0. 
This practice may hinder the efficacy of the DOORS Model in determining different formula
based IBAs consistent with different consumer needs. 

Modifications by the ECC of the formula-based !BAs 

In addition to the formula-based part of the DOORS ModeL the modifications by the ECC 
comprise the second part of the model. The ECC is the process used to add funding to a 
formula-based mA when a determination is made that a consumer has needs for resources that 
are not reflected in that IBA..U Modified !BAs are critical to the equitable determination of the 
level of resources needed to meet some individuals' needs. 'There are occasions when an 
individual consumer's needs will not be met by a formula-based ffiA based on parameter 
estimates for an average consumer. Examples discussed in the literature and during interviews 
of these occasions include consumers who commit 1.mlawful sexual behavior, consumers who 
have obsessive compulsive disorders, consumers who have a dual diagnosis and consumers 
with high functioning capability but who still need to be monitored on a twenty-four hour basis 
for a specific diagnosis. 

As .discussed in the section on rurrent thought leadership, good individual budgeting 
methodologies include a process for modifying insufficient mAs. There are actually two 
processes designed to address insufficient !BAs in the DOORS Model. When a consumer's 
needs are above a formula-based IB~ but those increased needs are anticipated to be resolved 
over time, the ECC can temporarily modify his or her IBA. When a consumer's needs require 
more money than a formula-based IBA allows, with no anticipated resolution, the ECC can 
permanently modify his or her IB:A. Based on interviews, the four categories of circumstances 
that the ECC uses to approve a modification are 1) medical necessity, 2) threat to Self or others, 
3) homelessness, and 4) other.48 To gain a better understanding of these categories, we reviewed 
a selective sample of case files for consumers who had made requests for modifications to 

v 1lte E.xttaordinary Care Committee is the successor to the State Level of Care Committee. 
.. ~ ECC does not approve all requests for a modification. We reviewed hard-ropy logs of these requests and folllld that the 
approval rate was in the range of 45'l. to 65%. We did not observe any trends In these approval rates. 
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formula-based IBAs (summarized in Table 7, below). For a comparative nnderstanding of the 
categories, we also reviewed a selective sample of consumers who had not made modification 
requests and consumers who were new to participation in the Adult Waiver. 

Table 7: Selective Review of Consumer Case Files 

~~ -· .7,:~~;:, ..... -~,_. . .,-c'"·::"~~"""'~~~""'\~m;=~0:-:~;-:<;;, ...;-...,_v-;-m: 
~;:;. ""'~'"';'~ :-c;,~~~*-B'~~;,l~,~?."~}:~~r-~:t~,.:.;;·:.\~ ~·~:~"-"=~~·0:'J.;;;'.-: [?~i:.'Set":!·:~ . .:-.:,!.~ )~-.~~'4L-~~,.~~-¥~§'~:t:~ ~v~·~-~~1>\' _ _,__ · "Y·'-'''·~ --~ ~-- • :x..>-"- ·····~t,·':::f."····- -l "· -rti · ., .. · -·~ t:..·~··...... ~~~ ~~ ...:.:....··-~~~'f\_ '"" 't·'-·tct\l, )q~~--t;,.._ ·~....._ ........ ~-;··-·- ),.\ ~·~..::..:, '~ J:~{~~- ,.it"·":t··· .... ~'l···~ 
~.;~t->0 ~~~~~:£i-.~=.;~:.:l~-:--~~~~tt"1~~~~._£,..,::.~~~·· . .:"1·~~S!.i~~b.'-~~-~n-.:t.C ... 

Client A Increase ECC approved for Change in mental condition ·Jed 

penn anent raise in IBA to change in ICAP score (67). 
due to significant ECC approved a higher 
change in ICAP DOORS Model amount. 
variables. Changes were in her 

-Temporary ECC was psychological evaluation that 
$108,7'73-before IBA resulted in a full scale IQ of 62 
adjusbnenl with the following diagnoses: 
- ffiA was permanently Bipolar I Disorder, Borderline 
readjusted from $42.,982 Inte11ectual Functioning, 
to$83,744. Complex Partial Seizure 

Disorder, etc. 
OientB Increase ECC approved a Change in mental condition not 

revised IBA. captured by ICAP score. ECC 
- Received temporary detennined DOORS Model 
ECC funding of amount could not fit the 
$144,356 and then ECC person's characteristics. 
determined that - Additional funding was 
individual's requested for 3 months of 2:1 
characteristics did not male staffing 24 hours a day. 
fit DOORS Model. - Variables reviewed were 
-Request for a psychological information, 
pennanent IBA of history, inctdent reports, etc 
$94,058 based on Reasons for changed in mental 
current and past ECC condition include violent 
information. Previous outbursts and suicidal attempts 
IBA before temporary and threats. 
ECC approval was 
$52,502. 

CUentC Decrease Moved to independent Change in home situation was 
livmg with monitoring. captured by change In leAP 
- IBA-was readjusted variables. Van able change was 
from $90,728 to $34,878. from "group residence with 
- Res Hab, bay Hab and staff, supervision and training" 
Skilled Nursing to "independent in own 
decreased significantly home/apartment." Primary 
in number of units. diagnoois is mental retardation 

with a secondary diagnosis of 
mental illness. 
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ClientD No Change Had no change in 1CAP No change in condition CNer 
scores. many years. Individual is 44 

years of age with a primary 
diagnosis of severe mental 
retardation. 
Since age has a negative 
roeffk:ient in the DOORS 
Model. her mA will gradually 
decrease despite no other 

OientE No Change ECC denied increase of 
change in her condition. 
Change in home situation could 

$38,662 to rover have been captured by change 
R,esidential Habilitation in non-ICAP variables. ECC 
services due to J.imjted determined that non-ICAP 
ability to fund out of variables should not be 
home placements. changed. 
Oient mA remains set Potential change was to be 
at $16,162. placed in group home due to 

anticipmredlossofprlnuuy 

• _caregiver (elderly 
grandmother). 
ECC reccmunended to prioritize 
or re-assess the need for Speech 
and OT services and ronsider 
Psychological Services. 

OientF New High IBA of $157,384. Primary diagnosis is mental 
Child transitioning retardation with secondary 
from Orild to Adult diagnoses of blindness, 
Waiver. epilepsy/seizures and 

situational mental health 
problems. Services now used 
are case management, 
specialized mental health 
services, respite care, 
specialized transportation 
services and other. 
Broad independence score is 
419. 

ClientG New Low IDA of $26,865. Primary diagnosis is autism 
Oilld transitioning with no cidditional diagnoses. 
from Child to Adult Broad independence score is 
Waiver. 4'77. 
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Trends in Modifications by the ECC 

Almost all consumers in the Adult Waiver had a formula-based IBA upon the last calibration of 
the DOORS Model in FY 2003. We analyzed trends in the number of consumers and the dollar 
amount of IBAs modified by the ECC since then. We used data provided to us by the Division 
that indicates when a consumer transitioned from a formula-based IBA to a ~odifi.ed IBA or 
began as a new consumer with a modified IBA. These modifications may be either permanent 
or temporary. In the case of temporary modifications, the data also indicated when the 
modification ended for the consumer. 

Table 8 shows annual counts of consumers and dollar amounts by type of IBA from FY 2003 to 
FY 2006. In FY 2003, the formula-based IBAs were re-calibrated and almost all consumers were 
assigned a formula-based IBA. ECC modifications were later applied to the re-calibrated, 
formula-based IBAs for some consumers. 

In the table, the New or Transitioning Consumers rows summarize the net effect of consumers 
who are new to the waiver and the year-to-year transition of consumers between having 
formula-based IBAs and modified IBAs. In FY 2004, the net effect of new consumers to the 
waiver (or those who left the waiver) and consumers who transitioned to a modified IBA was 
12 fewer consumers with formula-based IBAs and 51 more consumers with pennanent ECC
modified IBAs. In later years, the net effect has been to have an increase in both the number of 
consumers with formula-based IBAs and the number of consumers with either permanent or 
temporary modifications. 

Table 8: Adult Waiver Claim Statistics by ECC Plan 

New or Transitioning Consumers 

Consumers w/ Fom1ula-Based IBAs 
Consumers w/ Permanent ECC 
Modifications 

Consumers w/ Temporary ECC 
Modifications 

Total Consumers 

Consumers w/ Formula-Based IBAs 
Consumt!!"s w/ Permanent ECC 
Modifications 
Consumers w/ Temporary ECC 
Modifications 

NAVIGANT 
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2003 

n/a 

n/a 

n/a 

989 

12 

n/a 

57 

2004 2005 

-12 61 

51 8 

n/a 23 

97'7 1,038 

63 75 

n/a 23 

. 2006 

69 

4 

10 

1,107 

79 

33 
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Total Payments for Consumers 

Consumers w/ Formula-Based mAs 
Consumers wl Permanent ECC 
Modifications 
Consumers w/ Temporary ECC 
Modifications 

Average Payments for Consumers . 

Conswners w/ Formula-Based mAs 
Consumers w/ Permanent ECC 
Modifications 
Consumers w/Temporary ECC 
Modifications 

Consumers w/ Payments> $150,000 

Consumers w/ Formula-Based mAs 
Consumers wf Permanent ECC 
Modifications 

· Consumers w/ Temporary ECC 
Modifications 

3281" 

2003 2005 2006 

$57,693,779 $55,840,636 $56,462,927 $59,575,504 

$846,526 $4,880,984 $6,189,236 $6,545,108 

n/a n/a $1,213,809 $1,975,094 

$58,335 $57,155 $54,396 $53,817 

$70,544 $77,476 $82,849 

n/a n/a $52,774 $59,851 

42 37 41 39 

1 7 9 9 

n/a n/a 1 1 

The rate of new or transitioning consumers to modified !BAs has slowed since Flscal Year 2004. 
·Fourteen cOrisumers were new or transitioned to a modified IBA in Fiscal Year 2006 and a 
cumulative 112 consumers had either a permanent or temporary IBA modifications. These 
consumers represented abou~ 9'1k of all consumers in the Adult Waiver program. 

Following a low number of consumers with a modified ECC at the time of the last re
calibration, the payments for consumers ~th modmed !BAs grew from less than $1 million in 
FY 2003 to more than $8 million in FY 2006. This growth in payments for consumers with 
modified IBAs is roughly equal to the growth in total payments for the waiver.49 The payments 
for consumers with formula-based IBAs, which has added consumers new to the waiver and 
lost consumers who transferred to having modifications, have been relatively constant at about 
$58 million since FY 2003. 

Since FY 2003, the growth in the number of consumers with very high payments (above. 
$150,000) is largely attributed to consumers with modified IBAs. The group of consumers with 
very high rnA amounts~ proportionally more ECC-modified IBAs. They represent 20% of 

4f We did not distinguish the illvetage change per oonsumer for those who transfernd from a formula-based IBA \IWSil5 those who 
began waiver participation with a modified IBA. This would be possible If the d11bl were further ocgaruzed as a "penef' d11ta seL 
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.the cOilSUmer;s with payments greater than $150,ooo.so the cumulative number and average size 
'Of the modified IB.As is consistent with the policy goals for the secon~ component of the 
DOORS Model. 

·Of particularnote,.l:hemodifitatio11 of IB.As by the''Ecc is gradually separating the ·consumers 
into two· groups with ciifferent.average payments. ih FY 2006, cohsun'lf!!TS: with a petmanent 
~odification had ari average JBA of approximately $82,800. 1his was $29,000, or 54«ro, more 
than the, average formula-based 1BA. · · 

.Sh.are.of IBAs.Attributed to. the Formula's JCAP Variables, the Formula's Service. Variables and . 

. ·the ·:Ecc Modificatiorui · · - · ·- · -

DUring= our evah.tati<m, at stakeholder meetings and on other .occasions,- we were asked how . 
much of the total amount of the lBAs was due to the form~a's lCAP variables, how much was 
due to the formula's service variables. and ;how much was due to the ECC s modific:;;stions. W~ 
also became aw-ate that. the ECC approves adjustments to the ~ervi~ variables, which impact 
the dollar amoun.t cala,llat~'by the formula and the ECC approves modifications to the 
formula-based IBAs generated, or both for a .consumer. 51 

In terms of trends, we were iitterested in ho.w values for service variables and ECC 
modifications may have increased or decreased. portions of IBAs over time. The values for ·the 
service variables ~e not stored in a data set since FY 2003 and the hard-copy files do not have a 
consistent method of retaining this information. It is not possible to disc~ when an ECC 
modification either increased an IBA to be above·c:. formula-b~ IBA with unchanged values 
for the= service variables or increased an I~A to be a new formula-based IBA with changed 
value5 for the service variables. Therefore, our analysis of the serviCe variables· in the formula
based IBA and the ECC modifications were addressed by means of a single analysis. 

1n -this single analysis, we calculated the percentage of a consumer's total iBA attributed to the 
values of variables ,from his/her ICAP needs assessment The remaining percentage in~ 
comparative measurement was attributed to changes in the·values of service variables, 
modifications to formula-based mAs, or both. Although more of an accounting approach than 
~ statistical approach, we believe this is a pragmatic .analytic method· that provides a 
a;>mparal;ive measurement of the portion of the tBAs attributable to the service variables plus 
the ECC modifications. !l:! This comparative measurement iS especially useful to follow the 

t.o This representation for high_ payments is analyzed In peram!age terms that are relative to the 9% of modified IBAs for all 

o:o~umers. 'J:here remain a substantial number of consum~ with 'formuht-based IBAs wlth high paymentS, and the majority of 
consumersw;th modified IBAs do not hilve high paymen~. 

s1.1t is worth·noting that modifications are only requested to increase a consu~s .lBA. 'E.CC approval for '! reduction to a lor mula
based IBA is pot ~'trictJy ~ry. The only indicalion of an onr-calculalion of a fonnula-bosed JBA may be a low utilization nte 
of claims relative to the lBA. . . 

S1 This method is not s~ilar to decomposing the ''R-Squared" statistic thal'lneasazes the c$egree of vari;,tion in cons~_et's IBAs: 
explmned by the predictor variables of a regression. Tile degree of variation explained by the~ variables is ·con~ptulilly and 
practically different than the portion of the total IBA that can be attril;>uted to the ser'Vice variable!!-
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cumulative impact of the ECC's changes and modifications over time. Table 9 shows our 
results. 

Table 9: Portion of mAs for ICAP Variables versus 
Service Variables and ECC Modifications in the Adult Waiver 

ICAP Variables 
Service Variables and ECC Modifications 
Total 

76% 
24% 

100% 

FY2006 

68% 
32% 

100% 

32"83 

We found that the portion of IBAs attributable to the leAP variables has declined by 8 
percentage points since FY 2003. 'Exhibit 4 (at the end of this section) shows more detailed 
statistics for the calculation of these portions of IBAs. The first rows in the exhibit show values 
that are the sum of consumer IBAs. 1bis sum is expressed as a logarithmic value, which is the 
initial output from the DOORS Model formula before being translated into dollars. The second 
row shows the sum of the parameter values multiplied by the ICAP variables in the DOORS 
Model formula 53 This sum is also expressed as a logarithmic value. The final row in the first 
set shows the difference between the two sums. .We define this difference as the portion of 
consumer mAs that are due to the service variables and to the ECC modifications. These more 
detailed statistics also show, as could be expected, that the portion of the total IBAs that can be 
attributed to the lCAP variables is lower for those consumers with permanent or temporarily 
modified !BAs. 

This quantitative evaluation focused on how the Division's use of the DOORS model affected 
the trends in payments and other metrics for the three waivers since fiscal year 2000. Of 
particular note, the ECC has a dual role of approving changes to values of the service variables 
based on anticipated service needs and approving modifications that increase the IBA above the 
formula-based amount We have conducted a two-portion analysis in which the effects of ECC 
decisions are not separated. Given the available data, it is not possible to determine when the 
ECC approves a modification because certain service variables have not been appropriately 
assigned values of 1 in the formula to reflect a consumer's anticipated needs. There is a need 
for increased data retention about approved changes to the service variable over time in order 
to conduct a three-portion analysis of lBAs attributable to the ICAP variables, the service 
variables and the ECC modifications. We propose recommendations to address this issue for 
Adult Waiver consumers with anticipated service needs versus above-average needs given 
similar characteristics in our conclusion. 

lB This sum of the ICAP variables also includes the value of intercept, whidl is a constant value for 1111 consumers. The numerator 
term in the later division is a "but-forN calculation of a consumer's rnA that is absent of any service variables or their parameter 
estimates from the calibnsted ~ion analysis. This is not the mA that a consumer would have if the rnA were b11.~d on 11 newly 
alibrated regression oanalysis that omitted the service Vllriables. The parameter estimates for the !CAP variables and the tntera:pt 
would be different If the regression analysis were conducted without the service Vllriables. 
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Exhibit la: Consumer Growth 

by County and Waiver 

Adult Oilld ABI 

County 2003 2006 Change 2003 2006 . Change 2003 2006 Change 

Albany 86 102 16 32 39 7 4 6 2 

Bighorn 5 11 6 14 18 4 1 4 3 
Campbell 56 70 14 32 52 20 5 10 5 
Carbon 6 8 2 12 11 -1 3 
Converse 7 10 3 17 25 8 2 
Crook 1 3 2 7 8 1 
Fremont 99 113 14 53 80 27 9 13 0 
Goshen 45 53 B 8 14 6 4 2 
Hot Springs 47 52 5 3 6 3 1 3 -1 
jolmson 2 2 

, 
0 6 7 1 2 1 13 

Laramie 174 203 29 54 118 64 22 35 

Uncoln 25 30 5 30 46 16 1 15 l. Natrona 144 176 32 B8 136 48 9 24 
Niobrara 1 2 1 ] 2 1 ] 6 
Park 25 44 19 34 49 15 2 8 
Platte 2 4 2 6 14 8 1 6 
Sheridan 79 103 24 21 36 15 7 13 
Sublette 2 3 1 5 7 2 3 
Sweetwater 69 83 14 59 58 -1 4 7 0 
Teton 21 23 2 14 29 15 1 1 2 
Uinta 77 85 8 35 44 9 2 4 
Washakie 13 18 5 8 6 -2 1 -1 
Weston 11 17 6 7 10 3 2 1 
Not Available 4 4 0 4 11 7 
Totzl 1,001. 1,21.9 218 550 826 276 71 143 55 
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• 
Exhibit lb: Provider Growth 

by County and Waivn · 

Adult Child ABI 

Co1mty 2003 2006 Change 2003 2006 Otange 2003 2006 Change 

RSP Providers 10 10 0 10 10 0 6 9 3 

lndependenis 
Albany . 11 17 6 38 37 -1 3 10 7 
BigHorn 5 10 5 18 27 9 0 2 0 

Campbell 25 19 -6 29 26 -3 3 7 4 

Carbon 9 8 -1 5 6 1 0 1 0 

Converse 14 12 -2 16 17 1 0 1 0 
Crook 1 3 2 7 4 -3 0 0 0 

Fremont 13 12 -1 56 72 16 4 3 -1 
i Goshen 13 11 -2 13 21 B 2 3 1 

• Hot Springs 3 5 2 9 5 -4 0 1 0 
Johnson 2 3 1 10 9 -1 0 0 0 

I Laramie 35 43 8 66 73 7 25 37 12 
' 

I 
lincoln 21 29 8 45 53 8 0 1 0 

Natrona 68 56 -12 103 113 10 13 20 7 
I Niobrara 0 0 0 2 1 -1 0 0 0 

1 Park 29 29 0 52 46 -6 2 16 14 
' Platte i 
' 1 3 2 4 4 0 0 0 0 
i 

Sheridan I 
I 

8 11 3 28 24 -4 6 5 -1 

Sublette · 1 0 -1 3 7 4 0 0 0 

Sweetwater 26 35 9 55 51 -4 1 8 7 
Teton 6 10 4 27 13 -14 0 2 0 

Uinta 17 17 0 39 39 0 4 6 2 
Washakie 7 6 -1 5 3 -2 0 0 0 

Weston 0 3 3 3 4 1 0 0 0 

Not Available 0 1 1 3 3 0 ] 1 0 

Out of State 7 2 -5 15 18 3 ] 0 0 

Total 333 356 23 662 6ff7 25 71 133 55 
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Exlu"bit 2a: Formula-Based mA 
Adult Waiver 

V arlable Label 

Intercept 

Composite 
Age 
Broadw 
MalGen 

Age 
ICAP Broad Independence . 
ICAP General Maladaptive 

B,C: Diagnostic/Functional 
Autimn Au~ 

Brain Brain/Neurological Damage 
Chem Olemical Dependency 
Deaf Deafness 
Leve1 Level of Mental Retardation 
Psych Psychotropic Medications 

F: Residential Placement 
Parent 
Indep 
MonApt 

lives w. Family 
Uves Independently 
Independent w . Monitoring 

G: Daytime Program 
Shop Sheltered Workshop 
Supt Supported Employment 
Comp Competitive Employment 

Services 
Reside 
DayHab. 

Nursing 
PersCare 
Psych 
Assess 
lnhome 

Residential Services 
Day Habilitation 
Nursing 
Personal Care 
Psychological Services 
Second Assessment 
In-home Services 

63 
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Exhibit 2b: Formula-Based mA 
Child Waiver 

Variable Label 

Intertept 

ICAP Measures 

SerScore ICAP Service Score 

Autism Ox: Autism? 

Cl Level of Mental Retardation 

C4 Seizure Frequency 
C10_2 Assistive Devices? 

Parent Uves w. Family? (Fl•l) 

Services 

W2105 Respite? 

W2107 Residential Habilitation? 

W211l Special Family Habilitation Home? 

W2119 Skilled Nursing 

W2127 Psychological Services? 
W2129 Dietician Services 

64 
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Exhibit 2c: Formula-Based mA 
ABIWaiver 

Variable Label 

Intercept 

NeuroPsycl\ Measmes 

Vl ICAP 

V2 Chart Cognitive 

V3 Supervision Rating 

Services 

W3311 
W3157 
W3159 

Residential Habilitation 

Psychological Services 

Skilled Nursing 

65 
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Exhibit 3: Correlations of ICAP Variables and Service Variables with Claims 

Adult Waiver 

Variable Label 

Comlation with Payments <1, 2> 

Recalibration 
2002 

'HvalUDtion 
2006 

Unit 
Chauge 

B,C: Diagnostic/Fanctional 

.\\~~~~&1~~~~~~\1;~~~~~\~~~~:~~~~~t~l~~~~rB:~:~*-g·~~,~~~:·j~~~~il\1~~tP~i~~:~~~~1~~~t5~~\,~:Q:p~~~~:~\~~~~R~\~~~~~ .. ~~~~:~~i~;~~?~~ 

Epilepsy Dx: Epilepsy or Seizures? 0.15 0.19 0.05 

,hysical Dx: Physical Health Problem? 0.13 0.12 -0.02 

Psycho Dx: Mental~ (Psychosis)? 0.12 0.12 0.00 

neuron Dx: Situational Mental Health? 0.09 0.04 -0.06 
:;::.;· ;..~,;:$1r~·t·'''·"!~:..,-·<,lil;, h~¥.'-.--~'· · . . . ·· ,. ~'ill-<.;. ;:.hi;~~~·.~~;>~>,~··~·· ~·~'>C.)~§!m'f! ~·· ~:<!· 'A\',~-:.<~t<i).l,"i~I!Rt<;'•·~~:f~·~· .,. . ... l~<i\~ ..... !(~~·s.iit.\J~~·~~~u.'8:: ~-)J l t'\:~. ~, ~:s tt1i~~· • ..:.l;S ~~ ... •• .:t'§~'\ ~'. · :-; ~ ~~~~~ · · · !<\il \ ~~· 
:t'\~<.\.'.:~·;._~\7.. .. ~, .. ~f \.o ' 1 ° ~~. _. ...,_. ~~· :rc;w.p: (.~ 0 "') (' .. ~ ",- ·~ o 'a.'4 ~'\ • 0 

•).91-! 

c2_vision Vision Lunltations 0.16 0.13 -0.03 

c3_hearing Hearing Limitations 0.04 0.06 0.02 

c4_seizure Seizure Frequency 0.14 0.11 -0.04 

c5Jilimits Health Limitations 0.24 0.20 -0.04 

c6_md_m Need forMD/RN Care 0.27 0.24 -0.03 

c7 _l_no_meds No Current Medication? -033 -0.36 -0.03 

c7 _J,_ftealth_meds Meds for Health 0.13 0.14 0.02 
-~':IO'.~'l:.i;;m·· · -~·- -~~~~~~-.. ,~ .... ~~t~·t:;~~o;,~···· _, . ..,-.lffi .... ;J;•··ltl~~~ .. ·~):~~-!>'~~.~ .... ,~"'~;;·,; ""·a~·-· · · · · :¥.< • · · 1!:. li!tlteitflQnS~ "''.l<,"~:i ~.,..,.~ , ~ ~.. l3lJ.1 • ~'t:S ~ · ·~'A · ~r-t .. !1::~, ..... : ...... • ............. i-:. ~:-.! ... ,'i.~ ,,.t ... ···"""'"'"'- lo\' , ... ~ ., .... , .. ............ : .. ... ~-~ .~ .. " ~"~'<-~ :'If. ,, :r-t: . .., 1 , •• ~~ ... ~~- , ~ ... .:,..., _,...... ..~ ... 1 r~:~. =\·:OW..~~ ••• .:c~ 

c7 _4_seizure_meds Seizure Meds 0.14 0.17 0.03 

c7 _s_other..}Jleds Other Meds 0.27 0.29 0.02 

c8_BIDl_hand Arm/Hand 

c9 _mobility Mobility 
clO_l_no_asslst No Mobility Assist Needed? 

c10_2_asststlve AssistiveMoblJity Devices? 

cl0_3_occl_assist Occasional Mobility Assist 
clO _4_alwys_assist Always Needs Mobility Help? 
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0.22 

0.18 

-0.30 

0.26 

0.15 

0.29 

66 

0.23 O.Dl 

0.22 

-0.32 

0.25 

0.12 

0.29 

0.04 

-0.03 

-0.01 

-0.03 

0.00 



Conclusions 

The DOORS Model: Design and Function 

The Wyoming DOORS Model offers an equitable, effective and reasOnable methodology for 
allocating HCBS Medicaid waiver funds to eligible individuals enrolled in the Adult, Oilld and 
ABI Waivers. Using the DOORS Model approach, the state hac; achieved a high level of 
stakeholder acceptance and involvement in the individual budgeting process. Consumers and 
providers appear to be reasonably satisfied with the DOORS Model. The Individual Budget 
Am01mts are perceived as reassuring to consumers and assist the providers in their budgeting 
process. 

The DOORS Model is a statistical resource allocation mo~el that uses multiple regression 
techriiques to set a service budget reflecting the individual's needs and the types of services 
necessary to meet those needs, based on the state's experience fnnding persons with similar 
funcl:ional abilities, as measuied by the ICAP, during prior year5. The analysis performed by 
Navigant Consulting revealed that the DOORS Model continues to perform as it was originally 
intended: distnbuting waiver funds equitably across the population of individuals enrolled in 
the HCBS waivers while matching consumer needs with available supports. 

Although functional and effective, some aspects of the DOORS Model may detract from its 
utility and. acceptance over time. Six such issues were identified during the comse of the 
evaluation. 

Resistance to change: Because of the model's reliance on historical serVice use data and the 
resulting de-emphasis on information related to current support needs, individual budgets 
are relatively static from year to year and may be seen by consumers and families as 
unresponsive to the changes in consumer's lives. 

Policy regarding new or increased· services: ConsUm.ers, families, advocates and others in 
Wyoming expressed dissatisfaction that the model is not used to reflect need, but to 

equitably fund known service choices. The model's architecture is capable of doing both, 
but Division policy, which is constrained by State budgetary obligations, has created a high 
threshold for increasing services. This creates a dynamic tension that appears misdirected 
toward the effectiveness of the DOORS Model. 

Impact of the residential setting: The DOORS Model regression formula utilizes the ICAP 
residential setting element as a key individual budget predictor. It also includes the type of 
residential service setting as a service variable. Because of the impact of the residential 
setting type on the budget amotmt enrolled individuals may legitimately be concerned 
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about losing service furiding if they move into a less restrictive setting, even when the 
current residence no longer meets the individual's needs. This results in new IBAs that do 
not reflect the level of funding needed to assure success in the new living situation and 
drives requests for ECC adjustments. 

Indirect assessment of seroice need: Several states are discontirniing their use of the ICAP in 
favor of the SIS because of the ability of the latter instrument to provide a direct assessment · 
of service need As described previously in the section entitled Comparing the Tools (see page 
17), the ICAP does not ac;sess support needs directly but is instead a deficit-based 
assessment tool Titis characteristic has been parti01larly important to some families and 
stakeholders who believe .the SIS is a more transparent assessment tool. 

Acce5s to services and choice: While. the. DOORS ~odel is believed to provide adequate 
funding, concerns remain that the system of services and the service planning and decision
making process could be improved to provide increased levels of choice and broader access 
to services. ~issues appear to be influenced more by Division policy, appropriation 
and practice and provider comnumity behavior more than a direct impact of the individual 
budgets generated by the DOORS Model While the involved Division policies are long
standing and reflect accepted public policy, the Division might make it clearer to 

stakeholdeiS that these issues are not directly attnbutable to the DOORS Model 

Increases in expenditures: Service claim expenditures under the DOORS Mod~ as 
represented in per ~pita figures, have steadily been increasing. The reason for this relates 
primarily to the Extraordinary Care Committee process that increases IBA amounts when it 
is demonstrated that the formula-driven IBA is not sufficient to meet a person's needs. As 
rioted previously, formula-based IBAs have be51 ielatively static over the last three years, 
since the last recah'bration of the model in 2003. Because the DOORS Model ket?ps funding 
increases in check over time, there appears. to be a greater tendency 'for consumers, families 
and providers to seek the budget incre~ they believe to be necessary through the ECC 
process. In fact, current data suggest that the spending increases are priinarily' due to the 

ECC decisions. New rules for the ECC prOc:ess were promulgated in October of 2006. The 
Division may wish to examine the affect of these new rules next year. 

Findings and Recommendations 

Although "best practice" in resource allocation and individual budgeting is evolving rapidly as 
states reassess, refine and improve their current budgeting practices, the DOORS Model 
continues to provide one of the most effective individualized budgeting strategies in the 
country. The fundamental components of the DOORS Model are solid and, with a few targeted 
modifications, the system should continue to meet the state's needs well into th~ future. The 
following are some general findings and related potential solutions. · 
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Strengther1ing ICAP AdministrRtion. Currently, the ICAP is administered every five years for 
the Adult Waiver and every three years for the Olild Waiver. WIND, the University of 
Wyoming entity responsible for the administt:ation of the ICAP needs assessment, has been 
responsible for this component of the DOORS Model since 2003. Some individuals enrolled in 
the Adult Waiver still have service plans funded with IBAs generated from lCAP assessments· 
completed prior to WIND's involvement. Many providers and consumers feel the method of 
ICAP administration in place now is more equitable and reliable than it was in the past. To 
address this issue, we recommend that the Division consider re-administering the ICAP to all 
individuals assessed prior to the transition to WIND. 

Modifying the l11dividual Budget Appeal (ECC) Process. As noted above, an important factor 
associated with increases in service cost expenditures appears to be the number of individuals 
receiving budget increases through the ECC; the appeal process for a formula-driven rnA. The 
ECC process is an essential component of a good individual budgeting model Formula-driven 
IBAs cover the needs of consumers a majority of the time. But for the small number of cases for 
which the generated budget is inadequate, an understandable appeals process is required. The 
Division has promulgated new rules for the ECC requiring more complete documentation of 
the results of decisions that are made and the decision maldng process. This is demonstrable 
progress reflecting a strong commitment by the Division to make this process clear and more 
accountable. 

The current evaluation suggests, however, that the policies and practices concerning the use, 
modification and definition of service variables are unclear. This impacts mAs that do not 
result in appeals submitted to the ECC as well as some that are impacted by ECC requests. We 
recommend that the Division initiate electronic documentation of the ECC deliberations and 
decisions. This will enhance ongoing management of the new ECC rules as well as analysis of 
trends in ECC requests and decisions. This will be of significant importance as the Division 
seeks to analyze the impact of ECC decisions on overall funding and the migration of average 
per capita funding levels. It should also identify those ECC adjustments that may lead to 
further modification of elements of the DOORS ModeL 

Addressing Regimzal Wage Coucerns. Provider regional wage differences may be an expense 
factor that is not being adequately addressed through the DOORS Model The recent State of 
Wyoming 2006 Wage Survey report completed by Navigant Consulting (under separate 
contract) examined regional wage differences for non-professional, direct care staff working in 
entry level positions in day activity, residential and work settings. The report found that 
average hourly wage rates for these employees varied by county, ranging from $8.28 per hour 
in Goshen County to $10.90 per hour in Albany County. Several states employ ra~e setting 
strategies that take such differences into consideratip:n. South Dakota's SBR model, for 
example, includes a provision to acr:ount for variances ·in per capita income by county, which 
serves as a proxy for differences in provider wage costs across regions. Such rate differences 
may not be adequately addressed in the DOORS Model funding formula Since provider costs 
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are predominately a function of personnel related expenditUies, we recommend that the State 
consider adding an adjustment factor into the DOORS Model to address legitimate regional 
differences. 

lmprooing Data Storage. As discussed previously, the Division does not adequately store the 
historical or anticipated service variables collected as a statistical component of the DOORS 
Model. Maintaining a complete set of statistical data is important when running a data-based 
indi'_Tidual budgeting model. We recommend that the Division take steps to improve its data 
storage capacity and practices as soon as possible. 

Improving Nuds Assessment: The Supports bzteiJSity Scale. As discussed in our report, the SIS 
is considered by many a superior needs assessment.tool for service pla:rming. It offers a better 
prospective look at service and resource needs than the ICAP which focuses on consumer 
deficits and historical services and resources. like the ICAP, the SIS is proprietary. Our study 
does not suggest that a wholesale migration to a new needs assessment tool is necessary in the 
short or even intermediate term solely as an improvement to the DOORS Model. However, 
exploration of the impact of the SIS as a more effective service planning tool may have longer
term positive impact on the system and the DOORS Model. Instead, the State may consider a 
regional pilot, which would involve intensive training of needs assessment administrators, 
ISCs, and consumers. Consumers and providers could evaluate the tool's effectiveness and 
usefulness in service planning. Additionally, should such an evaluation confirm significant 

. benefits of using the SIS, the Dimon could run the data collected through a regression to 
determine if it could replace the ICAP data variables h1 the DOORS Model. We recommend 
that the state consider using the SIS on a trial or pilot basis to assess its potential as a 
replacement to the ICAP. In the longer term, the state of Wyoming may want to consider the 
migration of its needs assessment tool from the ICAP to the SIS. This could lead to an eventual 
reduction in the reliance on service variables that come from consumer claims history. This 
reduction could progress the DOORS Model toward prediction of services best suited to a 
consumer, rather than a predictive model based on the services a consumer has received in the 
past 

Reviewi1rg DOORS Service Variables. In the current DOORS Model, the historical or 
anticipated service variables are bhlary, entered as either a zero or a one. This means that there 
is no way to demonstrate gradations of need in this component of DOORS. The Division may 
want to consider allowing partial coding of these variables to fine tune the model by providing 
a range of service levels. A five point Ukert scale, for example, could replace the current two 
point scale. This change may be especially helpful for consumers who wish to transition from 
group homes to other housing but still anticipate a need for some supports and services not 
currently supported by the new IBAs. We recommend that the Division review the service 
variables included in the DOORS Model to ensure they provide the level of specificity 
required to accurately predict service costs. 
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We also found apparent age bias in the IXX>RS Model. As described in our quantitative 
evaluation, the current DOORS methodology applied to the Division's youngest waiver 
consumers tends to generate budgets higher than necessary. This is due to the influence of 
certain variables designed to capture data about adults. We recommend that the Division 
examine the methodology as applied to young children and develop policies regarding post
budget modifications or variable input modifications to improve accuracy. 

Developing AccJtrate Budgets for lndiuidURls with Complex Conditions. During our study, 
many stakeholders expressed concern about the ability of the DOORS Model to accurately 
predict and set service costs for waiver participants with co-existing developmental disabilities 
and mental illnesses. According to our qualitative research. individuals with a dual diagnosis 
may require more funding than a standard DOORS Model generated budget would indicate. 
The Division should consider adding an element or factor for additional funding to the 
DOORS Model to better reflect the needs of these individuals. 

Improving Tr&mspllTency mrd User Friendliness. As discussed previously, another essential 
element of a good budgeting model is transparency. In other words, the individual budget 
development process should occur in such a way that it is easily understood by individuals 
receiving support and their families, providers and other stakeholders. Individual budgeting 
guidelines recently released by CMS in the new Medicaid waiver application template require 
that state individual resource allocation models be transparent and that states furnish 
appropriate training and assistance to help program participants understand the basis upon 
which hmding is determined. It is apparent that many consumers do not understand the 
concept of individualized budgeting, nor do they comprehend the methodology used by the 
DOORS Model to determine their assigned budget am01.mts. We recommend that the state 
implement a targeted consumer education initiative to provide information to individuals 
receiving support, families, providers and state officials on the structure and functioning of 
the DOORS Model and its use in individual budget development. 
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Appendix A 

l : Eligibility 

2. N~ds Assessment 

· 3. Consumer Profile 
Data 

N 1\ V l .f;.AN T 
• U t11Nr. 

Process for identifying those persons who are eligible for an 
individual budget and those wbo are 110t, Including the 
estal;>llshment of sel'vim priorities and targeting ct'iteiia (e.g., 
pe9ple in crisis, pe6ple wl'to lwv~ been abused or neglected, 
pepple who are at lisk, etc), 

. The poltcles, ·procedures and assess1nents used to: (a) identify 
· personal sh·engths and needs for support, treatment and 
supervisiOn, (b) l"dentify non-funded "natural" supports to be 
Included in "the individual's plan atid, (c) separate support 
needs that must be £unded from personal wants that are not 
necessarily required by the phmgf que. 

Exis.ting.data proViding. aggregate and individUal Jelated 
information on needs and ·fw1c.tiontng levels :of current 
recipients . . Desired data would desoibe the natul'C and level 
of needs related to: (a)physical disabilities; (b) medical, health . 
related and behavior~ conditions; (c) dltect and 
indirect/intemuttent supervision; llf!q_ (d) personal and 
vocational'rehabilltation and training. The available data that 
would describe, in the aggregate or £ot: htdividual recipients, 

. the level of physical disabilltles; medical needs, behav:lorai 
needs, and functioning.levels Qf cunent recipients. 

• 

• Individuals referred to the Division through provider 
agendes, healthcare fadlities,.or community refe1Tal. 

•.· A waiting list began July 1 fqr the Adult, Chl1d and ABI 
Waivers. 

• Inventory for·Ciierit and Agency Plannlng~(ICAP) needs 
!!!SSe_ssment tool. · · · 

:iii.:. Independently Selected Sel·vice Coordinator (ISC), with 
consumer, family,_ and team help develop the sav.ice 
plan by identifying.how funding will be spent on 
supports. 

• 

• 

ICAP Assessme.nts capture abilities and 59me health 
status information . .In addltiort to general descriptive 
and functional limitation'ih.fonnation, the lc;.A.P collects 
1nfmmatlon on.four generl!l skills are~:· Motor Skills, 
Social and CommunJcation SkU's, Personall.Jvfng Skills, 
and Community Living Skills. 

Service variables collect irtfom1aUon on h'istorical 
budgets, lu~tory of service needs or anticipated service 
needs, and psychological and :medkal needs. 
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4. Service Selection 

'·.~ •. Covered Services 
and Costs 

6. Bu!iget 
Development 

N '\VIGANT 
t> ".< U L 1 1 N c; 

• 
·The process used to select the services nnd•supports that best 
address the lndJvldual's needs and preferences. 

The specific services or e~pendltures that may be authorized 
for·purchase under the.lndlvldual budget and those that are 
excluded. For example, case management may be furnished as
a targeted state plan service and not "included in the budgeting 
methodology; fiscal management services may be covered as 
-either a wpiver service or~ admin,isl;rat~ve ~t; in some 
states, specific servJ~, activities or llems may be· excluded 
from cons"ideration in ;the~individual budget. This includes an 
examination of coverage for case management, fiscal 
intermediary services and'individual service plaruiing. 

The statistical process used by the State tp detaml"ne the 
~aunt of the individual budget includlhg the analysis.of 
approved and expended amounts, characteristics and 
variables that influence-or drive,costs, statistical models, 
costing fmmula, etc. 

• The Ser:v.fee Plan 'is determined by an indiVidual'$. te~\ 
which 'Includes the ISC and the eonsumer. The team 
may also'i(lclude parent$, fSit'lily, guardian. and 
a~vocates. This process happens after the budget is 
detednined., · 

• IndMaually Selected:Se1vkJ? Coo1·dinator (ISQ submits 
propo~ plan of care to Sta.te. 

• Waiver spedalf~ts determine waiver eligibility of citent. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Approved HCBS waiver services are, defined by the 
Division and include day habUltati.Q!l. r.~dential · 
habilitation, therapy, and other services. 

Individual budget amounts at'e determined by the IBA 
l'nod~l ahd are refined by wcilver spectallsts. 

Exttaotdifiai}' Care Committee outlier ·£wuilng amounts 
are detemtlned on a case-by·case b@Sis. 

No current system to analyze expendJtw·es, cost:drjvers 
or formulas. 
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·?;,_Budget Timing I' The process for setting the Individual funding anto_unt can 
identify a budget fllllOW1t: (a) at the begltu\lng of the program 
planJti'ng process so individualsrecelving support know the 

-amount of funding they:have to workWith (prospective), (b) 
dul'irlg m· following the planning process based on the- · 
services that have been 'identified (reb.'ospective),-qr (c) At the 

-beginning of the process throug}:l a tal'get or "planning" 
budget that is subJect to vaification followJng the 

· development of the individual plan of care. 

8. Cost or Rate Setting r· Tile basis upon which provider costs are l'E!ihtbUI'Sed~ such as 
audited provider costs, state-set rates, cost limits or funding 
bands or budgettiig forn'iwa based on weighted variables. 

9. Dealing with Risk 

NI\V 1r AN T 
.• . 11 11" " -

An individual budgeting methodology needs to allow for cost 
increases due to unantldpated needs,of existing inqivi<;lual_s 
and the need to serve new Jndlviduals entering the system for 
the first tfine. the: budgeting fonnat additionally needs to 
include provisjons, for·cove!,'lng time lin1ited cost Increases due 
to temporary conditions or situations requiring mcreased 
supervision or services. 

••• 

• The DOORS Model.Is designed to ci'eate a-pt·ospe~tive 
(a) budget based on histol'lc data, ICAP scores, and 
additional variables. If, dw·ll,g the plaruilng p1ucess; the 
budget Is deemed inadeqt.{ate by and individual's team, 
the ISC can s~bm,it a request fot' additional. funding 
through the Extraordlmny C~re Conunittee. 

-• Individual budget set through rnodet providers then 
reimbursed, at the direction of the conswnel' and the 
consumer's team. 

• Some se1vh:e rat~ are fixed and spn1c m·c variable. For 
~xample, Residential Habllltation and Day HabiUtation 
rates are variable; thetapy rates are,fixed • 

• 

• 

. . ··-· .,~ · . 

E-xtraordinary Care Committee (ECq review p.-ocess 
available to handle unanticipated needs .. 

Temporary budget adjustments tlU'ough ECC also 
available. 
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10~ Crisis Services 

11. Equity 

System FWtding 

NI\VIGANT 
0 ~ -4 u \11 ~ c: 

•• 

The ability of the budgeting format and methodology =to 
·respond to'ihdlvidua1s1n crisis with emergent needs.for 
behavioral suppprt, medical or psychiatrJc care, intensive 
superVision and out of home placement. 

The extent t9 which the budgeting metho.dQJogy Js being 
applied in an equitable, fair and consistent fa5hiog acr~ all 
individuals. 

The mechanisms,by Which the provider agendes and systems 
are supported through the curr!mt budgeting ·approaches and 

. 11\t:!thcxlologies, spedfkaJJy as related to a~sre~ate 
management approaches. 

: \ 

.. ECC process availaP.le fQr o·~ses . 

·• Change in living situation or other emergent" needs can 
trigger a new ICAP assessment and a new budget to 
meet· the funding needs of th~:new U':'ing situation. 

• Di~JSion offitials -·are accessible to providers in p·Jsls 
sttuations. 

• In gen~al, wh~n a request for an exception is presented 
to the Division, the Division will decide when ihe 
request is appropriate. 

• The DOORS Model relies on historical data, !CAP 
assessmen~ scores, and Non~ICAP assessment scores to 
distribute resources. 

• The 000~ Model does not ~Jow for parffa.l scoring 
(e.g. supported employment vs. day habUJtntion).-

• The process of detennining plan of care muounts from 
the waiver speciallsts-ls not stan~dized. 

• The Division provides lrniver oversfght, a component of 
which is ensuiihg availability of funds for waiver 
rectpien.ts. 
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l4. Cost Neutnility 

N ! \VI ·.c ANT 
• • . \ f t Nr. 

The means by which funding de¢sions are actually made, 
including data used, level of decentralization, oversight and 
analytic capabilities, etc. 

The approaches used to assure the·costs of services furnished 
under each waiver meet relevant.cost neutrality requirements. 

• •• 

·~:~ 

An entity ext.et"I:\al to th~ provider (WIND) completes the . 
irl1tial ICAP assessment. 

The.state uses state-employed Waiver Spedalists to tim 

.the DOOES statjstical model and determine funding. 

w: ECC is-comprised of the Division Financial Manager, 
O.ffke of Heaithcare Pinandng representaltve, Waiver 
manager and the conswner' s Individually Selecte~ 
Service Coordinator (ISC) 

"!· DeCisions abqut services are made at the 
prov.ider/cons~mer level. 

• DOORS is designed to allOc:ate available. resources across , 
the number of waiver pat·ticipan~. 
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State A&sessment Tool(s)1 

Alabama lnv_!lltory for Client and Agency_.Planning OCAP) 
Arkansas ICAP 
Arizona ICAP 
California State developed needs assessment tool: Client 

Development Evaluation Report {COER) 
Connecticut State-developed needs assessment tool: Connecticut Level 

of Need.Assessment and Screening Tool 
Colorado ICAP and Supports Intensity Scale (SIS) used by some 

local regions, state considering SIS for statewide use 
Florida In the process of developing a needs assessment tool 
Georgia SIS 
Idaho Uses a tool called the Scales of Independent Behavior-

Revised (SIB-R) to determine elig1"bility 
Illinois ICAP 
Indiana An adaptation of the Developmental Disabilities Profile 

(DDP) to determine elig~'bility 
Iowa Reviewing the use of the SIS as a component of quality 

assurance activities 
Kansas Basic Assessment and Services Information System 

(BASIS), which uses scores from the DDP 
Kentucky Considering the use of the North Carolina Support Need 

Assessment (NC-SNAP) 
Louisiana ICAP used by some case managers, state planning to 

implement SIS statewide 
Maryland Individual Indicator Rating Scale 
Minnesota · County agencies use the state developed needs assessment 

tool 
Missouri Critical Adaptive Behaviors Inventory (MOCABI) is used 

to screen adults 
Montana I CAP with a supplemental state-designed screening tool 
Nebraska ICAP 
Nevada Evaluating the NC-SNAP 
New York DDP (developed in NY) 
North Carolina NC-SNAP 
North Dakota Progress Assessment Review (PAR) 

1 Sources: "Short Survey of Statewide DD Assessment Practices," Brad Hill. Minneapolis, MN, 
January 20, 2003. www.c;pintemet.com/bhill/icap/assessmentsurvey.doc: other information 
gathered during state interviews by Navigant Consulting or conversations with industtY experts. 

N/\VIGANT 
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AppendixB • 
State Assessment Tool(s)l 

Pennsylvania Ad_~_ the SIS for service plannin__g_ in Janu~ 2007 
Ohio State developed Eligibility Determination Instrument, 

and the DDP for funding decisions 
Oregon Allows the use of a variety of standardized assessment 

tools 
Rhode Island Personal Ca_pacity Inventory (PO) 
South Carolina ICAP with a state-designed supplemental screening tool 
South Dakota ICAP 
Tennessee State developed Pre-Admission Evaluation (PAE) for 

waiver eligibility 
Texas ICAP with a state-designed ~upplemental screeni~ tool 
Utah SIS current!y being implemented statewide 
Washington SIS is being incorporated into the State's computerized 

assessment tool 
West Virginia Uses the ICAP for individuals in ICF-MR facilities and 

group_ homes only 
Virginia Allows the use of any published or provider-developed 

assessment tool-piloting the SIS in some regions • 

• 
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Wyoming Department of Health, Developmental Disabilities Division 
DOORS Evaluation Project 
Navigant Consulting, Inc. 
Charles Mosley Ed.D. 

Reviewing State Individual Budgeting Strategies: Criteria for Selecting States 
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The following criteria are offered to assist in identifying three to five states for a comprehensive 
in-depth review of individual budgeting strategies, practices and policies. Specific issues or 
questions are included to explain or expand the standard under consideration. 

. Review states should be selected based in part on the extent to which their resource allocation 
and individual budgeting methodologies are consistent with the guiding principles 
underpinning the project evaluation. These include:· 

• The allocationfituli'UidUJll budgeting process should enable individuals receiving support to choose 
their own seroices. · 

• The budgeting methodology should Javor cost effective support alternatives. 
• Funding offered by the state should be st.iffident to maintain appropriate access to needed services and 

s~orts. . 
• Provider payments should be consistent and equitable across the state. 
• An appropriate balance must be maintained between individUJll choice and fiscal responsibiUty. 
• Provider payment methodologies should be predictable. . 
• The allocation!indiuid.UJll budgeting process should support and/or facilitate the expansion of the 

provider community, including non-traditional services and supports 

To fullest extent possible, the states that are selected for review should utilize individual 
budgeting and resource allocation practices that meet the following criteria: 

1. Resource Allocation Process Develo.pment. The overall approadl to individual budgeting 
and resource allocation was developed with input from key stakeholders including, but not 
limited to, individuals receiving support, provider agency representatives, citizen 
advocates, legislative and/or governmental staff. Information was gathered through the use 
of: 

a. Advisory panels, focus or work groups. 
b. Key informant interviews · 
c. Surveys and studies 

2. Addresses System Needs. The individual budgeting/resource allocation system is designed 
to reflect and address broad systems issues related to: 

a. Assuring statewide resource availability - as set by the state's executive office and 
legislature. 

State Selection Criteria 
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b. Implementing resource allocation policies and priorities that (a) target available 
funding to individuals most in need. (b) assure the ~ and equitable distribution of 
resources across individuals and regions, and (c) control costs within available 
resources. 

c. The need to administer and support a layered service delivery system at the state, 
regionaL. county, and local and provider levels. 

d. The need to meet Medicaid and other funding requirements set by federal, state and 
regional governmental entitles. 

e. The need to maintain accountability and fiscal integrity. 
f. The need to assure service quality. 

3. Individual Needs Assessment. The individual budgeting methodology utilizes a 
standardized, valid and reliable process for evaluating each eligible person,s strengths and 
needs for support, treatment, training and supervision. Ideally, this process would 

a. Employ assessment tools that directly measure the extent of service need. 
Instruments that infer service need through an analysis of disability related 
functional factors should utilize an appropriate statistical design. 

b. Identify existing "natural" supports that would not be funded through public 
resources. 

c. Include an assessment of the individual's living situation in the family or at home 
(e.g., aging caregiver, single parent family, etc.) when relevant to meeting the 
individual's support needs. 

d. Include a mechanism for separating service "needs'' from un-funded service uwants" 
that are not required by the plan of care. It should be noted that some resource 
allocation systems identify address this issue by identifying certain services or 
supports that will not be funded by the state through the individual 
budgeting/resource allocation process. 

4. Seryice Selection. The resource allocation approach promotes the ability of service recipients 
to choose the supports, services, and the providers that best meet their needs and 
preferences. The process does not force the person to moose among a list of limited service 
options (see 2.d., above). 

5. Analysis of Covered Services and Costs. The resource allocation/individual budgeting 
methodology should establish allowable service rates based on statistical analyses of service 
costs and utilization. 

a. Setting rates and costs - The budgeting process should clarify the basis upon which 
·rates are set and provider costs reimbursed, such as actual expenditures using 
audited service utilization data including provider costs, state-set rates, cost limits, 
funding bands, or budgeting formulas based on weighted variables. 

State Selection Criteria 2 
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b. Statistical models used should assess the impact of key clinical, demographic and 
individual variables on service costs and outcomes. 

c. The statistical model should identify the individual, program and service related 
factors that influence or drive increases in costs and expenditmes. 

d. Statistical models should be able to predict costs based on assessed needs and other 
related variables. · 

e. The statistical model should appropriately address provider costs related to staff 
salaries, employee related expenses, program-related costs and adiriinistrative 
expenses. 

6. Individual Budsgt Development. Federal Medicaid waiver regulations require that 
individual budgets are set through a ''data-based" process. The statistical model utilized to 
develop and set individual budgeting amounts should have the following characteristics: 

a. Produces valid (addresses the issues it is designed to address), reliable (produces 
consistent results and outcomes oVer time) and predictable (effectively anticipates 
costs based on assessed needs) results across individual and regions of the state. 

b. Identifies and address the primary drivers of service rosts, such as: 
i. Level of mental retardation or other disability 

ii. Health 
iii. Safety 
iv. Supervision 
v . Mental health and other conditions 

c. Allocates resources on a fair and equitable basis across individuals, providers and 
locations. 

d . Includes a mechanism for funding n cost outliers," individuals whose needs 
legitimately exceed those that might be anticipated by the individual budgeting 
methodology. 

e. Produces an individual budgeting amount that is portable and take be taken by the 
person receiving support from one provider to another. 

f. Deals effectively with risk by adjusting for both long term and time limited rost 
increases due to unanticipated changes in individual's service needs or living 
situations. 

g. Produces an open and transparent budgeting format and process that is easy to 
understand and administer and allows for the involvement of individuals receiving 
supports and their families or guardians. 

h. Appropriately funds short term intensive emergency services and supports. 
L Self-determination - Adequately funds the wide variety of services and supports 

requested by individuals who are self-directing including, fiscal agent or 
intermediary services, support brokerage, employment. personal support agent, etc. 

7. Provider Reimbursement, Billing and Payment. The resource allocation methodology is 
designed to adequately and appropriately reimburse providers for the services provided. 

State Selection Criteria 3 
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1he system of ftmding and payment supports the development of necessary program 
infrastructure and administrative support. 

· 8. Implementation Strategies. The individual budgeting/resource allocation methodology 
provide for the effective implementation of new or revised payment systems through 
collaboration with key provider and stakeholder groups. 

9. Data Mana&ement The individual budgeting/resource allocation process should keep key 
performance and use data on the individual budgeting process. 

State Selection Criteria 4 
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Wyoming Depadment f;)f Heal~ Developmental Disabilities DivisionDOORS Evaluation 
Project 
Navigam Consulting 
.Olarles ft{f;18i"ey; Ed.D •. . . ' ... 

State Interview Questions 
HeBS Medicaid Waiver' Individual Budgeting 

·ResoLU:a? Ailootion Process Development 

1. Regarding the development of'your current ·individual budgeting strategy, what was the 
process y~:State used to obtain ~;:tkeholder inpu~? Which stakeholders were 
included? 

System.Needs, 

2. Please identify and descqbe ~g state, regiona1/COWlty or lbcal funding allocation 
poli~es that ensure the frur and equitab1e·distn'bution of resources across individuals 
and regiOns. 

3. Does the current individual budgeting system facil®te the delivery and administration 
of supports and services at the.state, regional, county, local, and provider levels? If so, 
how? D6es ··it appropriately address administrative tosts at each level? 

4. How .does the current system e,nsure fiscal..integrity and compliaru:e viith £un4ing 
requirements set by federal, state and regional governments? 

S. How does the individual budgeting/funding allocation system asSist in assuring quality 
services? 

. Individual Needs Assessment . - . . 

6. Please describe the assessment instrument and proress used. by y"t>lii' state to evaluate an 
indMaual's need for publicly .financed services and supports. Does the ~t tool 
directly measqre.an indlviduai'sn~. or~~ nee:d·tf:u'ough an determination of 
disability type 7 What types of disability related factors are measured within the tool? 

7. Does the assessment tool identi(y an~ evaluate the value of ''natural" supports not 
funded through public resources? 

8.· Does the mdM.dual budgeting methodology or assessment tool evaluate the 
mdividual's needs within his or her living situation? If so, how? 

State Interview Questions 

N;\VI GANT 
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9. How does the assessment tool separate tm.furlded service "wants'' from service "~.s" 
ad4,ressed. and funded under the plan of care? 

Service Selection· 

10. How does the individual budgeting/resource allocation process ensure that an 
indiVidual cqn chopse the provider that is best able to meet his or her needs and 
prefere.t)ces? 

Analysis of Covered Seryices, andCos~ 

11. What cost variables are used as' the basis for setting rates and reimbursing provider 
costs? 

12. ~t statistic~ or other methodology is u5ed to assess the impact of key clinical, 
demographic and individual variables on services costs and outcomes? 

13. What methodology is used to identify indivi~ual and service-related variables that CilUSe 

serVice costs to rise, or predict expenses? 

14., How does the "data-based" proce;;s (statistical model) employed in detemtining 
individual budgets address the individual's needs, provide amsistent resultS and project 
costs for all types of customers? 

15. How does your state's individual budgeting methodology set rates and budgets for 
"cost outliers," individuals whose needs significantly e~ceed. the majqrity of individui::ils 
served by the system._ 

16. What is the data-based process,~ed in determining individual budget amounts as well 
~ adjusting to unanticipated changes in individual's service needs? 

17. Is the budgeting process transparent and unde.tstandable for customers? 

18. Is the state's individ\,lal budgeting process designed to be utilized by individuals who 
direct and control the setvices they receive? If so, how? 

Data ManagenJ.ent. . - · .... 

19. Does the individual budgeting process gather and maintain ~ta Qn key budgeting 
performance and outcome variables? If yes, please describe. 

State Interview Questions 

N!\VIGANT 
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20. How iS data rr:}evc1fit to key statistics .for the individual budgeting/resource allocation 
process maintained and stored? 

S~te Interview Questions 

N/\VI .GANT 
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Bo Martin 

Dr. Martin is a statistician with experience in a range of 
analytical methodologies for dispute resolution, litigation 
support, rate-setting and operational performance measurement. 
Previously, he taught statistics at the University of Michigan and 
worked in the finance department of the Detroit Medical Center. 

Specializing in the healthcare industry, he analyzes claims for 
payments under Medicare and Medicaid programs, other federal 
and state programs, and private contracts between payers and 
providers. He also consults ~th healthcare clients to construct 
and test statistics for performance benchmarks in order to 
improve their operations or to defend their compliance with 
contractual obligations. These statistics have also tested the 
patient de-identification of data bases containing protected 
health information. 

Dr. Martin's consulting services often assist health care clients in 
responding to allegations of non-compliance, including 
·allegations of fraud and abuse behavior. These services involve 
extensive data management, including the integration of data 
from multiple transactional data warehouses into a common 
data structure. This integration allows for the re-analysis of 
previously reported statistics under various "but-for" 
simulations and the inferential testing of allegations made by 
other parties, and proved especially useful for investigations 
involving complex and voluminous transaction databases. 

He has designed, implemented, and testified on the results of 
random sampling plans and extrapolation of overpayments for a 
population of claims. He has also testified on the statistical 
validity of samples and econometric analyses conducted by other 
experts. 

He has provided consulting services and developed expert 
testimony on disputes including class action litigation on billing 
practices, and settlement negotiations with state attorneys 
general. 

Exhibit A 
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Bo Martin 

Representative Dispute Resolution I Litigation Support Experience 

)) Developed testimony provided by a health care strategy expert on the market definition and 
market size for a hospital that had allegedly restricted the entry into its geographic area by a 
diagnostic--imaging company. 

» Co-authored a report submitted to a state regulatory agency regarding the selection bias of a 
selection of claims with alleged fraudulent billing selected by a state Medicaid Inspector General. 
Tested for the likelihood of the selection being randomty-·drawn and described the lack of 
representativeness of the selection relative to the claims population. 

» Calculated Herfindahl-Hirsdunan Index (HHI) and related statistical indices to demonstrate the 
change in market concentration for an antitrust regulatory review considering the merger of two 
health maintenance organizations within a state. 

)) Conducted a sampling of patient accounts at a hospital to quantify the extent of credit balances 
on patient accounts by a payer. Thes~ estimates were relied upon for issuing settlement refunds 
to certain payers following approval from the Health and Human Services' Office of the 
Inspector General ("HHS OIG"). 

» For a community hospital, designed and implemented a random sampling plan to measure the 
error rate of admissions for one-day stays that should have been billed as observation visits. 
Calculated ·the "but-for'' payments for the unbilled observation visits as an offset to the 
overpayments received for the one-day admissions. The self-disclosure with a refund for the 
offset overpayments was accepted by the HHS OIG . 

., For oncologists practicing at an academic medical center, developed an algorithm to calculate the 
amount of overpayments received for unused portions of chemotherapy. This algorithm relied 
on all available data from accounts receivables and clinicall~gs to determine and re-apportion 
the value of the unused vials per payer on a daily basis across a fifteen month period. 

Other Representative Health Care Experience 

Payer Rate-Setting And Government Reimbursement 

» For a major payer, developed a reimbursement allowance approach for non-participating 
hospitals. Payments were tied to the underlying services rendered, and were based on payment 
levels in close proximity to those typical of other payers in the same state. Payments had 
previously been calculated solely as a reduction from charges. Under the developed approach, 
payments were calculated as a mark-up over a provider's estimated costs, after taking into 
account a provider's cost-to-charge ratio as reported in public documents. Presented the 
approach to state regulators upon the request of the major payer. 
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» Analyzed the Children's Hospitals Graduate Medical Education Formula that is administered by 
the Health Resources And Services Administration. This analysis had two purposes: to study the 
effectiveness of the current payment formula to appropriately distribute funds to all children's 
hospitals; and to understand the variations among children's hospitals in terms of the types of 
patients treated, and whether these variations need additional characteristics in the formula. The 
project suggested as a policy consideration that only changes to the patient capacity variable, e.g. 
discharges or daily census, will have a sizeable impact on the allocation of payments. 

» Performed economic and statistical analysis at the Congressional Research Service on Federal 
programs such as Medicare, Medicaid and Aid to Families with Dependent Children and 
provided technical briefings to congressional staff. 

» Provided data management and statistical analyses to evaluate the Healthy Moms/Healthy Kids 
payment program in Chicago, lllinois. The evaluation tested for the responses by physicians to 
changes in payment incentives. 

Provider Operations And Perfonnance Measurement 

» For a hospital faced with severe competitor challenges, analyzed the local market for tertiary 
healthcare services. Developed detailed projections for patient volume and break-even financial 
estimates resulting from capital expenditures in surgical outpatient facilities. This analysis led to 
strategy alternatives to migrate toward a specialization in surgical outpatient services. 

» Developed a system of forecasting patient volume within its geographic area for the Detroit 
Medical Center's corporate offices. These forecasts were subsequently integrated into annual 
budget cycles. 

Testimony Experience on Health Care Matters 

•• United States District Court for the Eastern District of New York 
Disability Advocates, Inc. v. David A. Paterson (in his official capacity), et al. 
Case Number 03-CV -3209 (NGG) 

Testified on the procedures that were designed and implemented for drawing a random 
sample of nursing home residents and the statistical validity of extrapolations for a resident 
population made from the sample's findings. 
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» United States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania 
United States of America, et al. v. Merck-Medco Managed Care, L.LC., et al. 
Case Number: 00-CV-737 

Testified on behalf of a pharmaceutical benefit management company on the necessary 
characteristics of a sample to make inferential statements about the company's operational 
performance. 

» American Arbitration Association Proceeding, 0\icago, IL 
Option Care Enterprises, Inc. v. Ferguson&: Fitzgerald, Inc. 
Case Number: 51 489 Y 00530 07 

Testified on the overstatement of revenue by a home infusion provider in a post-acquisition 
dispute. Designed and oversaw the random sampling and extrapolation of overpayments for 
entries in the acquired company's accounts receivable. 

•• Commonwealth of Kentucky Cabinet for Health Services Administrative Hearings Branch 
In Re: King's Daughter Medical Center 
Case Number: CON 1010-10-022(49) 

Rebutted testimony before an administrative law judge regarding a hospital's methodology of an 
econometric forecasting of inpatient days in response to a Certificate of Need application. 

Publications And Presentations 

» "FAQs About Compliance Audits" Presentation for the Compli~nce And Ethics Progr~m In The 
He~lth Care Industry. Loyola University Chicago School Of Law. March, 2009. 

•• "Keeping The Sampling Gains Going'' Catherine Sreckovich, Alan Peterson, and Bo· Martin. 
Book Chapter in Monitoring ~nd Auditing Practices for Effective Compliance. (Health Care 
Compliance Association. 2007) 

» "Cracks in the Foundation: How a Money Laundering Scheme Impacted One Private Bank's 
Business" Kristofer Swanson and Bo Martin. Article in Investigations Qwlrterly, (Association of 
Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialists. Volume 1: Issue 4. 2008) 

» "The 1, 2, 3's of Claims Sampling To Resolve Overpayment Errors" Bo Martin. Article in Health 
Care Compliance Today. (Health Care Compliance Association. August, 2008) 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Kandace Penner <kandypenner@mac.com> 

Wednesday, February 18, 2015 3:33 PM 
iBudget.Aigorithm 

Resend: Response to January 16th meeting 

To Ms. Denise Arnold--
Thank you for the opportunity to attend by phone the meeting on February 16th; it was another 

interesting meeting concerning Florida's iBudget plan. I had sent the email below after the January 16th 
meeting. I am sending it again as I am not sure it reached you and your partner and that it will be included in 
the comments section you plan to post on the APD iBudget website. You announced on Monday that all 
comments would be shared; I would be interested in the issues raised below to be shared, particularly those 
about moderate physical disabilities not being well assessed by the QSI. It would be helpful to see if others 
around the state have experienced the same concern. 

If you will, please send me a brief acknowledgement that this email has been received; then I won't 
wonder/worry. We are looking forward to the next meeting. Also, the ability for those of us online to write a 
note/question to the presenters was a very good improvement in your online access-- Thanks! 
Sincerely, 
Kandy Penner 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Kandace Penner <kandypenner@mac.com> 
Subject: Response to January 16th meeting 
Date: January 22 1 2015 9:39:47 PM EST 
To: iBudgetAigorithm@apdcares.org 
Bee: Dick Di Bradley <dbradley@arcalachua.org>1 Steve Drago 
<SDrago@arcalachua.org> 1 Nancy Wright <newright. law@gmail.com> 1 

deborah@arcflorida.org 

Hello, Denise-- I'm sorry I cannot locate your last name but I wanted to send this email to you in 
response to the very interesting meeting about the iBudget held on January 16th. I was one of 
the phone call participants. The meeting was informative and I appreciated you and your 
partner's clear invitation to send input to your office regarding the topics covered in the meeting. 

I have several concerns I'd like to bring to your attention. 

1. We have observed that the QSI does not do a very good job identifying physical disabilities 
that significantly affect a person's life but do not reach the point of needing a wheelchair, lifting 
to transfer, etc. Our foster daughter has intellectual disability and cerebral palsy. She walks 
very slowly with crutches, has great difficulty getting in/out of cars/vans, cannot walk down 
ramp or any decline without hands on assistance, needs some help with dressing, cannot carry a 
bag or plate of food for herself and she falls several times per week (falls that result in scrapes 
and bruises but do not require medical care.) She also cannot wake herself and walk or crawl to 
the bathroom at night. These disabilities make for a very compromised daily life. However, 
these disabilities are not reflected appropriately in the items in the functional portion of the 
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QSI. 

2. We wonder why the QSI has a section called Physical Status which is comprised of questions 
of physical status such as over/underweight, seizures, skin breakdown, bowel function etc. which 
do reflect one's physical status and then a similar number of questions which would be more 
appropriate as part of the Behavior Status section since they are directly related to one's physical 
status in terms of the behaviors listed in that section. Our daughter for instance has weight 
problems, seizure history, bowel disfunction but they are unrelated to any of the behavior 
restraints listed in the section. We have experienced that the QSI questioner tends to lump these 
questions as one topic (Behavior) and therefore skim over the questions that are relevant for our 
daughter because she does not have behavior problems. 

The upshot of the two concerns above is that, because our daughter is lucky enough not to have 
developed behavior problems, her physical disabilities are largely passed over and not given 
proper consideration in the QSI. We would like to see improvements in the QSI in this area. 

The concerns below are really questions that bothered us during the iBudget meeting last 
week. I asked two of them but unfortunately the professors from FSU were very difficult to 
understand over the phone. So we'd like to ask them now of you and your colleague: 
3. The researchers talked about removing outliers from the data for our state; this raised the 
percentage of reliability for the FL data and therefore the FL data compared favorably with other 
states. Did the other states also remove outlier data? If they did not, doesn't that make the 
outcomes among other states not comparable to the outlier-removed FL data? 

4. In the design itself, you said the data used for iBudget success rate was the expended Cost 
Plan data. If some of the participants were consumers who filed for a fair hearing because their 
iBudget cost plan assignments reflected a reduction in their existing cost plans and if those 
participants had their cost plans frozen at the pre-iBudget level and therefore their expended Cost 
Plan amounts did not reflect their iBudget assignment, would this not be invalid data for the 
study? 

5. And finally, the two FSU professors at the meeting on January 16th did the study of the 
effectiveness/validity of the iBudget. However, we understand that they are the very same 
professors who designed the iBudget algorithm in the first place. Isn't the outcome weakened 
when the same parties who designed the iBudget algorithm are then permitted to validate the 
outcomes of that iBudget? Why wouldn't there be an independent assessment? 

Thank you again for hosting these community meetings and inviting input from stakeholders. 

Sincerely, 
Kandy Penner 
Gainesville, Florida 
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From: Suzanne Sewell [mailto:ssewell@floridaarf.org] 
Sent: Thursday, February 19, 2015 10:33 AM 
To: Barbara Palmer; Denise Arnold; David DelaPaz 
Cc: Courtney Swilley; Linda Mabile; Troy Strawder; Tina Philips (tphilips@pbhab.com) 
Subject: Florida ARF Recommendations for iBudget System 

Barbara, Denise, and others, 

Attached you will find a letter that contains our recommendations for improvement of Florida's iBudget System. We 
·,ave discussed several of our concerns at public meetings, and we are now following up with our written suggestions. 

During implementation of the iBudget System, we heard two primary complaints. The most frequent one was that 
transportat ion services were not included as a priority service when cost plans were calculated at the time of 
transition. The second complaint was the iBudget evaluation process does not accurately pick up service needs for 
individuals w ith severe behavioral and/or functional needs. As you will see, our paper addresses these two concerns 
extensively. We were pleased to hear at the February 16 meeting that the Agency is pursuing changes that should 
address the behavioral and funct ional needs of individuals being served. 

Our recommend changes have been vetted with our membership. Our Association's position is that we want to see the 
iBudget process fixed and we think the system can work given certain improvements. If you have questions about our 
recommendations, please feel free to contact me for further clarification. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input. 

Suzanne Sewell 
President & CEO 
Florida ARF 
2475 Apalachee Parkway, Suite 205 
Tallahassee, FL 32301 
Direct: 850-942-3500 
Switchboard: 850-877-4816 (#123) 
Cell: 850-251-7925 
FAX: 850-656-0168 
" Sewell@floridaarf.org 
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February 19, 2015 

Ms. Barbara Palmer, Director 
Agency for Persons with Disabilities 
4030 Esplanade Way, Suite 380 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399 

Troy Strawder 
Board Chair 

Suzanne Sewell 
President & CEO 

RE: Comments on the iBudget System and Algorithm 

Dear Ms. Palmer: 

Over the past several years Florida ARF has provided input on the iBudget system, the 
algorithm, the allocation methodology that generates individual cost plans, and the services and 
supports authorized by the Agency. We have submitted numerous responses regarding our 
concerns and recommendations and have communicated that we support a defined, systematic 
process for establishing cost plans and services as long as the needs of the individuals served 
are met, and the program is adequately funded. As stated on many occasions, no system will 
provide program stability if funding is inadequate to meet individuals' needs or if too many 
dollars are removed from cost plans to generate savings. Fortunately, additional funding has 
been added to the iBudget System that more closely aligns the funding level with the historical 
spending trends. 

We have expressed concern all along that the strong focus on cost cutting, first with the Tiered 
Waivers and now with the iBudget system, would move the DO Service System away from the 
very rudimentary and critical foundational values it was built upon. Certain basic tenants are 
critical to the Florida system of services and supports for individuals with intellectual and 
developmental disabilities and the Agency for Persons with Disabilities {APD) must ensure 
continuation of these tenants. The values we reference are included in rule and statute, and we 
believe these values need to be re-validated as integral components of the iBudget System. 
We address this issue in more in detail in the following pages. 

We recognize much work is being done to evaluate shortcomings in the algorithm and to 
improve the iBudget allocation methodology. Information shared at recent hearings is 
encouraging. We are eager to see how the proposed revisions impact individuals receiving 
services and the service system. 

Today, we are almost two years post implementation of the iBudget System, and all waiver 
recipients have transitioned into the System. Even so. calculation of iBudget cost plans remains 
unsettled. Our Association has spent a great deal of time reviewing the iBudget System, 
examining the concerns our members identified , and identifying solutions. We have 
summarized our conclusions and recommendations and offer them today in the spirit of seeking 
to fix the iBudget System. 

Florida ARF - Comments on iBudget System and Algorithm 
February 19, 2015 
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Recommendation 1: A Sound iBudget Framework 

The iBudget algorithm and service system must support the assurances stated in section 
393.062, F.S., which reads: "Further, the greatest priority shall be given to the development and 
implementation of community-based services that will enable individuals with developmental 
disabilities to achieve their greatest potential for independent and productive living, enable them 
to live in their own homes or in residences located in their own communities, and permit them to 
be diverted or removed from unnecessary institutional placements. This goal cannot be met 
without ensuring the availability of community residential opportunities in the residential areas of 
this state . . . " This priority is reflected in the current Florida Medicaid Developmental 
Disabilities Waiver Services Coverage and Limitations Handbook (November 2010, Page 1-8, 
Purpose of the DO Waiver) which states: "Recipients enrolled in the DO Waiver receive services 
that enable them to: Have a safe place to live; have a meaningful day activity; receive medically
necessary medical and dental services; receive medically-necessary supplies and equipment; 
and receive transportation required to access necessary services." However. the draft iBudget 
Handbook (Page 1-1) reads: "This waiver reflects use of an individual budgeting approach and 
enhanced opportunities for self-determination. The purpose of this waiver is to: Promote and 
maintain the health of eligible individuals with developmental disabilities; Provide medically 
necessary supports and services to delay or prevent institutionalization; and, Foster the 
principles of self-determination as a foundation for services and supports. 

The proposed language in the draft iBudget handbook is weaker than that in the current 
handbook and does not support the established values for services and supports as outlined in 
section 393.062, F.S. Any algorithm methodology built on the proposed, overly broad 
assumptions will not be responsive to individuals' needs. For example, transportation 
services were not included within the total dollar amounts for services that were to be included 
in clients' annualized cost plan sums when transition occurred; therefore. many individuals' cost 
plans were not funded adequately. Individuals lost meaningful day activities due to limited 
iBudget funding, or the inabili ty to travel to services since transportation services were reduced 
or eliminated. Had the new iBudget System continued to address the same foundational 
supports and service options identified in the current handbook purpose of the waiver, many of 
the concerns being discussed today would have been avoided. This is a major concern to our 
members and the individuals/families they serve. Transportation services must be reinstated. 

Correction #1: 

Incorporate "Purpose" language from current handbook, Pages 1-8 & 9, into the iBudget 
handbook, Page 1-1, to read as follows: 

Individuals enrolled in the HCBS Medicaid Waiver should receive services that enable them to: 
• Have a safe place to live 
• Have a meaningful day activity 
• Receive medically-necessary medical and dental services 
• Receive medically-necessary supplies and equipment 
• Receive transportation required to access necessary services. 

Delete Purpose/Introduction statement in the draft iBudget Handbook, Page 1-1, as follows: 

The purpose ef this waiver is te: 
• Promote and maintain the health ef eligible individuals with deYelopmental disabilities. 
• ProYide medically necessary supports and services to delay or preYent institutionalization. 
• Foster the principles of self determination as a foundation for services and supports. 

Florida ARF - Comments on iBudget System and Algorithm 
February 19, 2015 



Recommendation 2: A Community Based Service System 

Any service system that serves individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities must 
include the service options defined in the Medicaid waiver and state law. Section 393.066(1 ). 
F.S. states: "The agency shall plan, develop, organize, and implement its programs of services 
and treatment for persons with developmental disabilities to allow clients to live as 
independently as possible in their own homes or communities and to achieve productive lives as 
close to normal as possible. All elements of community-based services shall be made available, 
and eligibility for these services shall be consistent across the state." Further. Section 
393.066(3), F.S. reads: "Community-based services that are medically necessary to prevent 
institutionalization shall, to the extent of available resources, include: 

(a) Adult day training services 
(b) Family care services 
(c) Guardian advocate referral services 
(d) Medical/dental services, except that medical services shall not be provided to clients with 

spina bifida except as specifically appropriated by the Legislature 
(e) Parent training 
(f) Personal care services 
(g) Recreation 
(h) Residential facility services 
(i) Respite services 
(j) Social services 
(k) Specialized therapies 
(I) Supported employment 
(m) Supported living 
(n) Training, including behavioral analysis services 
(o) Transportation 
(p) Other habilitative and rehabilitative services as needed. " 

At a February 16, 2015 meeting, APD indicated it is evaluating the impact of dependent 
variables on the algorithm and is reviewing inclusion or removal of services from the algorithm 
calculations based on FY 13-14 expenditure data. We reply that the algorithm must accurately 
predict needed funding to cover the cost of the array of medically necessary services allowed 
per statute and as needed by the recipient. During transition to the iBudget System, if a client's 
algorithm allocation generated an amount higher than the current cost plan, their allocation was 
reduced to the amount of the current cost plan but only certain services ( 15 of 27) were 
calc~lated in this exercise. Many individuals lost transportation or other services because the 
service was not one of the 15 priority services. This action negatively impacted the ability of 
many to receive medically necessary services and supports and is not consistent with the 
statutory references ci ted above. Loss of transportation services was the complaint we heard 
most frequently regarding iBudget implementation. Expenditures for transportation services 
totaled $34 million in FY 10-11 and decreased to $22.3 million by FY 13-14. The transportation 
reduction and/or elimination issue must be included as part of the iBudget methodology. 

Correction #2: 

Reinstatement of individuals' transportation services to their cost plans would keep the 
expenditures within the appropriation since the Agency reported a $56 million surplus 
last year. Because transportation costs and services vary across the state, the algorithm may 
be incapable of predicting adequate funding for individual cost plans. Transportation services 
could be calculated as either supplemental for extraordinary need services within the algorithm 
methodology. This provision would need to be included within the iBudget rule (65G-4.027). 

Florida ARF -Comments on iBudget System and Algorithm 
February 19, 2015 
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Recommendation 3: iBudget Service Packages 

Per Section 393.0662, F.S., APO is to establish an iBudget for each person served in the HCBS 
Medicaid Waiver program. The iBudget System is to provide for: 

• Enhanced client choice within a specified service package 
• Appropriate assessment strategies 
• Efficient consumer budgeting and billing process to include reconciliation and monitoring 
• Redefined role for Support Coordinators to avoid potential conflict of interest. 
• Flexible and streamlined review process 
• Methodology and process that ensures equitable allocation of available funds to each client 

based on level of need as determined by variables in the allocation algorithm. 

Statutory language supports the concept of service packages. An iBudget service package for 
individuals requiring residential care should include funding for an appropriate place to live, 
meaningful day activity(s), and transportation to access needed services. The service package 
for individuals with intensive behavior needs should provide adequate funding to support 
Intensive Behavior Residential Habilitation Services - not just basic Residential Habilitation 
services. The service package for a child living at home and supported by the public school 
system and Medicaid State Plan would look very different from an adult in a home setting. 

One of the proposals identified at the February 16th meeting is to break residential settings into 
four groups based on level of support needs (descriptors). This grouping would more accurately 
identify adequate funding for residential settings based on the needs of the individuals rather 
than using only one variable to cover all residential living options. This approach appears to be 
a positive step forward for individuals with more intense intervention needs. but the rates for 
residential levels of supports must be funded appropriately. APD should use the highest rate 
within the residential grouping for the initial allocation. If a lower support level and rate is 
determined to be appropriate based on an individual's needs. modifications and adjustments to 
the funding to more accurately cover the appropriate residentia l rate could be made during the 
individual review of the iBudget cost plan. 

Several concerns regarding the funding of behavior services within the iBudget System could be 
resolved through the service package concept. APD staff are reporting intent to conduct 
utilization reviews to reduce Behavior Focus/IS Levels, fade Behavior Analysis services, and 
eliminate Behavior Assistant services in group homes. At the same time, providers are being 
expected to staff homes to address foreseeable scenarios, but the level of approved care does 
not support the cost. APD is asking providers to admit very difficult clients as Behavior Focus 
Moderate or Extensive levels when the clients are often in need of Intensive Behavior services. 
If a serious incident occurs, providers are found to be negligent, and· if it is believed that a staff 
member could have prevented the critical incident, the provider will receive findings 
substantiating neglect/lack of supervision. The service package concept would ensure funding 
of service models that meet the needs of individuals with similar behaviors. 

The service package concept can be developed within the iBudget system. Implementation of 
this recommendation would assist APD with cost forecasting. 

Correction #3: 

While implementation of this recommendation may not be achievable immediately, this 
recommendation would allow APD to manage the iBudget program versus attempting to 
manage 30,000 individual iBudget plans. 

Florida ARF - Comments on iBudget System and A lgorithm 
February 19, 2015 
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Recommendation 4: Improve the Client Assessment Tool 

The QSI contains probes and questions intended to assess individual service needs, including 
extensive needs. The results should indicate the types of interventions needed to cover needed 
treatment and supports. The tool must accurately identify individuals' specific behaviors and the 
supports necessary to appropriately treat and intervene. Florida's QSI does not appear to 
accurately reflect extensive need and required treatments. For example, the current weighting 
of whether a person is on medication for certain behaviors may not be the best indicator of the 
type and cost of supports and interventions that are needed; instead, the assessment tool and 
corresponding weighting within the algorithm should generate budgets that cover the additional 
supports and interventions needed to address the behaviors being treated. 

We support APD's intent to include residential living settings as a variable within its allocation 
methodology. If applied correctly, the definitions and guidelines in handbook and rate structures 
for individuals requiring Behavior Focus or Intensive Behavior levels of Residential Habilitation 
services should be reflected in the QSI questions, and the results should ultimately be reflected 
within the iBudget algorithm. This is not happening using the current algorithm. 

The assessment tool probes currently address individuals' living status as family home. 
independent living, or residential care. More weighting is needed to reflect the levels of 
assistance and supervision needed in residential living settings as well as in supported living. 
For example, children in residential care will require more residential supports than those living 
in the family home. Providers indicate the Residential Habilitation levels their clients receive are 
often based on cost containment pressures rather than service needs. This is a key concern 
when assessing service needs of individuals with severe behavioral or functional needs. 

The QSI and algorithm do not pick up the need for one-on-one staffing, either for residential or 
day service settings. How are providers to address staffing needs to meet the behavior needs 
of individuals with severe behaviors when the assessment tool does not distinguish between 
levels of supervision needed? 

Another weakness within the QSI is that individuals with intellectual and developmental 
disabilities tend to age more rapidly and many are more prone to age related conditions such as 
Alzheimer's. These individuals often require specialized supports and additional health 
interventions. The assessment process should reflect the additional care needs of older 
individuals who are showing early onset of dementia, or who simply need more hands on 
support and supervision to manage daily routines. 

The assessment process is not occurring every three years as intended, and some individuals 
have not been assessed for five years. 

It is noted that APD is evaluating an expanded use of the QSI information and specific questions 
used in the algorithm. These changes should improve the predictability of the algorithm. 

Correction #4: 

Amend the QSI instrument to more accurately assess individual client needs, or purchase an 
assessment tool that has proven inter-rater reliability such as the Supports Intensity Scale (SIS) 
developed by the American Association on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities if APD 
cannot rely on its assessment tool to accurately predict statistically valid algorithm allocations. If 
the QSI (Questionnaire Situational Information) tool remains in use, it needs to more accurately 
assess needs of individuals with severe behavioral and functional challenges. 

Florida ARF • Comments on iBudget System and Algorithm 
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Recommendation 5: Amend iBudget Algorithm Legislation Statutory Language 

The Agency should seek legislative amendments to 393.0662, F.S., to clarify the algorithm 
methodology and to incorporate an individual client review process as part of the methodology. 

Section 393.0662, F.S., (1) (a) reads: In developing each client's iBudget, the agency shall use 
an allocation algorithm and methodology. The algorithm shall use variables that have been 
determined by the agency to have a statistically validated relationship to the client 's level of 
need for services provided through the home and community-based services Medicaid waiver 
program. The algorithm and methodology may consider individual characteristics, including, but 
not limited to, a client's age and living situation, information from a formal assessment 
instrument that the agency determines is valid and reliable, and information from other 
assessment processes. 

Section 393.0662, F.S .. (1) (b) reads: The allocation methodology shall provide the algorithm 
that determines the amount of funds allocated to a client 's iBudget. The agency may approve an 
increase in the amount of funds allocated, as determined by the algorithm, based on the client 
having one or more of the following needs that cannot be accommodated within the funding as 
determined by the algorithm and having no other resources, supports, or services available to 
meet the need, and if one of the following occurs: Extraordinary need; Significant need for one
time or temporary (<12 months) supports or services; Significant increase in need for services 
after the beginning of the service plan year that creates health and safety concerns. 

Section 393.0662, F.S., (1) (c) reads: A client's iBudget shall be the total of the amount determined 
by the algorithm and any additional funding provided pursuant to paragraph (b). Court rulings 
opined that iBudgets are to be developed in strict accordance with this section. The reference to 
"Information from other assessment processes," in paragraph (a). appears to have been vacated 
by paragraph (c). 

Section 393.0662, (4) F.S., reads: A client must use all available services authorized under the 
state Medicaid plan, school-based services, private insurance and other benefits, and any other 
resources that may be available to the client before using funds from his or her iBudget to pay 
for support and services. The iBudget rule (65G-4.020) includes this provision and assumes 
use of natural supports, or services or supports available from the individual's family members, 
neighbors, or friends and for which no payment for the service or support is provided to reduce 
cost plans but, again, paragraph (c) appears to negate this provision. 

Correction #5 

Amend Section 393.0662, F.S., (1) (a): ... The algorithm and methodology may consider 
individual characteristics. including, but not limited to, a client's age and living situation, 
information from a formal assessment instrument that the agency determines is valid and 
reliable, and information from other assessment processes to include an individual client review 
process. 

Amend Section 393.0662, F.S., (1) (b): The allocation methodology shall provide the algorithm 
f.R.a.l determines the amount of funds allocated to a client 's iBudget. The agency may approve an 
increase in the amount of funds allocated, as determined by the algorithm methodology, based 
on the client having one or more ... 

Amend Section 393.0662, F.S. , (1)(c): A client's iBudget shall be the total of the amount 
determined by the algorithm methodology to include and any additional funding provided pursuant 
to paragraph (b) (as amended). 
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Recommendation 6: Fund an Extraordinary Need Pool 

The Agency should seek legislative approval to reserve surplus dollars to fund an extraordinary 
need pool for subsequent years. 

Section 393.0662, F.S., (9) reads: The agency and the Agency for Health Care Administration 
may adopt rules specifying the allocation algorithm and methodology; criteria and processes for 
clients to access reserved for funds for extraordinary needs .. . . 

APD has reverted surplus iBudget waiver dollars that have been re-appropriated in the "Back of 
the Bill" of the General Appropriations Act to cover deficit spending. Such funds could be used 
to fund an extraordinary need pool for unanticipated client needs. 

Correction #6 

APD should pursue proviso language within the General Appropriations Act to allow use of 
surplus iBudget funding to create an Extraordinary Need Pool. 

Recommendation 7: Ensure a Strong Provider Network 

An across the board 14.17% rate reinstatement is required to stabilize the iBudget service 
system; stakeholders recommend the reinstatement be phased in over a two year period, with a 
7% reinstatement in FY 15-16 followed by 7. 17% the following year. 

In July 2003 the State of Florida adopted a rate system that established uniform rates for most 
of the waiver services. The rate system was based on direct care wages funded at the 25th 
percentile compared to national averages for wages. Overall, iBudget waiver rates are 14.17% 
lower than in FY 2003-2004. While some incremental increases occurred, there has not been a 
systematic rate adjustment to address the increased operational costs providers face . Since 
2003, the Florida Minimum Wage has increased from $5.15 per hour to $8.05 per hour- for a 
56% increase; the Consumer Price Index has increased 32.13%; and, costs continue to rise for 
employee health care, workers' compensation and liability/property insurance coverage. 
Further. multiple unfunded mandates have been added in the form of billing requirements . 
background screening of staff, new licensure standards, staff training and experience 
requirements, and now additional residential and community integration standards. 

Correction #7 

A year one investment of $26.4 million in General Revenue funds, supplemented by $39.2 
million in federal matching funds, for a total increase of $65.6 million. will strengthen the 
provider network and will reduce the number of providers who are having to close their doors or 
reduce the number of services provided . APD needs a strong and vibrant provider network in 
order to meet the needs of the large and diverse consumer population in Florida. 

Recommendation 8: Implement an Electronic Data System 

APD must have a data driven system that allows it to accurately develop service plans and track 
expenditures. 

Per Section 393.0662, F.S., APD is to establish an iBudget for each person served in the HCBS 
Medicaid Waiver program. The iBudget System is to provide for: 
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• Enhanced client choice within a specified service package 
• Appropriate assessment strategies 
• Efficient consumer budgeting and billing process to include reconciliation and 

monitoring 
• Redefined role for Support Coordinators to avoid potential conflict of interest. 
• Flexible and streamlined review process 
• Methodology and process that ensures equitable allocation of available funds to each client 

based on level of need as determined by variables in the allocation algorithm. 

The above statutory reference clearly indicates the iBudget System is to feature an efficient 
consumer budgeting and billing process. 

Correction #8 

Immediately implement a reliable system that supports both Agency and provider needs for data 
input, tracking , and billing. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input on the iBudget system and the algorithm. As 
mentioned, we are pleased the Agency is pursuing improvements in the algorithm methodology, 
and we appreciate being part of the discussions on systems improvements. If you have 
questions regarding our remarks, feel free to contact me at 850-942-3500. 

Sincerely, 

Suzanne Sewell 
President & CEO 

Attachment - Recommended Legislative Changes 

CC: Denise Arnold 
David De La Paz 
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